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To the Secretaries of the Army and the.Air Force:
The 99th Annual Review of the Chief, National Guard Bureau covering the operations ofthis buea
from October 1, 2000, to September 30, 2001, is respectfully submitted.
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Year 2001, which marked the 365th birthday of the National Guard, ended in a tumutuaous:
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ce again, as it has done since its colonial beginnings, the National Guard was caldupo
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omeland against those who would do it harm.
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determination to ensure that further attacks would not succed,
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punish those responsible,.i

,ftf thf 17,000 National Guard soldiers and airmen. onatvedt
Sarding the atin' airports, borders and miitary faci
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ARMY NAT IONAL G UARD .
351,829 Personnel
includes 23,125 Active Guard/Reserve (AGR)
and 23,427 Dual Status Technicians

~'

plus 1,648 Non-Dual status Technicians
Total: 353,477

AIR NATIONAL GUARD
108,485 Personnel
includes 10,870 Active Guard/Reserve (AGR)
plus 22,987 Technicians (both Dual and Non-Dual status)
Total: 131,472
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MISSION, ORGANIZ AION
AND ADMINISTRATION
The National Guard is rooted in the concept that abe-bodied
citizens have the privilege and responsibility of bearing arms for
the common defense.
This tradition began in America in the 17th century with the
organization of militia units in the various cokies.
The National Guard traces its direct heritage to the organition
of the North, South, and East egiments in the Massachusets Ba.
Colony on December 13,1636. It has fought in everyAmerkn war
from the Pequot War of 1637 to the current war against tefrism.
At the end of the Revolutionary War, it was recognized that the
militia had played an important role in winnng the nations
independence. The authors of the Costiuto
d
Congress to "provide for organizing, arming and i
militm*s" However. recognizing the militia's S r~
Founding Fathers reserved the appoimment of of
training of the militia to the States.

the
'"

Subsequent national military policy increased the Nanal

Guares role as a Fed#~a reerve

fore. Today,

in accordance with.

the traditional military policy of the United States, the Nam
Guard continues its histric mion as an ..
nations first-line detinse.
_4
Support of the active forces is on a worldwide, ba With trUnIng"
conducted in geographic areas associated with U.S.
Al
National Guard fightar-interceptor units provide 246

defens of the COWS,, and Army National GtuNct
and train with active Arydvsos

pn

Armnyand Air NaiottalGuardunis would be
commands of theAmlv andLAir Fotce

oil:z
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Guard of each State remains, constitu-

became a joint agency of the

tionally, a State-administrated and

Department of the Army and the Air

commanded force. The State mission is

Force. The Chief, National Guard Bureau

to provide units trained and equipped to
protect life and property and to preserve

reports to the Secretaries of the Army
and the Air Force through the respective

peace, order, and public safety, under the

Chiefs of Staff and is the principal staff
advisor for National Guard affairs.

order of State and Federal authorities,
The passage of the Dick Act on January
21, 1903 marked the beginning of a

The National Guard Bureau is both a
staff and an operating agency. As a staff

century of ever-increasing Federal
support for the Militia of the various
States and Territories, and with this
increasing Federal financial commitment

agency, the Bureau participates with the
Army and Air Staffs in the development
and coordination of programs pertaining
to or affecting the National Guard. As an

came the requirement to report, on an
annual basis, the manner in which

operating agency; the National Guard
Bureau formulates and administers the

Federal funds were expended on the
Militia. Beginning with the 1903
Annual Report of the Acting Adjutant

programs for the training, development,
and maintenance of the Army and Air
National Guard, and acts as the channel

General of the Army, the progress and
development of the Militia as a Federal

of communications between the States
and the Departments of the Army and
the Air Force.

reserve force has been chronicled, as

directed by Congress, on a yearly basis.
The Militia section of this report is the
predecessor of todays Annual Review.

The Chief of the National Guard Bureau
is appointed by the President, with the
advice and consent of the Senate. The

In 1908, the duties of overseeing

Chief, National Guard Bureau is appointed

Federalexpenditures for the Militia
were transferred from the Adjutant

for a term of four years, and is eligible to
succeed himself. The grade authorized for

GeneraoftheAy to anewly created

this position is lieutenant general.

Division of Militia Affirs in the office
of the Secretary of War.
In 1910, the Division was placed under
the Chief of Staff of the Army. Under
the National Defense Act of 1916 the

The Vice Chief of the National Guard
Bureau is appointed by the Secretary
of Defense with the advice and consent
of the service secretaries. The Vice
Chief, National Guard Bureau serves

Division was redesignated as the Militia
Breau and became one of the bureaus

with the Chief, National Guard Bureau
as advisor to the Chiefs of Staff of the

of the War Department.

Army and the Air Force in addition to
assuming the duties of the Chief,

t!933, the Milta Bureau was

reeigae teNainL

ur

Bra.After World Wa I!,
the Bureau

National Guard Bureau when required."

The grade authorized for this position
ismajor general.
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September 11, 2001 marked the most significant
attack on American soil since World War 11. The
Naton.al
Guard's response to these attacks was immediate.
The following timeline, covering the period
from September
11 to the close of the fiscal year (September
30) was prepared by National Guard Bureau
hi.torians using
information provided to the Bureau by the
States, and from information available in open
s
'"ces.
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in11 September 2001. Approx. 8:40 AM EDST H With Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) notification of the assumed hijacking of American Airlines Flight 11, 1st Air Force (ACC Air Combat Command) immediately established an Air Operations Center (AOC) to deal with
the incident.

-11

September 2001. 08:43 AM EDST H FAA notifies North American Air Defense
Command's North East Air Defense Sector (NEADS) of possible hijacking of United Airlines Flight
175, from Boston enroute to Los Angeles.

11 September 2001. 08:46 AM
EDST //NEADS orders F-15s
scrambled from Otis Air National
Guard Base (ANGB), Massachusetts,
closest air defense alert site to Boston
and to the two hijacked airliners.
Fighters were from the 102nd Fighter
Wing (FW), Massachusetts ANG.

11 September2001. 08:46 AM
EDST # Flying past the tip of lower
Manhattan, Arberican Airlines Flight
11 hits the World Trade Center's 110story North Tower, between the 94th
and 98th floors.

11 September 2001. 08:52 AM
EDST /HMassachusetts ANG,
F-15s airborne from Otis ANGB.

j
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11 September 2001. OW AM EDST
H American Airlines Flight 175 hits the
World Trade Center's South Tower,
between the 78th and 84th floors.

11 September 2001.0924 AM EDST
H The FAA notified NEADS regarding
probable hijacking of American Airlines
Flight 77 from Dulles International Airport
outside Washington, DC to Los Angeles.
The primary mission of Guard forces at Ground Zero was to rie !*
cleared the s'te. Guard members also escorted people to itirh0mes antd bus#Iess, in
lower Manhattan, searched for and marked human remains for recove y byfrnw tees,
providedtransportation, engineering, and medical support and a host ofthrains

11 September 2001. 09:24 AM EDST YI Three F-16s ordered scrambled from Langley AFB,

Virginia, closest alert site to Dulles
lAR

-n11 September 2001.09:

AM EDST t

F-16s from 119th Fighter Wing, North Dakota
ANG airborne from Langley AFB.

n11 September 201. 037 AM ED

II

Hijacked American Airlines Flight 77 hits the
Pentagon. Among the 189 dead (military and
civilian DoD employees, 59 passengers, and 5
Initially after the towers collapsed, a fine powder covered lower Manhattanto the
depth of a foot in some places. A flatbed truck hauling away the twisted debris of

the towers ishosed down to remove some of the residue.

11 September 2001.9:40 AM EDST

aircraft to land.

hijackers) are two Active Guard/ Reserve Army
Natonal Guard mmber, LTC Canfield Boe
,

LT

af l

on

of Indiana and CW4 William Ruth of Maryland.

The FM halts all U.S. flight operations and orders

A

11 September 2001. 9:50 AM EDST /I South Tower
of the World Trade Center collapses.

'11 September 2001.10:03 AM EDST // United
Airlines Flight 93, Newark to San Francisco, crashes in
western Pennsylvania.
5
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The noxious atmosphere created by the collapse of the World

Trade Center posed potential health risks for everyone involved
in the rescue and recovery effort. At first, soldiers used
whatever means they could to filter the air until civilian
respirator masks were distributed

11 September 2001. 10:24 AM EDST /The FAA
diverts all in-bound trans-Atlantic flights to Canada.

11 September 2001. 10:29 AM EDST /The North Tower of
the World Trade Center collapses. It is later determined that
more than 2,800 people - occupants of the two towers, rescue
workers, passengers on the hijacked jets, bystanders, and
hijackers - died inthe attacks, the greatest man-made disaster in
U.S. history.
During and immediately after the towers' collapse, individual
Guard members in New York City and vicinity, seeing the
magnitude of the destruction, begin reporting to their armories or
directly to lower Manhattan for disaster relief operations.

11 September 2001. 10:43 AM EDST H At the request of the
Secret Service, thel 13th FW, DC ANG, one of the first units to have
aircraft over the Capitol, establishes a Combat Air Patrol (CAP) over

Washington, D.C., with Reagan National Airport as bullseye.

,
New York Guardsmen in a Stt Atv uyrleassisted the NYPO inmaintaining a higenj
presence at major ldmrsaround th ciy; to
include Grand Central Station.

11Septmendr 2Ml & PM EDT # New Yrks Goero Gerg
NY National Guard on high stae of alot All bridges and t i
Nwha
New Jersey's governor has declared astate of emergency. NJ No
have been sent to Jersey City, immediately across from lower
to treat casualties arriving by ferry.

....
a po

w

,

Connecticut National Guard has set up a24-hour command post at state had4bt
EmergencV equipment isbeing sent to New York.

in

S11 September 2001, as of midnight, EDST /First unit (as opposed to Guard mem

who arrived at the site as individuals) to deploy to lower Manhattan isthe 2nd Civil S

(Weapons of Mass Destruction) from Scotia, New York, followed by Companies Band C,ist
Battalion, 105th Infantry and the 1st Battalion, 258th Field Artillery, all from New York City.

Aq

m

/

m12 September 26, as of 6:00 AM EDST /More than 1200? New York Army and Air
National Guard personnel have been mobilized. App oximately 5W are on duty inlower
Manhattan, most assistig law efcement personne ith *ect

ith

zeto .gon
exb ,

The New York ANG has set up an emergencty fligh operations cente aB
rsue-associated air traffic.
8
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m12 September 2001 1/On the morning of
September 12th, perimeter duty at the World. Trade
Center site isassumed by 1st Battalion, 69th Infantry
and the 1st Battalion, 101st Cavalry, both New York
Cit units.
HHD,115th Military Police Battalion and 200th and
290th MP Companies, all from the Maryland ARNG,
begin security missions at Pentagon and Ft Myer.
ANG fighters fly 184 sorties inresponse to terrorist
attacks of the previous day.

Members of the Maryland Army National Guard's 115th Military PoliceBattalon
helped secure the Pentagon and Fort Meyer beginning on September 12.

13 September 2001 /I842 District of Columbia Army and Air Guard personnel respond to the
crisis inDC itself, and at Ft Belvoir, VA and Andrews AFB, MD. Virginia's 229th MP Company joins the
Pentagon and FL Myer security mission.
As of 2:25 PM EDST, 553 Air Guard and 8,265 Army Guard personnel were on State Active Duty status in
the 50 states, the District of Columbia, and the territories; more than 4,000 of these are from New York.
As of 10:00 PM, ANG fighters had flown 603 sorties since the attacks.

13 September 2001 i

The ANG

Crisis Action Team reported that 9,43 Air
Guard personnel were participating inthe
military responses to the terrorist atti ks
on the CONUS.

-

A sergeant from New York'27th Infantry Brigade consults with an unidentified
worker at Ground Zero.

=14 September 2001 /

President George W. Bush athonrizes the call-up of up to 50,000uard

mmesand Reservists to active duty. As of 4:00 AM EDST, ANG tankers had flown
.. 72
: sorti

s

ineltrrorist attacks.
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spokesman reported that as of this date some I
Ary
and Air Guard personnel from 29 states and the
tof
Columbia were providing humanitarian relief,
,ecui,
civil
support, air defense and communications support asa
result of the events of September 11th.

m21 September 2101
M

National Guard Bureau created

Juniorofficers and NCOs led from the front, often coordinating directly

the Office of Homeland Security, as part of NG JoiS

with the civil authorities they were supporting

reporting to Vice Chief, NGB.

,

24 September 2001 # The Department of Defense announced plans to call up an additional
5,100 Guard and Reserve troops.

z27 September 2001 / After consulting with several governors, President'Bush requests
Governors of States, Territories and U.S. Possessions to use their National Guard forces
to provide
supplemental personnel for Airport security operations. Personnel will be Federally4-fnded,
ina T.tle
32 status. NGB formally notifies the Adjutants General.
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=*2-2 September 2001

3 units called to active Feea srie
157 Army Guard personnel in,

am30 September 2001 H/6,721 ARNG and some 10,1000 ANG personnel are on duty supporting
Operation "Noble Eagle," as the homeland defense mission has been titled by Secretary of
Defense Donald Rumsfeid.
•:
ARNG and ANG personnel have reported for airport security duty in Tennessee, Nebraska, Nort
Dakota, Colorado, Oregon, Georgia and New Mexico.

:i:

awl October 2001 - Beginning of Fiscal Year 2002 H/More than 1,150 ARNG and ANG

,

personnel in 13 states on active duty patrolling the nation's airports.
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INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
The Division of International Affairs advises the Chief of the
National Guard on a wide range of international initiatives

The National Guard International Affirs continued to be
heavily involved in Latin America during FY01. The U.S.

and programs with which the National Guard is involved.
The flagship program, the National Guard State Partnership
Program (SPP), capitalizes on the unique capabilities of

Southern Command (SOUTHCOM) announced the addition
of one new SPP Partnership this year, giving it a total of eleven
partnerships within its theater of operations. Nine U.S. states,

citizen-soldiers in supporting the National Military Strategy's
mandate of shaping the international security environment,

one U.S. territory and the District of Columbia are currently
partnered with eleven Latin American countries.

By linking defense ministries and government agencies of
partner countries primarily through the vehicle of the States'
National Guard, long-ranging bilateral relationships across
multiple levels of society are formed that promote mutual
understanding and regional stability.

Major Events

State Partnership Program
Thirty-three countries are now partnered with thirty-two
US states, two territories, and the District of Columbia.
The National Guard State Partnership Program serves as a

Throughout the year, the NGB-IA hosts visitors and conducts
National Guard and State Partnership Program briefings for
people from across the globe. In February, the Division hosted
an Attache Briefing for all Foreign Military Attachs assigned to
Washington, DC. The event was well attended and great interest
was shown in National Guard capabilities and the State
Partnership Program by several of the attaches. It was an excellent opportunity to present the National Guard story to newly

compelling example of military subordination to civilian
authority, emphasizing the apolitical role of the military in
a democracy. It also serves as a valuable example of peacetime
utility of the military under control of civilian authorities for
domestic emergency services, an added benefit to emerging
democracies with limited funds. Long term community-tocommuaity and people-to-people relationships aid in
building a stable environment for emerging democracies.
International Affairs once again joined with the Army and Air
National Guard to host foreign diplomats and their families at
the annual DoD Open House at Andrews Air Force Base,

Maryland, in May 2001. The division also participated in an
attach6 tour sponsored by the Secretary of the Army,
designed to introduce the foreign military attachs assigned
to Washington to the Total Army and the broad cultural
spectrum of the United States.

14

-
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assigned attachds as well as those who
will be returning to their home countries
to spread the word about how the
Guard can serve as a model for them.

State Partners executed approximately
25% of all events for U.S. European
Command's (USEUCOM) Joint
Contact Team Program JCTP); facili-

/i

Hawaii partnership.
Thailand and Mongolia have formally
requested to take part in the State
Partnership program by submitting
a request for a State .Partner thru
PACOM to the National Guard
Bureau. A compatibility analysis is
currently being conducted for each
country to determine the best possible
partner state.

Fifteen nations came together in
Orlando, Florida for one week in May
2001 for the National Guard's fourth
annual International Military Support
to Civil Authorities (MSCA) Workshop.
The event focused on military support

tated civic leader visits; and conducted
a number of engagement activities with
the Russian Federation. The National
Guard used the MMF program to
bridge the gaps between other U.S.
engagement programs and to touch
upon levels of society that those pro-

to civil authorities during nuclear disasters. The primary participants sent their
premier experts in this arena to discuss

grams cannot reach. Through this
program we were able to share with our
partners our experience and expertise in

topics of mutual concern with experts

education, economic development,

from numerous U.S. federal, state, and

disaster response, environmental topics,

local agencies. A number of observer
nations also were in attendance,

and numerous other subject areas.
Through these activities, state civilian

The partner countries in CENTCOM's
Area of Responsibility (AOR) have bene-

including El Salvador, Honduras, and
Ecuador. This highly successful work-

officials in the areas of education, commerce, agriculture, medical emergency

fited tremendously from the National
Guard partnerships, enhancing U.S.

shop was hosted by the Florida
National Guard and facilitated by the
National Guard's National Interagency
Civiliitary Institute.

services, disaster response, etc. are able
to exchange expertise with their partner
nation counterparts.

goals and objectives and actively showing

USECOM is researching the

combination of nine events.

establishment of new SPP relationships
with Azerbaijan, Bosnia, South Africa,

As a result of the National Guard's

US EUROPEAN
COMMAND (US EUCOM)
2001 was another extremely successful
year for the National Guards European
partnerships. Throughout the year our
soi iers arid airmen conducted a combination of 272 Minuteman Fellowship
(MME), Guardex and other events in
teareas of Partnership for Peace (PfP)
adin-thie-Spiit-of Partnership for
Peae (ISO Pif)). The National Guard

and Morocco.

US PACIFIC COMMAND
(US PACOM)
2001 was another successful year for the
National Guard's Pacific partnership.
Throughout the year our soldiers and
airmen conducted a combination of

four events with the Philippines and

US CENTRAL COMMAND
(US CENTCOM)

how the citizen-soldier functions in a
democracy. Throughout the year our
soldiers and airmen conducted a

State Partnership Program and its
participation in CENTCOM's
engagement plan, specifically the
Uzbekist and Louisiana Partnershi
the National Guard played a significat
role in the developnment of relations with
Uzbekistan that led to the willingnm
of Uzbekistan to allow the T T-- es

to use bae within their cntyin
the wake of the September :i 1 ten

attacks.

"is

US SOUTHERN COMMAND

:nm

US SOU
C HERN
MMANDthe

(US SOUTHCOM)

The partner countries in SOUTHCOM's AOR also

have benefited tremendously from the National Guard's
partnerships. Throughout the year our soldiers and airmen
conducted a combination of forty-one events. Leadership
at SOUTHCOM has changed, but all indications are that
increased SPP activity will occur in FY 2002 and beyond.

The possibility also exists for additional partnerships.
Mil-to-Mil contacts between the Mexican Military and the
National Guard may increase in FY 2002 and beyond as
well. Although a partnership between Mexico and a U.S.

continuing efforts to enhance the reliuoni*

the National Guard Bureau and elemets of the
community at the Air and Army Guard levels as Well

PA professionals in the field.

..

Prior to the terrorist attacks of
r 1th
effort of Policy and Plans focusedo
"
tionalizing the personnel gains aeved ii?
enhancements and function a
enhncmetsan fncioalupgradesi

and territory PA offices have proven
:
and have resulted in significant i pr
do our Public Affairs mission
Guard has seen positive results
ei

eac

Ut

State is unlikely, SOUTHCOM officials may look to the

more PA responsibilities are

National Guard to facilitate mil-to-mil events between

Mangers and Executive Staff Sup

Mexico and the United States.

Wings and State Area Commn

The geographic combatant commanders continue to rely on
the Nationgil Guard and specifically the National Guard

The Policy and Plans staff wee
deployments of Public Afluiits

State Partnership Program to execute their Theater
Engagement
Plans. The National Guard State Partnership

a wel as numerous Air
Additionally,
the s madeeq

Program continues to grow and provide a positive influence
in the 21st Century.

critical area of training, insurig- eae a
opportunities and, working

&.ii:i

-

tImtruite
!)t!&
..

School, enhancing the quality
g.eand relewo

PUBLICPUAFFAIIRS
ALI FA RSin

The staff's efforts during the year have.eei

.oa

the are-as of NGB Institutional Adv,,,
opment. Full page advertisements *t
ra
the USA Today newspaper captured the att*

Policyand Plans

public and senior members of sister series.
NGB Policy and Plans, the advertising

cyofL

Fiscal Year 2001 proved to be another productive year for
the Policy and Plans Branch with progress made in several
areas including personnel, training, deployments, force

Marinacci, and Owens deigned fur hew
the

structure, advertising, and web site development and
ixfprovement. The basis for this positive evolution resides in
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Command Information

Public Affairs Support Elemen (PASE)

FY 01 began with the National Guard's official newspaper
On Guardhaving just completed the transition to a full-color

The NGB Public Affairs Support Element is a rapid repon
team created from the Theater Support Element, which had

format. During the year another major transition occurred
with the retirement of the paper's longtime editor, and the

operated from Panama throughout the U.S. Southern
Command area of operations. In 1998, it was moved back

year closed with the tremendous efforts required to cover the
Guard's response to the attacks of September 11. On Guard

to NGB and began new missions and operations.

deployed a photojournalist to the World Trade Center site
who filea several stories on the activities of the soldiers and

NGB-PASE conducted varied operations worldwide in FY01
while at the same time upgraded capabilities and technologies

airmen as thc helped in the recovery efforts. The On Guard
staff contributed numerous other stories, and in conjunction

to acquire and disseminate products in a timely matter. PASE
was able to conduct over 13 contingency operations and

with the Public Affairs Support Element, produced a special
insert covering the Guard's response to September 11 th.

deployments in support of the Sherpa air crash, floods, fires,
the September 11 th terrorist attacks, border and airport

Coverage of the Guard's ever increasing role in Homeland

security, International Affairs, and exercise coverage.

Defense has become the dominant theme for FY 02 and the
foreseeable future.

NGB-PASE also increased its role in the training realm by papticipating in Crisis Communication and Senior leadership training. PASE had also increased training and support to Public
Affairs unit training by attending a JRTC pre-deployment exer-

V

cise in Fort Polk, LA which was cut short by the events of
September I1th. Soldiers from PASE have begun to attend drills
to provide specific skill training to National Guard public affairs
units, as requested.
Technological gains during this period were extensive with new
Apple Macintosh computers providing in-the-field
capability to each individual member.
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Historical Services
As requiredby Air Force directives, ANG historians spent
much of FY 2001 researching and writing the 199&2000 ANG

history. They also edited Trugh A I
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Amerian MilitaryAviation: The

the policies governing ARNG unit

for public release of informaio

IndispensableArm to be published by
the Texas A&M University Press. In

lineage and honors. Loss ofhistoric

Documents too technically orietd

regimental lineages continues to be a

to be easily understood by the gral

addition, they completed a series of oral

key concern as the timetable of unit

public were recommended frr

history interviews with the retiring
Director of the ANG, Maj. Gen. Paul

conversions under the Army National

to increase their.readability while,

Guard Division Redesign Study

ensuring all technical information

A. Weaver, Jr. The ANG historians also

(ADRS) begins to speed up.

remained intact without compromise

published their ANG supplements to
AFI 84-103, "Museum System," and AFI
84-101, "Historical Products, Services,
and Requirements" during FY01.
ANG historians also facilitated the
deploymert of three unit historians to
Turkey to fralfill a 90-day rotation with
the USAF's Aerospace Expeditionary
Force (AEF) during the summer of
2001. Following the September 11 th
terrorist attacks on New York City and

to validity or accuracy. In addition to
ARNG historians continued to be

technical reviews, the Environmental

actively involved in the training of the

section supported air range expansions

Guard's Military History Detachments

and air space proposals; and small arms

(MHDs), as well as the providing staff
training of a historic nature at the

range proposals. The Environmental
section provided internal and external

National Guard Bureau - to include
orientation classes on Guard history;

training in risk communication and
interacting with the news media to
present information efctivey. This

lineage, and a staff ride of the
Chancellorsville battlefield. Following
September 11th, one historian immediately deployed from NGB to New York

training was even presented to military
officers in Sri Lanka. The section

Washington, ANG historians began
collecting documents and interviewing
key personnel in preparation for a

City to begin the process of collecting

routinely provided general public
affairs coverage for the division, to

interviews, photographs, and documents,
a mission which was subsequently

include support with 24-hour points
of contact; contributions to the

future monograph on the ANG
response to the attacks.

assumed by Massachusetts's 126th
MHD. As a result of their combined
efforts, 82 interviews were conducted

development of the National Guard
Strategic Communi-cation Plan for
2001; updating existing Community

The ARNG historians in FY 01 published Mobilizingfor the Storm: The

detailing the Guard's role in responding
to the attack on New York.

Relations Plans, suPPorting Restoraton
Advisory Boards in communities
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the Unified Comm
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Board in Tucson, Arizona. 1)
the year, two Public Service

with te US. Ary Center of Militar

During the calendar year 2001, the
National Guard Office of Public Affairs,
Environmental Section focused on the
review of technical documents for over
235 major projects. Each segment of a

Announcements (PfMA)
for release to television etations
throughout the United States The Pilm
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Histry on creating a draft revision of

project was reviewed with co nsideration

featured Mr. Day Hie Mate

STORM as part of the commemoration
of the 10th Anniversaryof the Persian
Gulf war. They also revised NGR 87020,
National Guard Museums,
Museum Activities, and Historical
Prprt"ad worked, in coordination

i
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Champion Bass fisherman. These Public Service
Announcements were developed to emphasize the National
Guard's commitment to ensuring excllnt stewardship of
the lands entrusted to our care, and to promote awareness
of the National Guard.
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INSPECTOR GENERAL
The Office of the National Guard Bureau Inspector
General (NGB-IG) is a primary element in the system, of
management controls monitoring the annual outflow of
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approximately $10.5 billion in federal resources to thefuthtayohrpgam'
Aryand Air National Guard. The NGB-IG office
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manages approximately 295 ful and part time InspectorDuigF01

General soldiers and airmen with an annual operatinwg
budget in excess of $2 million. NGB-IG ison the persona
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Among its many functions, the

congressional liaison office, and the

addition, division members h

Assistance & Investigations division

Chief, National Guard Bureau.

opportunity to make preentaton

tasks, monitors and performs requests

several conferences, workshopsan to

for assistance related to the ARNG.

the TAGs and Unit Comn

Intelligence Oversight &
Security Division

Other functions include: taskings and
monitoring investigations (DoD
Hotline, SAIG, and NGB cases) into

ma/S

at all levels. Througho u t rhi yea

div

sion members have participatd in ten
conferences which covered the issues

allegations of wrongdoing related to

The Intelligence Oversight & Security

of Intelligence Oversight, Weapons

ARNG activities; maintaining

Division was created in FY 99 due to

of Mass Destruction, Security, and

Inspector General Action Requests

the increase in the number and size of

Information Technology. Additionally,

(IGAR) cases on the Inspector General

National Guard intelligence units,

division members conducted five

Network (IGNET) database as directed

intelligence mission requirements, Force

assistance visits, three inspections,

by AR 20-1 in order to support trend
analysis of systemic problems within

Protection/Security issues and the
creation of the Civil Support Teams

and one investigation.

the U.S. Army and ARNG; processing

(Weapons of Mass Destruction). The

Due to the events of September 1 lIt

requests for IG records under the

division's primary missions are to

and the new era of Homeland Defe

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)

conduct oversight of Guard intelligence

Security missioning for the National

on cases monitored by the division;
maintaining a database to document

components and activities, and overwatch of security issues as they pertain

personnel within the ARNG who, as

to the protection of the rights of U.S.

Guard, the division has been significantly
involved in assisting with matters of
application of Intelligence Oversight and

a result of NGB-IG initiated actions,

citizens.

Security as it pertains to the protection

against them; processing complaints

During FY 01 the Intelligence

of the rights of U.S. citizens. Requirements and demands have dramatically

of non-IG issues by referring com-

Oversight & Security division's main

increased since September I th.

plainants to the appropriate redress

emphasis was on education, training

procedure; reports and coordinating

and providing assistance in Intelligence

information to SAIG regarding

Oversight and Security. The increased

allegations against senior level officials,

emphasis on Intelligence Oversight and

field grade officers, senior NCOs
(MSG, SGM or CSM) and FOIA

Security has a direct correlation to the
increase in the discussion of Homeland

The primary mission of the Air
Inspections division is to develop,

requests to change IG records; conducting preliminary analysis (PA) on all

Defense/Security and Information
Operations/Warfare Missions. The

manage, coordinate, and execute 4l
plans and actions pertningtoANG

division provided training in

unit inspections.

have had allegations substantiated

rqet for assistance, complaints or
allegations of wrongdoing; and finally,

piprng draft correspondence and
nfrrainpapers in reply to requests

frm em rsof Coge,

the

Air Inspections Division

Intelligence Oversight at the Army
'IGs

Inspector Genera School to new State
and at al four of the Inspector

This division esalse an miral
curn inspctio poic Ii
i

General Training Workshops. In

National Guard unt rrio
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54 states and territories. The inspection policy pertains to
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with priority given to the Air Expeditionary Forcwithin the
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Air National Guard. The Air Inspections divisiou publishs
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current Compliance Inspection riteria to xmeet
C
the Air Force (SAF) directives forcomlance. This divi io
coordinates and publishes spcial interest items from SAF
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the US Army and
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The division coordinates inspection sched Aaaa...racks all
or4

audits and inspections at ANG, units. Furthermore,
the SAF/IG directed gatekeeper function by maintaiing
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The Army Investigations,-conducts Investigain by teans
Inspectors General consisting of a least one offi , .or :,,&

d

senior NCO. Allegations against General Officers andtSper

Executive Service employees are invtigated by the'
Department of the Army Inspector General Office as directed
by Army Regulation 20-1, Inspector GeneralAcdvitiq*and
Procedures. IG Reports of Investigation (ROI)ar
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used for adverse action. The IG can recommend thatt ao,
commaxlder initiate an investigation under Army Reg'ulation

rovid

UK":.

15-6, Procedurefor Investigating Officers and Boards of
Officers, so that adverse action can be taken if warrantecb On
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rare occasions, The Inspector General of the Army, upon
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records for adverse action when the evidence is so compelling
as to make additional investigative work pointless. All NGBIG ROIs are reviewed for legal sufficiency by the National
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pation in the DAIG

Guard Bureau Staff Judge Advocate prior to case closure.
Among its many funcions, the ArmX Investigations division
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request from a local commander, may grant release of IG
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tions of ARNG units and activities con-

for policy and compliance as they

ment of the Dfense Acquisitwn

ducted by external agencies.

pertain to the cooperative agreements

University's Grants and

which support and sustain Guard units.

Agreements course (GRTS)},

The office also provides policy and
compliance guidance for Inter-Service
Support Agreements between the Army

office represents the Dpte
Defense on the Fedl Grant

and Air Force and the National Guard

the passage of Public Law 106107.

U SITIONS

....
A

of
1P

Streamlining Initiative resulting oim

Bureau. In FY01 cooperative agreement
The Office of the Principal Assistant
Responsible for Contracting (PARC) is

awards of $636,310,635 were made

responsible for oversight and administra-

Defense (DoD) by the National Guard

.on of the National Guard contracting
function and is the alter ego of the
Head of the Contracting Activity for

Bureau through cognizant United States

and reported to the Department of

Property and Fiscal Officers in support
of Guard units in their respective States.

Ombudsm
Reform

ACq.isitio

.. .

The National Guard's Cooperative

The Acquisition Refoinm a
is
responsio
liing rtorymnd
ga i
u
ln
business practice reforms within the

Regulation Supplement. The contracting functions include all contracting
procedures associated with Federal con-

Agreement Operations and Maintenance Program (Catalog of Federal/

organization. The
responsible for rev

Domestic Assistance Number 12.40 1)

from contractors and

tracts, cooperative agreements, and

was recognized as one of DoD's top five

contractors are aforeda fair opportun-

Small Business Programs throughout

programs based on FY2000 reporting.

ity to be considered, consistent with the

all delegated responsibilities described
in he Army Federal Acquisition

the50 States,3rritories and the District

enssa all

procedures in hecontrac

n Fis cal

Year 2001, acquisition
throu t
was prov

regio

of Columbia. Additionally, the office of

In February 2001, members of this

the Director of Acquisition is responsible
for providing contracting support to the
offices of the Army National Guard

office participated in the NGB
Acquisition Training Conference.
Approximately 100 Grants Officers and

"Caims Avoidance" wo

Directorate, the Air National Guard
Directorate and offices of the Joint Sff
National Guard Bureau.

Grants Officer
trainin
coWorkhop.
on
Representatives
received

National

training on cooperative agreement
related subjects during this conference.
Members of this office served as NGB

hy
Alternate Disput RotioR
contracting was asge oti fk
during FY01 and AR train has

representatives at the Department of

been provided to

Defense level on both the Standard

contracti

Cooperative

Agreement/Grants
Management
Th eNatona

G

ur Bureau Office of

as ad Agemnsis responsible

Procurement System Working Group
for the automation of Grants and

Cooperative Agreement Awards and on

the Functional Board for the manage-

Project Management" wos

thre
and the

The rsosbli

o
ng

90
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Contract Policy Division/Competition
Advocate

Total Dollars Awarded:

$138,04,575

100%

516

100%,

The Contract Policy division provides policy management
to National Guard contracting offices. During FY01 an
update was issued to the National Guard Federal Acquisition
Regulation Supplement '(NGFARS). In February 2001, this
division hosted the biannual National Guard Contracting
Training Workshop and trained approximately four hundred
contracing personneL It conducted a Task Order Contracting
course that included elements of source selection for

Total Action Awarded:
COMPETED:
Dollars
ED:..

$118M381PETi
Actions
414
AWARDED LARGE BUSINESS:
Dollars
$50,828,550

approximately forty personnel, and provided training in
Commercial Purchase Card use fbr National Guard Agency
approving officials. The division also conducted Procurement
Management Assistance visits to United States Property and
Fiscal Offices and associated Air National Guard units in ten
States. It provided review and oversight for in excess of
$730,000,000 in contracting actions and over $277,800,000
in Commercial Purchase Card actions. The National Guard
successfully competed 95.74% of its dollars.

Actions

159

91%
--

44%
30%

AWARDED SMALL BUSINESS:
Dollars
$77,213,025
56%
Actions
3
%
AWARDED SMALL DISADVAN
BU*:
Dollars
$ 21,775,485
15%
Actions
60
11%
AWARDED WOMEN-OWNED SMALL BUSINESS:
Dollars
$5222,775
3% r
Actions
28
5%
AWARDED VETERAN OWNED SMALL BUSINESS:
Dollars
$631,624
1%
Actions
4
1%
AWARDED HUB-ZONE SMALLBUSINESS:
Dollars
$691,313
1%
Actions

1%

6

*Small Disadvantaged Business totals include support for 8(a) economically and

Operational Contracting Division
(NGB-AQC)
FY01 Social Welfare Contract Support Results: One

socially disadvantaged businesses and Native American (Indian-owned)b

FY 01 NGB-AUC Key Program/Missio
Contract Support

of NGB-AQC's supplemental missions is to support
Congressional economic and social welfare programs through
the award of contracts to various preferential business
categories: small business, small and disadvantaged business,
woman-owned small business, veteran-owned small business,

Contracting Officers Rdpreentative Course

8

HUB-Zone small business and Native American (Indian-

IMPAC Training,

22,63:

owned) business. NGB-AQC was again extremely successful
in supporting these Congressional economic and social

Pefmance Based Statement of Work Training

3
3

programs, particularly the small and disadvantaged business

Senior Executive Level Contracting Overview

and Native American (Indian-owned) business programs.
*Total

24

NGBAQ Ai.i.oTanigC

due
Times

n

Contracting for Conferences &Food Training
NGB-AQC Training

Students
"
153
5-2
24:
.

,:
.::!
37 .....
I<'

Major Contracts Awarded

Performance Results

National Guard Bureau. Its purpose

1. $400 million competitive multiple-

Despite an ever reducing contracting

is to be the advocate for small and
disadvantaged businesses who want to

award advertising and marketing

workforce in NGB-AQC and an ever

compete for federal contracts. Under

acquisition to support recruiting,

increasing amount of contract support

the concept of separation of power and

strength maintenance, public

requested from its customers, for a

authority, it is a separate activity from

relations and family planning

third year in a row the Army National

the contracting activity at Major

programs. 6 awards were made: 2

Guard achieved a 100 percent obliga-

Command level and is directly respon-

competitive 8(a) set-asides, 1 small

tion rate of ARNG fund ed acquisition

sible to the Office of the Chief.

business set-aside and 3 full and

projects submitted to NGB-AQC and

open competitive awards.

a 100 percent obligation of NGB Joint

Although by regulation it is not part of
the Acquisition Directorate, it is

Staff ARNG funded acquisition
projects. In addition, NGB-AQC

co-located with NGB-AQ for
convenience of coordination.

weather forecasting services contract
to supportAir Guard transcontinental

continues to be the Guard's largest
supporter of contract awards to eco-

power and authority, it is a separate

flight operations and aircraft/crew

nomically and socially disadvantaged

activity from the contracting activity at

safety

businesses and Native American owned

Major Command level and i d

businesses - 15% of total dollars

3. $11.2 million competitive construction award for the repair and reno-

responsible to the Office of the Chief

awarded. Finally, NGB-AQC has been
extremely successful supporting the

Although by regulation it is not part of
the Acquisition Directorate, it

vation of the Air National Guard
Readiness Center (ANGRC).

ARNG military acquisition mobilization
pool through its strong acquisition

is co-located with NGB-AQ for
convenience of coordination.

2. $8 million competitive nation-wide

4. $20 million 8(a) Bowhead-Eagle
Alaskan Native Indian Joint Venture

training program, conducting 37
contract acquisition courses to over
587 Guard personnel.

for logistic support.

5. $38 million is software maintenance
and IT operations to support the

During FY 01, the dollar amounts of
procurement awards by NGB to small
and small disadvantaged businesses

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
OF SMALL AND

were as follows:

Total U.S. Business

$707446,903

Small Business

$449,903265

$128,089,521

ARNG Information Systems

DISADVANTAGED

Division, NGB-AIS.

BUSINESS UTILIZATION

Small Business Set-Asides

The Office of Small and

Small Disadvantaged Business
Section 8(a)

$62,426,522

Disadvantaged Business Utilization

Women-Owned Small Business

$41,739,824

is a separate activity under the Chief,

Service Disabled Veteran-Owned $1,48,025

6 $16 million in ARNG Readiness
Center facilities operations.

$97,070,130
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HUMAN RESOURCES
The Uniformed Services Employment and Reemployment

Rights Act (USERRA), enacted October 1994, significantly
strengthened and expanded the reemployment rights of federal
employees to include rfilitary technicians who interrupt their
civilian employment to perform active military service. As one
of the few government organizations with a large population
of employees exercising rights under USERRA, the National

Guard Office of Human Resources (NGB-HR) has been at
the forefront of resolving and addressing issues raised by the
implementation of this law. Following the terrorist attacks of
September 11, many Guard technicians were "transitioned"
from Title 32 tours to Title 10 active duty without the opportunity to first exercise their USERRA reemployment rights. As
this may adversely affect the crediting of Title 32 service,
pomply
theOffce f Prsonelduring
NGB-Rske
NGB-Rske
pomply
theOffce f PrsonelHR512

Management (OPM) for an official advisory on the impact of
the transition on service credit. If the OPM response is not
favorable, NGB-HR will seek a legislative solution to protect
technicians' USERRA rights and benefits.

the use of the various categories of military leave availbl to.
technicians to include those activated under a Presidential
declaration of a national emergency.
Several bills affecting the technician workforce Were introduced
drn

h is
eso
fte17hCnrs.Freape
the first session of the 107th Congress. For example,
would end the prohibition against overtime pay for

technicians, and HR513 and HR2012 would establish a blanket
early optional retirement for technicians. NGB-HR is working

with the NGB Judge Advocates Offie and the NGB Policy and
Liaison office (NGB-PL) to assure that DoD is aware
of the

NUB-HR participated with other DoD elements in the development of the DoD Telework policy. The Telework Program

impact these bills will have on the technician program if they
become law.

was enacted into law in 2001 and DoD is required to identify

Ongoing disputes with the Federal Labor Relations Authority

telework positions and offer eligible incumbents of those po-

(FLRA) regarding the quantity of uniforms issued to techni-

tions the opportunity to participate in the program at a rate of

cians or the attire Worn by technicians during lahot.lations

25% each for the next four years. NGB-HR is finalizing the

third party proceedings continued during FY 2001.

National Guard Telework Program policy for the states and

territories.
NGB-HR acted promptly in response to the terrorist attacks

Efforts continued to be focused on supporting two major
automated systems - sustaining the exising Defense Civilian
Personnel Data System (DCPDS), and ongoing development'

and published guidance and information for mobilization

of and deployment preparation for the modern CDS for

briefings on the reemployment rights and benefits technicians
were entited to during military service and upon return to

the National Guard, which is used by Human Resource

technician duty. NGB-HR also promptly issued guidance on-

263

This year, NGB-HR helped guide

Chief of Staff for Personnel, to

advocated expansion of General,

the Adjutants General through the

communicate their HR concerns and

Schedule recruiting and retention

presidential transition. By developing

visions to the State HROs. NGB-HR
pursued initiatives to address current

tools to the Federal Wage system,
thus contributing to the proposald

and projected shortages for a number of

passage of such legislation during this

administration, while recognizing the

occupations at both a national and local

fiscal year.

unique aspects of the technician
program, States were able to continue
to appoint technicians during the exec-

level. Such efforts included:

guidance addressing hiring control
procedures instituted by the new

In'the aftermath of the attacks at the
In order to stem a loss of ARNG and
ANG Air Traffic Controllers (ATC)

Pentagon and the World Trade Center,
guidance was published to enable the

to higher paying jobs at the Federal
Aviation Administration, NGB-HR
studied technician turnover and

states to expedite hiring procedures,
and to clarify policy regarding arming
technicians and using them to perform

recruiting data and served on the DoD
Air Traffic Controller (ATC) Working

security duties. In anticipation of the
Partial Reserve Call Up on 14

Equal Opportunity Office (NGB-EO),
Air National Guard Directorate of

Council. Ultimately, these efforts
resulted in 5% premium pay for

September, information was
disseminated addressing technician

Personnel and Training (NGB/DP),
and Air National Guard Directorate
of Plans, Programs, and Manpower

National Guard Technician ATCs
nationwide and laid the foundation
to pursue additional incentives, as

rights when entering active duty. Also,
an Emergency Hiring memorandum
was distributed to all National Guard

(NGB-XP), we hosted a national workshop for HROs and their key staff The

required.

utive moratorium on hiring within
the Federal government,
In cooperation with the Army National
Guard Full-time Support Division
(NGB-ARM), National Guard Bureau

*

theme of this conference ("Where itAll
Begins") and its agenda were designed

•Studies were also conducted to help
address local recruiting and retention

Human Resource Offices. This
memorandum specifically targeted the
Uniquene of the dual status t
hn
program and addressed
d
the
alksu tciig

to address the Human Resource
challenges in the National Guard as the
organization evolves to face new world

challenges involving aircraft and
electronic specialized positions at Otis
ANG Base, Massachusetts, and high

of p6sitions due to the mobilization/
deployment of technicians in support
of Operations Enduring Freedom and

challenges. The workshop provided a
forum for information on legislative
o'
and policy changes affecting the HR
arena, as well as organizational changes,

technology space communication
positions in Greeley, Colorado. The

Noble Eagle.

force structure evolutions and modernization in technological systems. This
year, the workshop also provided an
opportunity for the Chief, National
Guard Bureau and U.S. Army Deputy

studies resulted in acquisition of a

special salary rate for specialized
technician positions at Otis ANGGene.
Base and a formal request for the
same at Greeley.
To address the compensation gap for
Federal Wage Technicians, this offce

NGB-HR continued effortst

m

line personnel Procsss and delegate
Alongthese lines,
And isse lsus

-HR
N

atHilky.

and issud dual status compatibait

L

i
that e
program
management feiltesat the sta.
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level. Policy for key staff positions was recaptured and
published, providing flexibility to the TAG via correlation

New changes were mandated by Section 808 to the NDAA f
2000 to determine applicability of the educational requirement

of the technician position to the military organization.
Simplification of merit processes at the state level was

changes to the GS-1 102 series and its appropriateness to the
NG technician program. In effect, contracting positions within

promoted by abolishing procedure-laden benchmarks and
guidance (e.g. Appendix A of TPR 335). The use of military

the National Guard have been professionalized. A policy letter
was written and distributed to the states addressing the new

MOS/AFSCs continued to be explored as a mechanism for
simplifying personnel processes while embracing military

requirements, how the changes impacted the state contracting
offices, and the effective dates of the policy.

aspects of technician employment.
NGB-HR advanced the ability to place high quality candidates
Since National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) 2000
amended the law to authorize retention of up to 1950

for the position of TAG by faciitating and advancing use of the
Intergovernmental Personnel Act.

non-dual status (NDS) technicians, we have developed and
issued policies that allowed the National Guard to achieve the

Technician Training was successfully reestablished as a valid

statutory hiring ceiling. Through careful management, and
use of Voluntary Early Retirement Authority (VERA) for 12

requirement during the FY 2003-2007 Program Objective
Memorandum (POM). In recognizing this valid requirement,

states, we reached the goal of 1950 with little or no adverse
impact to the employees. In addition, to assist the states with

the Department of Army seeded this account with $1 million
for the out-years. With no technician training funds pro-

management objectives, we published policy providing
external hiring of NDS technicians and the reallocation

grammed for FY 2001, we were successful in justifying and
obtaining $8 million through the NGB Program Budgetary
Advisory Committee (PBAC) process for distribution to the

of NDS opportunities.
Unfamiliarity and inexperience in staffing competitive
(NDS) positions, coupled with the fee-for-service
requirements for a competitive list of eligibles from the
federal Office of Personnel Management (OPM) have
resulted in many questions to NGB. NGB-HR instructed
the states to seek and utilize alternative approaches when

states in FY 2001. In an effort to capture historical data
regarding the execution of training funds, we streamlined the
record keeping process by establishing a uniform ledger for
states use in tracking data. This system of tracking data will
ensure success in validating and funding requirements during
upcoming POMs.

hiring NDS technicians. The Staffing division in NGB-HR
has given states instruction and guidance on how to apply
non-competitive appointment authorities to their NDS

NGB-HR continues to provide timely and accurate responses to..
Congressional and other high-level inquiries in the areas of technician compensation, employment, and development. We

technician vacancies. Additionally, information has been
disseminated to the states regarding the possible employment
of current Federal employees in NDS positions. Lastly,
NGB-HR is exploring the possibility of-obtaining from

to the Army and Ar
provide HR management advisory ser
Directorates and 54 states and territories via
assistance visits, seminars, Intranet, telecommunications, conversations, video-teleconfrences, electronic mail, and regular corre-

OPM, Delegated Examining Authority, and establishing a
Delegated Examining Unit within the National Guard.
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spondence. NGB-HRS has hosted and presented one NGB

ir

Basic Staffing Course, two NGB
Workforce Restructuring Courses, a
Processing Personnel Actions Course,

Internal Review
Operations

During FY0 , the following audit
projects were undertaken:
e Active Guard Reserve Programs

and the new Human Resource

The Operations Branch is responsible

9 Air National Guard IMPAC

Officers course.

for conducting audits and other internal
review services for senior NGB officials.

Program
* Government Travel Card Program
9 ARNG Fund Control Procedures

As with all internal review activities, it

INTERNAL
REVIEW

supplements the audit coverage provided
by the centralized audit organizations in

* State

Active Duty Procedures
* Management of Excess Equipment

the Army and Air Force.
Subjects for audit are submitted
annually by the directors and their

Programs & Liaison

staffs, as well as by the Adjutants

The Programs & Liaison branch is

leadership with in-house professional

General and U.S. Property and Fiscal

responsible for providing state and

oversight capability. The mission of
the office is to provide:

Officers. These recommendations are

territory internal review offices with

prioritized based on factors such as

guidance, assistance, training and oversight. In accordance with Department

•Professional in-house audits for senior
National Guard leaders which are

the amount of programmed dollars,
inherent risk, history of previously
identified problems and degree of

responsive to their needs, and provide
meaningful recommendations to

sensitivity that might result in adverse
publicity. The audit areas are then

local internal review offices. These
reviews serve to ensure that state

improve operations
SGuidance, ' direction and training for
state internal review auditors

briefed to NGB General Officers for
changes, additions and deletions. Once
the Chief, NGB approves the list, it is
formalized and published as the

Adjutants General and U.S. Property
and Fiscal Officers receive professionalquality internal review services. Under
this program, a team of professional

"Coordination and liaison with external
audit agencies conducting business

Annual Internal Review Schedule. The
published schedule is evaluated several

auditors reviews each state/territory
once every three years. The.Quality

times during the year to ensure that it
continues to meet the needs of National

Assurance Program evaluates work
accomplished at the local level and

Guard leadership. In keeping with the
vision statement, "Building a Better
Ti

compares it to Comptroller General
and Department of Defense audit

Tomorrow, Today," this branch is also
on-call to provide quick reaction or

standards and policies.

"troubleshooting" reviews to senior

Periodically, senior state aitors

NGB officials,

accompany the NGB reiw em,

The Internal Review Directorate
provides the National Guard Bureau

with the National Guard
The ofce is authorized fifteen
positions; however, only eleven are
filled. There are seven professional
auditors assigned. Efforts continue
to fully staff the oice.

of Defense policy, the branch conducts
external quality assurance reviews of

9

The augmentation enables NGB personnel to spend less
time on-site and facilitates the spread of good ideas and
new techniques.

rcommendatios. Counting all agencies -the
over eighty audits ongoing within the Naional
one time.

During FY 2001, many states benefited from Quality
Assurance Reviews. Some of the benefits were additional
staffing, upgrades and new audiovisual equipment, removal
of independence impairments and procedural changes which
increased productivity. Also during FY01, sixteen Quality

EAUPPO

Assurante Reviews were conducted. The states of Kansas,

Equal Opportunity is a major priority of the National

Idaho, Iowa, Rhode Island, Wyoming and Utah were recognized for their outstanding internal review programs.

The goal of the National Guard Bureau Office of E
Opportunity .(NGB-EO) is to guarantee each man and woman)
military and civilian, equal opportunity for entry and
ment in the National Guard, in an environmnt 1ie,from
discrimination, bias, and seul harasment .

The Programs & Liaison branch also manages the National
Guard Auditor Training Program. This program consists of
several courses of instruction which meet federal auditor
training requirements established by the President's Council
on Integrity and Efficiency. These courses present curriculum
subjects in-the unique environment of the National Guard.
In addition to these courses, the branch coordinates and
administers courses offered or sponsored by the Auditor
General of the Army and the Graduate School of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.

Audit Compliance and Liaison
The NGB Audit Compliance and Liaison branch serves as the
Chief, NGB's central point of contact with all external audit
agencies (i.e., General Accounting Office, Department of
Defense, Inspector General-Auditing, U.S. Army Audit
n personnel faciitate audit agencies' efforts by ensuring they are in
contact with the proper functional official, arranging briefin-,4

Agency, and U.S. Air Force Audit Agency). The li

and NGB
stares/territories
gs and conferences,
andof ait rports,
audits, stahasni
activities
of pendingnotifying
asiting in the development of replies to audit findings and

TT

Because of our close ties with the community, the Na ional
Guard closely reflects the cultural values and norms Of the
communities it serves and from which its People are,
Over the past 35 years the Guard has evolved from an
racial exclusion into the dynamic prtent-day Guard which
values diversity and equality. It is a statedgoal that the
Guard "look like America" by reflecting the racial and ethnic
diversity of the communities and the states it serves.
The Army National Guard, knowing the importaIce of
has developed a team responsible for implementing dli
Asey
intatves throughout the 54 staes and rerriorie
2002 approaches and with it the cekbration of the Any
National Guards Year of DiversitY, the goal Of NGB-EO Will
continue to be the support of diversity ini
heads count, and not just counting heas.

Emphasis..

grams

NG-Ois a ke member ofte DoD SptalE
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ships with national minority ognz'
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and o~n the development of a n
inentoring program.

dions and historically Black Colleges
and Universities (HBCUs), and the
Hispanic Association of Colleges and

t....

pilot

Universities (HACU). During FY01,
the National Guard conducted training

strong commitment to equal opportunity and diversity by publishing a new

workshops at the annual conferences of
Blacks in Government (BIG), Federally

National Guard Human Goals Charter
and a stong new policy on sexual

Employed Women (FEW), National
Image, Inc., ant the Federal Asian/

harassment prevention.
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Pacific American Conference (PAPAC).
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In addition, the National Guard has
parnered with National IMAGE InR
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Today, the National Guard increasingly
reflects America, as- gains in diversity are

NGB and the National President of
IMAGE, Inc. The National Guard

slowly being made each year. At the end
of FYOI, the Army Guard had a minor-

The National G

BBureau continues to lead the way with
..... thinking
di.rsie.

ity population of 26.3/0 and the Air
Guard minority representation was

roles andm
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energetic advisory committees positively

continues to show some improvement
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Guard at the end of FY0I, an increase

headed a new Diversity Education

of 1.6%. The percen.tageofwomen in"

Initiative, a voluntary leadership
program to emphasize inclusiveness and
cultural change throughout the Air

the Air Guard increased from 16.3%
during FY99 to 17.12% in FY01.

National Guard, and a new mentoring
program. The Army Guard National

During the first two years of the 21st
century, the NGB leadership has intro-

EO Advisory Committee focused on

duced diversity initiatives and created
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PROGRAMS

COUNTERDRUG

Domestic Counterdrug

Support

The Youth Programs Division manages

The National Guard Bureau and the

Operating under the authority of Tide
32, United States Code, Section 112

two federally-funded National Guard

National Guards of the 54 states and

(32 USC 112), the National Guard

youth programs: ChalleNGe and STAR-

territories continue to play a major

provides drug supply interdiction and

BASE.

support role in the nation's struggle

demand reduction support to local,

"ChalleNGe" is a five-month residential

against the importation, manufacture,
distribution, and use of illegal drugs. The

state and federal law enforcement agencies, task forces and community-based

program followed by a year long mentor-

National Guard Bureau Counterdrug

anti-drug organizations.

ing phase for 16- to 18- year old high
school dropouts who are drug free, not in
trouble with the law and unemployed,

Office (NGB-CD) is the staff proponent
for this effort. It administers the program

Under 32 USC 112, the Counterdrug

under three distinct areas of focus: domestic counterdrug support; counterdrug

Coordinator (CDC) of the state or territory, with the authority of the

support outside of the United States; and
the internal National Guard Substance

Adjutant General, prepares a detailed
plan outlining the type and level of

Abuse Program. The total National Guard
counterdrug budget for Fiscal Year 2001

counterdrug support the state anticipates
providing to law enforcement agencies

was $254.6 million dollars.

and community-based organizations in

Twenty-nine sites across the country participated in the program this fiscal year,
an increase of two sites over FY 00. With
the completion of its seventeenth class,
approximately 32,000 at-risk youth have
graduated from the residential phase of
the program, with more than 21,000
earning their high-school equivalency
(GED) diploma. Other students are completing their GEDs in a post-residential
phase. The graduation rate continues to
exceed 90%.
"Science and Technology Academies
Reinforcing Basic Aviation and Space
Exploration" (STARBASE) is a program
for grades K-12 which exposes classes and
teachers of mainly inner city schools to
real-world applications of math and
science through hands-on learning, simulations, and experiments in aviation and
sites participated in FY 0!.

a. Surface Reconnaissance

the upcoming year. The State Attorney General certifies the

_

b. Aerial Reconnaissance
6. Drug Demand Reduction Support
a. Community Based Organizations

plan for legal sufficiency before the Governor signs it. States
then submit their plans to NGB-CD for review and funding
recommendation. NGB-CD then forwards the plans to the
Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for

b. Educational Institutions

Counter Narcotics (ODASD-CN) for final approval and

c.-I
-..

funding.

d.Leadership Dc do

atio.aA
Development.

e.:
Colt,

The states plan their counterdrug support activities under six

major fnission categories. These mission categories, outlined

SUPPLY RED UCTIGN.-Natio

in the National Guard Regulation 500-2 (NGR 500-2) and
the Air National Guard Instruction 10-801 (ANGI 10-801),

in counterdrug support activities for which federal fitriding is
provided, must be actiagin support of Law Enforcement

are: program management and liaison; technical support;

Agenei,-(LE+) andlor Community Based Organizations

general support; counterdrug-related training; reconnaissance/observation; and drug demand reduction support.

(CBs}. National (u*

provide support to LEAs, anh&;

While conducting these operations, National Guard personnel

drug nexus as the primary pur

are in a Title 32, active duty status and remain under the

those missions that hav been appm, d by the Secretary of

control of the Governor.

Defens (SECDEF) withit the Gb:y eor
s
day themare approximiat 3
supportng conterdrug programs.

Guard personnel engaged

4

untezcrug programs will only
Os that have a countert. States may execute only

a.'lans. Each

Mission Categories:
1. Program Management and Liaison-National

During FY0 1, dedicated Air NatioGu
Guard (NG)
counterdru' aviaio

.xte.s
2. Technical Support
a. Linguistic Support
Z'.
b. lilvestigative Analyst and Case Support
c.Deleted/Combined with 2b

of 39,00 flight houspporing
law e nfrcre,,-t in waging thoWar on Div.
d1rin- tes
warramtleDoe
hg

d. Communications Support

b. Transportation Support
c. Logistics Support
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i

r...1"State; and Territories currrn ly
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5. Reconnaissance and Observation
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d. Mail and Cargo Inspection

•4. Counterdrug-related Training,
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•r"di gatrhci::g,, rnajuana

f Subsurface/Diver Support
a. Cannabis Suppression and Eradication
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tracking, Forwai Looknginfrared (.LIR) u

e. Engineer Support

3. General Support
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anim eaual force multilier

DRUG DEMAND REDUCTION.

Drug Contrl Policy

N,

)

Each state and territory actively
engages its communities with a
of proven support programs

Department of Helt axd

um

Aditonly, a strong collaborative effort

meant to lessen the demand for illegal

Institute on Drug Ause (IO)

is maintained ith CBO's and K-12

drugs. Each state, with input from the

the Federal Law Enfremn Trinin

public/private educaional institutions,

Adjutant General, the Counterdrug

Center (FLETC). The coordinat

!

whrb slirs and airmen serve as role
moel ad convey the counterdrug

Coordinator, and the Drug Demand
Reduction Administrator, determine

effort with the Mult-Jrisicion al
Counterdrug Task Force Traning

i

mesaeto thuads of children across
thain

the drug demand reduction
organizations they most effectively can

Program (MCTFT) prodcdtey
prgrams. Topics ranged from dru

toward
cobtn
~
tu

licit drug manufac-

rfikin, and distribution.
Snumber

support. The supported organizations
o Fed 0, NtinalGurdare primarily involved with substance
Couterdrug Programs in the 54 States
abuse prevention and drug education.
adterritories received 17,811 requests
This support is directed primarily at
for counterdrug support missions,
our youth and includes organizations
uing 1,340,444 mission man-days.
such as Drug Abuse Resistance
Of these missions, 15,070 were
Education (D.A.R.E.); Drug
complete, 1,852 were cancelled for
Education For Youth (DEFY); Youth
various reasons, and 889 were unreAgainst Crime, Gangs, and Drugs;
Currency~~~~~4

1

$133.4

mi

Services Center fo Subsanc -Abuse
and[ Prevention (CA),
teiona
a-

investigation processes, speii drug
issues including Methampeta
Heroin, and Ectasy, and ani-ru,'
ifcpates

socae

coalition development and la thi.
Four programs were cacled s,
result of the SeptmeI attacks an
will be broadcast inF 1 Thisya,.
NGB-CD producedthirst youth
show in a series title "Yut Truh.

sourced. The following table indicates

the Drug Enforcement Administra-

NGB-CD als aieheseenth

the sei zures and arrests associated with
'the copltd missions:

tion's Red Ribbon Campaign; Parents
Research Institute for Drug Education

annual bracs from the eer
Influence Peers Partnesip, a yut

And Arest By atioal
Gur-Supported Law

(RIDE); and Parent to Parent.

group in New York:...
gether WI-",11t8

EfreetAgencies

The National Guard continued its

prnrNBC d>
t
broadcasts to hundreds of sites w i :

partnership with the Community

live audience intetn

Coan]n

rc

Weapons,

216.5 tons

Anti-Drug Coalitons of America

The retrasmssion .ofma

35,104

(CADCA), a private, Pon-profit

over fifty cabe aces te

Marijuana:poesd] 7.6tn

anti-drug organization, to produce
Veilsj
85a
series of national satellite video
.=teleconferences on drug demand
Maijuana:
euto ois diinly h
Plants Eradicated 1 192,548,574
reuto ois diinly h
Currncy
$13.42 ailCounterdrug Office has partnered
M7with the

i

ftosns

' 1!;>

stations aroun the cuntyaowe'
for potential audene of u t
million people.Th foo,*
: ,.
ecribeevarie f'
4M."4
an the ,pecLcp
fi
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Broadcasts

CADCA

Broadcasts Partnered with CADCA

CSAP - Center for Substance Abuse and Preve..tion
FLETC - Federal Law Enforcement Training Center

Drugs in the Workplace

-

Community Ant-Drug Coalitions of Ameca

Youth Leadership: America's Future

LET - Law Enforcement Training
MCTFT - Multijurisdictional Counterdrug Task Force Traing

Prescription Drug Abuse: Diagnosing the Problem

NIDA - National Institute on Drug Abuse

Athletes and Drugs: Competing Against Substance Abuse

ONDCP - White House, Office of National Drug Control Policy

Current Trends in Environmental Approaches to Prevention

PIPP - Peers Influence Peers

Broadchsts Partnered whh FLETC

Counterdrug Support Outside Of t

US,

Narcotics Investigation: Navigating the Gray Areas
Roadside Drug Investigations: Going Beyond the Ticket

The National Guard also provided military countedrug support'

Drug Concealment Detecting Hidden Compartments

outside of the country, to the United States Southem Command

Search and Seizures: Procedures & Protocol
Danger in Drug Investigations: Staying Safe

ft

(USSOUTHCOM). While doing so, National Guard personnel
were m a federal miitary duty status

AIRCRAFT. The 12th Expeditionary Fighter Squadron (12th
Meth: What's Cookin InYour Neighborhood

EFS), known as Operation Coronet
Nighthawk, managed the
deployment of Air National Guard and active duty fighter

Ecstasy: What's All the Rave About?

aircraft to support the Joint Interagency Task Force - East

Heroin: What's the Real Dope?
Broadcasts Partnered with L~t

(JIATF-E) while deployed to the Forward Operating Location
(FOL) of Curaiao, The Netherlands Antilles. F-16 fighter
aircraft assigned to the squadron detected and monitored

Chinese Organized Crime 2

suspected narco-trafficker aircraft transiting between South
American source zones and U.S. arrival zones. They flew a total

Ecstacy. Danger InA Pill

of 2,080 hours in support of this counterdrug mission. This

Counterdrug Orientation (Civil Air Patrol)

program was deactivated on September 30, 2001. t

Marijuana: More Dangerous Than Ever
Heroin, Understanding The Resurgence

Operation Shula Pen, uilizing the Senior Scout Signals

Broadcasts Parnered wi

Intelligence (SIGINT) platform loaded on a C-130aircraft,
represented a significant portion of USSOUTHCOM Chief's

Peers Influence Peers Partnership

resources. The Senior Scout system isowned and opcmted

theater Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance
(R)

by the 169th Intelligence Squadron, Salt Lake CitU Air,,

National G
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and aIve duty
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dto

of4t

le operating in a counterdrug
mode, these assets may also be called
-pon
to perf
ach and
e d
command and control functions if
reqired.
RADAR. At the request of
USSOUTHCOM and Air Combat
Command, the National Guard supported U.S. Air Force Counterdrug

dar Surveillance and Control
sites in Colombia and Peru. The
NGB-CD logistic and maintenance

Substance Abuse

Programs

proper program managemnt

The National Guard has an aggressive

this fiscal year over 135 miita ty
members successfull

internal Substance Abuse Program aimed
at keeping National Guard soldiers and

course.

airmen drug-free. During the past year,
the Army National Guard performed

This office also hosted a Medical Review
Officer (MRO) training course that was

172,835 biochemical tests (49% of
assigned strength), 3,247 of which were

attended by 28 Air National Guard, Air
Force Reserve Command, and Army

positive for illegal narcotics (1.94% posi

National Guard physicians. This training

tive rate). The Air National Guard tested
35,347 members (33.6% of assigned

i

g

was developed for licensed physicians
who are responsible for reviewing a

id

strength) with 251 members positive for
illegal narcotics (0.71% positive rate).

evaluating laboratory results generatedy
the drug-testing program. It included a

nance, and supply support to the

The National Guard is committed to

comprehensive review of the medical,
technical, and legal-issue
i
n 'dth

contractor, ensuring these surveillance

providing a drug-free force of citizen-sol-

MRO process.

systems operated at optimum capability.
National Guard personnel continue to

diers and airmen. Both the Army and Air
National Guard stress preventative educa-

support surveillance operations at the
U.S. Customs Service Air and

tion for Guard members and their families, as well as drug testing as a deterrent.

Maritime Interdiction Coordination

During the past year, the Substance

Center (AMICC) and the Joint

Abuse Program continued its partnership

Southern Surveillance Reconnaissance

with the Army Center for Substance

Operations Center (JSSROC),

Abusean

providing detection and monitoring
of suspected drug trafficking aircraft
flying between source zones and

intranet web site, offering military substance abuse professionals a ready
resource for information and regulatory

arrival zones, In addition, NGB-CD

assistance.

'facility located at Dobbins AR
Georgia, provided technical, mainte-

deployed a ground-mobile radar and

In FYO1, the Army National Guard also
held two Alcohol and Drug Control
Officer Courses. These courses help
prepare new Substance Abuse Progrm
rIage

trol Offcers to setup and

CoM

effective substance abuse prevention

program.
65 peol
attended these courses.l 6 peop

t
Guors
fAcility, Trippler
oreToxl
Dri Testing

ing

personnel to the Southwest border for

The Air National Guard, which created

45 days in response to a short notice

the Air Forces first Drug Testing

request from the U.S. Customs Service.
This resulted in the apprehension of

Program Administrative Manager
Course, continued to work with the Air

on

Force Reserve in ajinmt effrt to educate

ll..aboved
the other seric h wspeie submision and i4

and train program managers on correct

the new DoD req.re..

e .....

eilsugger and substantia

rdcinof other suspect aeria traffc,

DrugDTesting Lbrtr

8 p

tof he A 1
:inewt

of 85 perent
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Towards the end of FY01, the Army National Guard began
reviewing new automation software to improve the random
selection process, and provide improved data management
and processing of positive test results. This review will continue
into FY02 with a goal to begin field-testing a new program by
the end of FY02.
The Substance Abuse Section also sponsored the 2nd
Annual National Guard Bureau Substance Abuse Program
Conforence, Las Vegas, NV, April 17-19, 200 1, which was
attended by over 300 ARNG and ANG personnel. Conference
topics included: budget and funding, forensic toxicology drug
testing laboratory presentations, legal issues, education and
prevention, software, and program updates and overviews.

Compliance with the Government
Performance and Results Act (GPRA)
The Counterdrug Office is leading the National Guard in its
efforts to comply with GPRA. NGB-CD, through its published Strategic Plan, has led the 54 states and territories in

identifying performance measurements of effectiveness. All of
these efforts have instilled an urgent desire in other Offices

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) regions. Seventeen

and Divisions to achieve greater standards.

additional CSTs (WMD) wer established in FYO0 and were in

the final stages of hiring and training new personnel.
All 27 teams were working toward certification tndaie
National Defense Authorization Act for FY 1999, which

CIVIL SUPPORT

mandated that the CSTs may not be used to respond to an
emergency unless they possess the requisite sk, training and
equipment to be proficient in all mission requirmnts. In

38
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addition, the act required that the proficiency of ech CST'

(CST) program, formerly Called Military'Support Detachment

be certified by the Secretary of Defense. Congress did not

Rapid Assessment Initial Detection (RAID) teams program,
began Fiscal Year 2001 with the 10 initial teams estab iLs.hed in

sia
but aho^17

FY99, with teams aligned with one of the ten Federal
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tions.

One of the primary changes that

In May, the CGtsiiddrb

occurred as a result of the IG report was

a haigbefr

a Program R~view (which reported its

Services Committe regrdngt

auite CSTs wer not operationally
redyad hepoga lacked good
cnrl.On
,ngmn
the other

findings in August, 200 1) and transition
of responsibility for the program from
COMPIO to other DoD offces, includ-

isues raised by the IG audt He*told
the senators that the-iiia enC
ha sucesul copee externa
,

and ddction of the leaders and

transferred to the National Guard.
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proponent for the CSTs. This made
the CNGB responsible for al mngfunctions, including training,
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system (
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Washington. In August, six more teams-the 1st WMD-CST*TeAmepeiedeometad.pwto

Natick, Massachusetts; 3rd WMD-CST, Annville,
Pennsylvania; 5th WMD-CST, Bartonville, Illinois; 6th
WMD-CST, Austin, Texas; 7th WMD-CST, Fort Leonard

requirements documents for the Mobile Analytical
Laboratory System and communications capbili ,
employ modernization and fielding plans developed an

Wood, Missouri; and 9th WMD-CST Los Alamitos,

review the logistics sujpportsystem

California-were certified by the Office of the Secretary

Language in 10 USC 12310 be amended to clarifyr

of Defense.

certification standards and establish the SECARMY and

vice SECDEF as the certification authority for CSTs
On September 10th, a memorandum signed by the Principal

Certification requirements developed as part of the

Deputy, Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense/Reserve

program review be adopted as the certification iquiremert

Affairs, outlined the conclusions of a review of the CST
program conducted between February 8 and July 11, 2001.
The'focus of the review was to address program deficiencies,
propose needed program adjustments, and identify recom-

for the CSTs
New York's 2nd WMD-CST, one of the original 10, broke the
ground for all of the teams on September 11, 2001 when two

mendations for integration of the management of the CST

hijacked jetliners toppled the World Trade Center on lower

program into existing DoD business practices. During the
review, the Army developed plans to conduct a Force

Manhattan. Within one hour of the terrorist attac, the unit

Management Analysis (FORMAL) Review to ensure the
CST pro.gram was fully integrated into the Army's
institutional processes. With this commitment, the focus of
the review shifted to addressing issues necessary to develop a

Guard Base, ready for operational orders. The unit subsequently
deployed to New York City with 18 personnel. The New York
State Police provided security; escort,, and route cearance, allowing the unit to move into the Area of Operations without delay.

comprehensive program baseline, and to propose adjustments
newessary to effectively implement the program, pending
completion of the Army's FORMAL Review. Following are

The New York State Environmental Conservation Agency
requested the 2nd CST assist in consequence management and

f

packed its equipment and assembled at Stratton Air National

the team was deplo~ed to Manhattan, setting up a stagg ar
on West Street north of the World Trade Center by 2030 on 11

the review's recommendations:

" The Army adopt the interim CST individual training
standards; complete formal task analyses of CST individ-

September. At 2215, a survey team went downrange to, ",,duct ,
reconnaissance and sampling missions for chemic.,44wAIgil or

ual training requirements;. and resource required training

radiological contamination of the area, which became known as,

and exercise programs developed for CSTs

"Ground Zero."

" Funding requirements identified be approved as the
baseline funding requirements for the program
"The components provide necessary funding to complete
the fielding of the CSTs and provide for their training,

operation and sustainment

* A baseline Table of Distribution and Alowances be used
until the Army completes the FORMAL

...

The team spent several days amid the smoking, dusty rubbl
testing samples for deadly chemical and biological agents
reassuring other emergency workers that the site had not been

contaminated. In addition, they helped the FBI set up a

secure communications network.,,.

:
'
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Two members of the Minnesota CST
were flown to New York City to rein-

M
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D EFEN

force the 2nd CST's communications
section near the rubble of the World
Trade Center. The 2nd CST continued
its operations in Manhattan through 18
September, at which time the team
deployed back to its home station in
Scotia, New York, located about 170

Based in part on the precedent of
National Guard participation in the
Nike-Hercules program during the
Cold War, the Senate Appropriations

deploy te system was left t

,

Bs

' b
admotrayon,
testm
was e o th iu

the focus from fielding to testi
the previous concept of a Natio•

Unlike

Missile Defense system based strictly
on rigid military requirements, the new
MD program is being built around a
rigorous, fully funded Research,

miles north of Manhattan near Albany.

Committee recommended that the
Army National Guard establish a
National Missile Defense Planning Cell.

Development, Test, and Evaluation
(RDT&E) effort designed to demon-

In the wake of the 11 September
attacks, the discovery of letters contain-

In response, the National Guard Bureau
Missile Defense Cell stood up in July
2000. An organization consisting of

ing anthrax in several states raised the
specter of bioterrorism. The FBI has not

strate increasing capability over time
through a robust, realistic test program.
Current plans call for RDT&E of a

approximately 300 personnel was
approved during Total Army Analysis

ground based "test bed" available in
the FY 2004 to 2006 time frame.

found a direct connection between the
incidents in Washington, D.C., New
York, Florida and other states, but
federal officials believe the anthrax
cases are signs of bioterrorism.

'07 to support the Ground Based
Midcourse Defense (GMD) Segment
of the Missile Defense (MD) system
(formerly known as National Missile

As a force provider, the ARNG will
provide primary homeland defense

Defense) in several states, including
Alaska and Colorado. When deployed,

Because of the anthrax incidents,
requests for CSTs to respond to potential or actual WMD incidents around
the country began to grow, eventually

against ballistic missile attack if the
United States decides to deploy the
land-based, fixed-site, MD system. As

GMD will protect all 50 states from
limited attack by ballistic missiles. In
addition to the Midcourse Defense

of the first quarter of FY 02, the ARNG
is not currently tasked to provide
support personnel for the test bed,

Segment (MDS), Ballistic Missile

but it expects to be in the near future.

totaling more than 100. For example,
the 55th VMD-CST of Minnesota

Defense also includes Boost Phase
Segments, Terminal Defense Segments,

tested parts of the state capital building,
the governors mansion and state mail
centers for anthrax on orders from

and other activities.

Gov. Jesse Ventura.

The plan under the Clinton administration was to begin FY0 1 construction in
Shemya, AK and (silos in) Fort Greely,
AK, to hold 20 interceptors (to be
expanded later to 100 silos). This was a
high-risk endeavor because it depended
on fielding a missile that was only in its
earliest stage of testing. The decision to
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OPERATIONS
The Army National Guard (ARNG) Operations Division

country's National Military Strategy. SFOR 8 entailed the

oversees the deployment of Guard soldiers and training assets

mobilization and deployment of the first Enhanced Separate

around the globe. In Fiscal Year 2001, soldiers were mobilized

Brigade units from North Carolina and Oklahoma and a full

under three major Presidential Reserve Call-Ups. The largest

Military Intelligence Battalion from Maryland. By mid FY01

of the three by far was in connection with Operation Joint

units from the 48th Infantiy Brigade (Enhanced) (Separate),

Forge (OJF), the peacekeeping operations in Bosnia, with

Georgia Army National Guard and 13 other states had stepped

some 68 units and 3,498 soldiers deployed during the year.

forward as part of the Army team, maintaining peace in Bosnia

Seventeen units, with 943 soldiers, deployed to Southwest

as part of SFOR 9. Seeing the tremendous success of the 49th

Asia - mostly to Kuwait and Saudi Arabia in support of

Armored Division, the Army has placed an even greater respon-

Operations Southern Watch and Desert Spring. Eight units

sibility on its Army Guard soldiers and leadership by nominating

with a total of 196 soldiers were deployed to Kosovo for

six of its remaining seven divisions as divisional headquarters for

Operation Joint Guardian (OJG).

all Army units deployed to Bosina from FY02 through FY05.
The next division given this mission is the 29th Infantry

At the very end of the fiscal year, a partial mobilization was

Division, Virginia Army National Guard, which will deploy as

declared for Operations Noble Eagle (the homeland defense

part of SFOR 10 at the beginning of FY02. The division will

mission) and Enduring Freedom (the war on terrorism). In the

deploy with over 1,890 soldiers representing 15 states. This is

last three days of September, the first three units - totaling 157

the largest single mobilization and deployment of National

soldiers - were called to active duty, the vanguard of a very large

Guard Soldiers since the Persian Gulf War. Currently scheduled

and lengthy mobilization which will no doubt be the primary
focus of the National Guard for Fiscal Year 2002. In addition
to these Federal mobilizations under Tide 10 of the US Code,
the Guard was deployed in even greater numbers throughout
the.fiscal year in a Tide 32 status (Federal active duty under
State control) and in a State active duty status.

Small Scale Contingency Support
In FYO1, the Army National Guard's role in the Balkans made
a quantum leap in supporting the peacekeeping efforts in OJF
(Stabilization Force - SFOR), Bosnia. The outstanding per-

formance and positive results of the 49th Armor Division,
Texas Army National Guard in FY 00 as the first Army
National Guard Division headquarters to command a multinational force in the Balkans was noted by the Army
leadership. This success was rapidly followed by increased use
of the Army National Guard as a partner in supporting our.

44M

to follow the 29th Infantry Division
for rotations in Bosnia are the 28th

more than 4,900 soldiers, formed the
center piece of a Brigade Combat Team

Group and New York's 42nd Aviation
Brigade made up the bulk of the

Infantry Division, Pennsylvania ARNG;
35th Infantry Division, Kansas ARNG;

which deployed to the NTC and fought
against the Opposing Force (OPFOR)

34th Infantry Division, Minnesota
ARNG; 38th Infantry Division, Indiana

troops supporting the 27th eSB. The
total number of soldiers involved in

during a rigorous 22 day training exercise in California's Mojave Desert. The

ARNG; and the 42nd Infantry Division,
New York ARNG. The Army National

the rotation was 5,861. This rotation
was supported by members of the active

total number of ARNG soldiers
involved in the rotation was 7,868.

component, U.S. Army Reserve, and
Air National Guard.

Guard Enhanced Separate Brigades (eSBs)
are being called on to support the divi-

In addition to the 256th eSB's rotation,
the ARNG deployed infantry, engineer,

sional rotations and also to provide
support to the ongoing force protection

aviation and medical units to the NTC
to act as both friendly BLUEFOR and

mission in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia.

enemy OPFOR units in order to
augment active component NTC
rotations. Over 1,600 ARNG soldiers

Combat Training Centers

(CTC)

During Fiscal Year 2002, more than
50,000 Army National Guard (ARNG)

soldiers conducted training associated
with the ARNG Five Year Combat
Training Center Training Strategy. Over
40,000 soldiers deployed to the various
CTCs to conduct ARNG rotations or
in support of active component CTC
rotations.

In addition to the 27th Infantry
Brigade's rotation, the ARNG
deployed a total of 500 aviation,
infantry, engineers and medical
personnel to the JRTC to support
active component rotations.

served in this capacity. An additional
1,250 ARNG soldiers from a variety
of maintenance units deployed to the

NTC to assist with the NTC's prepositioned fleet of wheeled vehicles.

Joint Readiness Training
Center (JRTC)

Battle Command Training
Program (BCTP)
The Army National Guard's
Training Strategy dictates that each
of the Guard's eight combat divisions
complete a BCTP rotation every
four years. In Fiscal Year 2001, the

Personnel from New York's State Area
Command (STARC) formed the

40th and 42nd Infantry Divisions
completed the combination seminar

nucleus of a Joint State Task Force,
representing 20 states and 61 units,

(NTC)

which deployed to the JRTC in July
2001. New York's 27th Infantry Brigade

and computer exercise at. the ARNG
Leadership Development Center in
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. The
BCTP is a computer based simulation

Louisia's State Area Reserve
Command (STAC) formed the

(Light), an eSB with more than 3,000
soldiers, formed the center piece of a

exercise designed to hone command
and staff skills, the military decision-

Brigade Combat Team which deployed
to the JRTC and fought against the

making process, and integration of
combat assets into a realistic division
level battle. It consists of a five-day
warfighting seia
folwdsm

National Training Center

Cocan SeTaR Fored

t

g

18 states and 38 units, and deployed
OPFOR during a rigorous 19-day
to th
Jne
NTCin
201. Luisina'straining exercise at Fort Polk, Louisiana.

256h riad,
nfnty n SBwih

onnecticuts 143rd Area Support

time later by the actual warfitghter
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exercise. Over 1,800 ARNG soldiers participated in the

ARNG Force-on-Force Training

42nd Division's (Headquarters in New York, with elements

throughout the Northeast) BCTP exercise in FY01. A

The ARNG Force-on-Force Training (FFT) program pits

similar number from California's 40th Infantry Division

ARNG eSBs against battalion task force sized units from

likewise rotated through the. BCTP seminar and warfighter

ARNG Divisions in free-play unit collective training events

phases.

using Multiple Integrated Laser Simulation devices to replicate

live ammunition. Divisional units deploy to training sites during
the eSB annual training period to conduct FFT The program

Brigade Command and Battle Staff

isdesigned to enhance the home station training of both eSBs

Training Program (BCBST)

and A,NG divisional units. Both the First and Fifth US Armys

Eight ARNG eSBs conducted BCBST rotations in FY 01.
The BCBST program is similar to the BCTP program, except

provide Observer/Controllers and exercise maneuver control
cells to FFT events.

scaled to brigade-level combat operations. Operations Group

Innovative Readiness Training

Charlie of Fort Leavenworth's Battle Command Training

Program provide the support to BCBST rotations. Units
that conduct BCBST rotations deploy to the Leadership

Innovative Readiness Training events provide critical MOS

Development Center at Fort Leavenworth for a five-day

and collective task training for Army National Guard units

warfighter~seminar to refine battle command and staff skills,
f ighic

while benefiting the local community (normally through

pemrtreions Grttleoup

anharet

tconstruction projects or medical exercises). The following
lls)
are

following which Operations Group Charlie then deploys to

-)teAN

the brigade's home station to conduct an intense three-day

Innovative Readiness Training Project (IRT) the ARNG

warfighter exercise. The following units conducted BCBST

completed in FY01:

Rottions in FY01:

BENENDUM AIRPORT is a construction
project designed
STATE

UNIT

for ARNG engineer assets to assist the West Virginia Airport
Authority with improving airport Infrastructure. The West
Virginia Army National Guard relocated sewer lines and

41st Infantry Brigade
76th Infantry Brigade

Oregon
Indiana

53rd Infantry Brigade
218th Infantry Brigade
278th Armored Cavalry Regt.

Florida
South Carolina
Tennessee

manholes, placed several culverts to improve dr W,
continue to work on a connecting roadway between WV R ut
73 and U.S. 50 with a feeder road into the new airport aantn
project. The project provides METL-based training to the
soldiers while providing a valuable service to the community

81st Infantry Brigade

Washington

This project has greatly enhanced the commuaitYs ability td

116th Cavalry Brigade

Idaho/Oregon/Montana/
Wyoming

access the airport and provide critical inf-astructure buil& up
of community land that will continue to impro&
based initiatives.
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Nearing the end of the fiscal year the Guard found itself in
support of state and federal authorities battling major wildfires

equipment - from power generaor to heay
vehicles - to assist local, state and federal agenci across the

with both ground and air support. Across 10 western states,
wildfires burned over a half-million acres. California,

state. New York's 2nd Civil Support Team (WMD) s o e of
the first units on site at the World Trade Center on September

Montana, Nevada, Washington, and Oregon fires accounted

11 th, initially ensuring thai chemical agents were notused in

for more than 18,000 of the total 29,959 mandays expended
in support of civil authorities. On the East Coast, the state of
Florida battled wildfires from January to June, in which time

the attack, and then staying on to monitor air quality at
Ground Zero. By 6:00 am., September 13th, the Guard had
4,841 personnel on duty in both a state and federal status in

the National Guard provided another 6,431 mandays in

and around New York City,

support-of authorities.
For many years, the National Guard has established contin-

In the two weeks that followed, the National Guard, operating
in support of the newly-christened Operation Noble Eag,

manmade disasters. The National Guard Bureau spent many

provided more than 70,000 mandays serving in Title 32,
State-controlled, Federally paid status. These forces were gen-

months planning for weapons of mass destruction (WMD)

erally used to provide security and support federal and local

contingencies and ensuring positive communication links with
other government agencies, as well as within NGB itself for

authorities at airports, on our national borders, and for critical

gency'plans to support civil authorities in the event of possible

military and civil facilities and infrastructure.

command and control, and contingency operations. As
September 11 th, 2001 dawned, ten Civil Support Teams

(WMD) were on national alert and ready to respond at a
moment's notice. The terrorist attacks of that day thrust the
National Guard into its traditional role of protecting local
communities. After the initial shock of the attacks, National

informll

atioI Operations

September 11 th, the Maryland and District of Columbia

I
A detailed ARNG Information Operations (10) requirements
on
study was completed in FY01, providing a focus and d
for the expansion of the ARNG's role in 10. Field Support
Teams and Vulnerability Assessment Teams performed missions

National Guard supplied soldiers to assist in protecting the

in support of ArNG and active componenttexercIs and

Pentagon, and patrolled the streets of the nation's capital. New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and Virginia provided
more than 1,000 soldiers who took on a variety of missions:
command and control, military police duty, liaison with

deployments around the world, including the 29th
Division's deployment to the Balan for pan Bakeio
operations. The Vermont A G'S 10 Training Battli,
located in Burlington, has trained over 1,000 students i

federal agencies, air defense planning cells, engineering, and
medical missions. In New York City; the New York National

t
and technical 10 courses since its formaton i 199
thus disseminating 10 expertise to members of all theirmed

Guard personnel and equipment began to mobilize. On

Guadad 8

rsonnel frm 15, deret u

N

ation

al

..

services, as well as to DoD civilians and contractors. Most

Guard had 830 personnel from 15 different units On state
active duty in and around ground zero by the end of the first
day,
andtoby
midnight
on September
that number
and
supplied
soldcliis had
New York12th
grown
more
than 4,000.

significantly, two 10 Field Support Teams (from Washigo
of the

airmen, ground transportation, aircraft, and a wide variety of

of Maryland's Joint Web Risk Assessment Cel providedi i!
support i
tiraons No ble Eagle and Enui Predi
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significantly during the past 30 years.

the officer candidate tc C

As late as 1972 there were only two

entire OCS course in 57 consecutive

The Army National Guard continued
its emphasis on the training and

ARNG officers attending resident
MEL-I training at the US Army War
College. In FY 01, 37 officers started

days rather than approximately -13
months in the traditional optio. The

education of both soldiers and civilian
employees in FY 01. In the area of

MEL-1 resident training at 15'different
institutions and 130 officers began the

individual training, ARNG policy and
funding strategies focused on the

War College's Distance Learning course,
the only non-resident course considered
MEL-I equivalent. ARNG officers

completion of military educational
milestones. This fiscal year, the ARNG
achieved its initial skill acquisition goal
to have 72 percent of its assigned
enlisted strength educationally qualified

attend resident MEL-I courses at six
US military colleges, and Fellowship
MEL-1 courses at three US government
agencies and six civilian institutions of

In the coming decade, the Total Army
School System (TASS) will shift from
a sole reliance on the traditional
institutional training methodology
(resident training) to a greater integra-

higher education. In addition to the
MEL- I education, the Army, Naval, Air
Force, National, and Industrial War
Colleges each award their graduates a
Masters Degree in a discipline related
to their respective fields. Because of a

tion with Distributed Learning (DL)
technology. The ARNG DL strategy
sets the conditions to increase education
and training opportunities for ARNG
soldiers. The strategy provides training
links between the proponent
(Institutional) schools, TASS sites,
college campuses, and ARNG armories.
The goal of the program is to establish
DL capabilities within a 50-mile radius
of 95 percent of the soldier population.

serious shortage of company-grade
officers, the ARNG has established the
ARNG OCS accelerated course. This
program is designed for soldiers who
cannot attend the ARNG OCS
traditional course or another precommissioning course (e.g., Federal OCS,
ROTC) without severe personal hardship. The difference between the two
courses is that Phase 2 is conducted in
a 27-day active duty period in the

lte the.

accelerated option started in 1997 with
a goal of graduatiig 80 officer candidates
and has grown to a goal of 450 officer
candidates in the class of 2002.
400 ARNG officers have graduated
from the ARNG OCS accelerated
course in the last five years.

Information Operations
The ARNG continues to refie the
tactical and technical Information
Operations courses first developed in
1999. As a result of course improvements, units from each component of
the Army use the courses to prepare for
current operational requirements. For
example, each ARNG Enhanced
Separate Brigade and Division received a
Bosnia oriented version of the Tactical
Information Operations course as part
of unit training for Bosnia. Also, the
Land Information Warfare Activity
(LIWA) at Fort Belvoir, Virginia, and
other active component commands
required additional Functionl A= 3
(frmation Operations) ofcers
ing the September t, 200t
i

Ofcer Education

accelerated option rather than in 12
weekends or their equivalent in the
traditional option. Phases 1and 3 are

In th area of officer education, the

identical,
and sequence
the 3 phases
are conducted
in
numerical
in. either
option,

Informatin
OperationsArm
cowie
ver at,.
used
by the Comie
Ce=ne

In the accelerated option, the 3 phases

Fort: Levnwrhto develo

ARN
icrase
hs MlitryEduaton
Levl
MELi)opprtnitesare
Oe

conducted back-to-back, allowing

attacks- Each of the f urA1NG

hecrr

Functional Area 30 Qualfition

.

.

- 3.

Course. The original ARNG Information Operations courses

regulation will be distributed to the fieldl- in

provided the active component with the initial capability to

Facilities Team assists the Training Centers wi:di

train Functional Area 30 officers as well as the capacity to

Table of Distributions and Allowances (1DO-

train additional officers to support current operational

tional chart for the

requirements.

Cost, manpower, training center regula o

as

g center), Identma"

Training Land Program, and the Integwri
Management Program.

Initial Entry Training (lET)
RANGE AND TRAINING LANDS PROGRAbf-]
In FY (01 the Army National Guard experienced a significant

The RTLP program develops the r

challenge in meeting our personnel readiness goals due to a
shortage of available lET (previously known as "basic train-

training ranges and maneuver araho

ing") 'seats. The lack of available training seats and excessive
wait before recruits could attend IET had resulted in numer-

on a wide variety of Army and
the Training Facilities Team ini'la

a nat

ous applicants opting not to join and/or Qualifying/Not

complete a RDP for every state with[

five yk

Enlisting (QNE) into the Army National Guard.

RDPs for 43 states and territori welt"either

State Range Development Plans
uire,

The National Guard Bureau determined several areas of
improvemqent in the forecasting software to support the

This fiscal year, NGB-ART forma*y contin e 4

M

identification of LET requirements. The enhanced forecasting

Range and Targetry Center of Ec~jnc (OE)

and execution software expands the capability of Army
Training Requirements and Resources System (ATRRS) to
project IET seats. It also enhances the development of the

through memoranda of agreement wi4 Florida and
COEs have a two-fold mission: provide minge technical asis
tance to the states regarding how to implment the recomien-

funding requirements for the Program Objective

dations from their RDP and bring depot level inenance to

Memorandum (POM), and the execution year's Training

the field for targetry on ARNG ranges. The C( E:save d

Resoufces Arbitration Panel (TRAP) Process. These

ARNG range community approximately $2.6 ihilll n in mainte-

enhancements will enable the Army National Guard to

nance and consulting costs per year The Traini

better forecast required lET seats.

also provided a Training Center Manager Wo 4il,

"=
i +tp

Gruber, Oklahoma. The workshop was dsign
Training Center Commanders and Managers

Training Support-

i
,
ng ir new

pcr .

TriigSpotstaff

pesnnel (or i efresher training forepranlsff

The Training Facilities Team assists the ARNG Training

sonnel) on issues considered of high inpota
Center Advisory.

and collective training of ARNG units, The team is the proponent
for the new
reulion
AR/NGR
5-3,inArmy
Guard Training
Centes
that was
deveoped
EY00.National
The.
A

r

e Tr

aining

i

.
!,r

Centers and other training facilities, supporting individual
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INTEGRATED TRAINING AREA MANAGEME9U
The
requremernA
an 1TAM
u prin rno deeo8te
nd
r
,

, .,

-- '

-upports 63 ARNG Training Centers
with the ITAM program, with 755 validtd ITAM projects for FY 01. This
represents 38 percent of all Army-validated LTAM projects. The projects are

authorizations to all 54 states, territories,
and the District of Columbia. Integral

divided into four areas: land rehabilitation and maintenance, land condition

to the program is the successful management of training ammunition items

and trend azo**, traming require-

4ets
intgrand, environmental

, <, .,
c
Sher

pe,rent of the
wAN/PSG-9
land rehabilitation

__and-iifen ance' area, supporting the
rehblitatin. ofARNG maneuver and
ininnds.-wnty-one percent of
Pro)eet arecassified as land conditred analysis and monitor the
S-M240BMEDIUM

fARNG maneuver land. The
.rai'percent of the projects
support the training requirements and
priorities integration of the progra-,
and the development of ARNG
environmental awareness programs.
-

DOD ACTIVE/INACTIVE RANGE
INVENTORY

AMMUNITION SECTION
The Ammunition Section continues
the annual process of managing the
distribution of training ammunition

identified as being in short supply by
HQ.) A. The goal of NGB-ART's
Ammunition Section has always been
'.to successfully meet the minimum
quantities required by priority
units
tara
based on available allocation/authoriza-

in NGPA funds resulted in approxiae
ly 53,000 mandays of training in
support of an estimated 1,400 sepsa
fieldings of 47 different pieces of
equipment. The ARNG NET/JET
program was fun&d at 70 percent of
its requirements for the year. The funds
supported the fielding of the following
systems:
SINCGARs ASIP
AFATDS
ADC2!
FED
UH-60L BLAKAK

NGB-ART continues to upgrade

BAC....
M109A6 PALADINI
M2BFV
M60 AVLB
M270 MLRS
K19 GRNAEM

the Bureau's Automated Training

FAM OF MED TAt.It

Ammunition Management System
(ATAMS) to meet the needs of the
end user and the HQDA Training

AN/PVS-7D NVQ .
M16A4
M4 CARBINE '
PtS w ENGINEER MISSIOMODULES
HEAVY

tions, in accordance with policies
outlined in DA PAM 350-38/39.

Ammunition Management Information
System (TAMIS). Based on significant
man-hour (dollar) savings through ease

of use and reliability, NGB has in
a superior training ammunition

....

.

SYSTEM (H
M915A3 TRACTOTRA[LR
ATLAS,
HYDRAULIC EXCAVA
CAISI
-LAL
-MA
SO."W.RE.

3

The Training Facilities Team has the
ARNG ead for conduct of the DoD

management system compared to the
HQDA TAMIS system.

Active/Inactive Range Inventory The
seven-phase inventory is projected to
conclude in July 2002 and will establish
the Army's first database inventory of all
training lands and ranges. The inventory
will also be the first database of where
the Army trans to us a geographical

NEW AND DISPLACED EQUIPMENT
During Fiscal Year 2001, the New and'
Displaced Equipment Training Team
(NET/DET) validated and executed
$6.7 million in support of training and
fielding requirements associated with

THSDN
FIREFINOER RADAR
BURNER UNITS
ALL TERRAIN CRNE -

in-imaro system (GIS) format,

equipment modernization. The $6.7m

SPITFIRE

.. . . ..... . ................

ME,[E

"

fOLQM WRW

"

:

""
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New and displaced equipment training funds provided states
and territories with critical mandays to supplement the 39
statutory training days, enabling units to attend necessary
modernization training.

MOS 67T (U

60Hlcpe

qai,

Oprtos, and man other.The FrtSe-4
wel as ARNG fintinacure'suh ,uni:
segat,
n a
-

certfction, inm atio miaace

Distributed Learning
Distributed Learning (DL) has emerged over the last few years
to become the dominant trend in ARNG training -and it has

oV

irwia

Civil Support Team training and
Apik*
usiARNG DL a
ona
automation courses are available to
via web-based traini

IA

'<

,i
vA

,

-

the potential to improve readiness above historical averages.
The communication technologies necessary to support DL

The strategy to reach DL goals is bad on

have -a major impact throughout the ARNG because they

classrooms), coursCwa,

bring greater access to information resources, providing the
capability to improve readiness by enhancing training, opera-

servies and business operations.

chrnii

'

nent.
five essential compowam
s

and

.......

.Y

tions, and many other mission areas.

HARDWARE (NETWORK AND CLASSROOMS)

,

r

While resident training will remain the appropriate method

Critical to thesuccess ofDL is GustiNet XI,a

for initial entry, leadership and equipment-intensive training,

cations infrascre that co

the evolution from traditional resident training to greater

video, and data requiremnts into one intgre

integration of DL technology will be a major objective in

connects the National Guard Bureau with the 54 Sate Arca

improving readiness. Making training locally available

Commands (STARCs). The National Gurd Disb

through Video Tele-Training (VTT) in college classrooms,

Training Technology Project (DY!?) e.l

and armories, and integrating it with appropriate CD-ROM

at ARNG
through the installation of D.
A part
traing sie armofies and surrounding commu
m
of Army DL classroom requirements, TT
250 DL classrooms by the end of FY 01, with a goal 4^xy.

or web based "self-paced" interactive multi-media instruction,
will reduce a significant training obstacle: the time a soldier
has to spend away from his or her unit, family, and civilian
employer.
In compliance with congressional intent, the ARNG DL

(MOSs): CMF 13 (Field Artillery), CMF 63 (Wheeled and

Dc

(Military Intelligence), MOS 19K (Armor Crewman),'
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COURSEWAR
work
on ren

rack vehicle Maintenance and Mechanics), CMF 97

n

this network

400 cassrooms, contributing to the Arnys
program combined goal of nearly 800 Ji
" in the active m n USAR -an ARN

initiative continues to expand its scope. The ARNG is,
participating in and is actively involved with the development
and conduct of several DL courses in the following career
management fields (CMFs) and military occupation skills

e,

late andioupgradt

i

'A,

DL system. All of these impa
being addressed by the ARNG in order
to assist in the ARNG-wide
implementation of DL

Collective Training
The Collective Training Branch is

4

working dosely with U.S. Army Forces
1-,," .... iCommand (FORSCOM) and U.S.
:Army

4

per year will be converted from FY 02
through FY 10.In addition, the National
Guard Professional Education Center
(PEC) is in the process of redesigning
70 ARNG functional courses.
STAFF AND FACULTY TRAINING
Staff and faculty must be trained to
manage DL classrooms and to deliver
training to remote locations by making
effective use of new technology. NGB's
Professional Education Center is
conducting a DL instructor-training
course, while TRADOC proponent
schools are developing instructor
standards for specific course
requirements. A course for DTTP site
managers is available which covers
property and financial management,
business plans, customer service, and
equipment operation.
SUPPORT SERVICES
Traditiona studnt and instructor

Reserve Command (USARC

support services are required in the DL
environment. ATRRS has been adapted
to manage DL course enrollment and
reporting for military students. The
DTTP Integrated Information System
will manage instructional content within
the DTTP classroom and will integrate
seemlessly with ATRRS.
BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Because DL classroom facilities are
designed for multi-use operations
(readiness training, virtual offices,
conferencing, community access, etc.)
the overall management and

to establish realistic pre-mobilization
training requirements for FORSCOM/
ARNG/USAR Regulation 350-2. We
are also synchronizing and combining
many of the other regulations to avoid
conflicting guidance and reduce
redundancies.
The Collective Training Branchs Training
Technology Team fielded a number of
training aids, devices, simulations and
simulators (TADSS) in Fy01. These
will provide soldiers the opportunity to
practice gunnery, maneuver, and battle
staff skills in a realistic environment so
they can execute live training at higher
levels of proficiency.

administration of the venues are
particularly important. Guidance must
be provided to the STARCs to assist
them in fostering teaming relationships

Under the "Distributed Battle
Simulation Program" (DBSP)'

with other public, private, state, and
federal agencies. Appropriate business

the Training Division'has povid
Commanders' Operations Training

practices associated with classroom use

Assistants (COTAs) to fifteen

by non-military organizations/ individuals must become standard across the

assist them with ine
n
into live, viral an coc

rej...
,

nim to
A
'.

training strategies and methodologies that enhance readiness.
Thirteen Janus Technical Teams are also available throughout
the United States to provide regional support for armorybased battle staff training utilizing the Janus computer warfighting simulation. Four TAJDSS Facilitators have been added
to the program in FY01 to assist Commanders in utilizing
TADSS more efficiently in support of their training plans.

Force Suppurt Packae. (FSP) Uits
Overall unit resources and training levels for FSP unis dccitu*W
by 6.2 percent during FY 01. Personnel levels declined by 6 pert on hand nd
cent and traing by 3 percent, w
equipment serviceability remained relatively constant. For FY
02, approximately 140 new units have been added to the FSP
program, and will be managed by NGB.

The Collective Training Branch has entered into a partnership
with the Army's Simulations Training and Instrumentation

(eS s

Command (STRICOM) that allows us to leverage low-cost

Enhanced Separate

Constructive Training and Virtual Training resources to
support National Guard Training requirements. This

During FY 01, overall eSB unit resources and training levels

partnership gives us access to a wide variety of capabilities

deployable criteria as dictated by Defense planning guidance f r

available through STRICOM and its supporting contractors,

personnel within the eSBs. In addition, equipment on hand

and allows us to provide quality TADSS support that would

iincreased by 7 percent during FY 01. Equipment serviceabi

otherwise be unavailable to Army Guard units,

and training remained relatively constant during the year

READINESS

ARNG Divisions

oa
usaccss ive
partersip

idevaretyof apailiiesincreased by 4.3 percent, and 14 of the ARNG's 15 eSBs met the

Overall ARNG division unit resources and training levels
decreased by 5 percent during FY 01. There was a 3 percent
The overall unit resources and training levels of the Army

decline in personnel, 4 percent decline in equipment on hand

National Guard declined .9 percent during FY 01. This was

and training, and a 1 percent decline in equipment

due primarily to a decline in personnel. The aftermath of the
events of September 11 th made a significantly negative impact
upon personnel of the Army National Guard, due in part, to

/

7

Civil Support Teams

the partial mobilization of ARNG units for Operartions
Noble Eagle and Enduring Freedom.

Readiness trends in the Civil Support Teams (Weapons of Mass
Destruction) have increased during the course of FY 01. The

Nevertheless, over 60 percent of ARNG units met ARNG
readiness goals with respect to their Managed Levels of
Resources (MLRs). The ARNGs readiness goals and objectives
are designed to optimize unit readiness against a finite pool of

number of certified teams has increased by 15, for a total of
27, from last year and their associated unit resources and
training levels have had a positive impact on overall A"NG

resources, and the MLR model prioritizes resources toward

our fis-o-ih units, ensuring a higher state of redness fo~r...
those which are scheduled for early deployment.

readiness.
.<

'

]

Integrated Readiness
Strategy (IRS)
g FY 01, the Army National
Guard has developed and began
planning the implementation of IRS as
a vehide to link resources to readiness,
The process will ensure that the requirements for the states are planned for in
the long-term budget process, and that
the budget is executed appropriately

FORCE

Nineteen multi-component units
involving the ARNG were approved

strength was 92,621, 26.3 percent of
assigned strength. There were 2,475

during Total Army Analysis 2005. Four
of these units were converted to multicomponent status in FY 99. Two units,
the 142nd Signal Brigade (Alabama)
and the 1st Battalion, 171st Aviation
(Georgia), consist of ARNG

black officers, 6.8 percent of officer
strength and 52,461 enlisted personnel,
16.6 percent of assigned enlisted
personnel. Total black strength was
54,936, 15.6 percent of assigned
strength. There were 1,591 Hispanic

headquarters with active subordinate
component elements, and were converted during FY 00. Five Aviation compa-

officers, 4.3 percent of officer strength
and 23,992 enlisted personnel, 7.6
percent of assigned enlisted personnel.

nies from the States of Georgia, Florida,
South Carolina and Mississippi convert-

Total Hispanic strength was 25,583, 7.3
percent of assigned strength.

ed in FY01.
Female strength of 42,486 was 12.1
percent of assigned strength and contin-

,.ANAGEM ENT
This year, the Army National Guard

PERSONNEL
______3,426

maintained the mandated 388,000 force
structure and 350,000 end-strength levels established by Congress in Fiscal Year
2000. During FY01, the National -the
Guard Bureau withdrew from the States

ued to climb throughout the fiscal year.
Female strength was comprised of
officers, 9.4 percent of officer

strength and 39,060 enlisted, 12.4 percent of enlisted strength.
The FY 01 end strength objective for
Army National Guard was to

Enlisted Personnel

achieve selected reserve strength of
350,526, consisting of 37,400 commissioned and warrant officers and
313,126 enlisted personnel. To attain
this goal, enlisted gains were pro-

Enlisted accessions of 61,956 were
102.8 percent of the programmed
objective of 60,252 for the year. Non-

grammed at 60,252, officer gains at
3,175 and enlisted extensions at
51,315. Enlisted losses would be not

with personnel, equipment, and funding from more than one component to

prior service accessions of 33,091 were
109.8 percent of the objective, and
prior service accessions were 28,865 or

greater than 62,351.

enhance total force integration, improve
the resources and readiness posture of

95.8 percent of objective. These statistics reflect an accession mix of 53 per-

Army units, and optimize the unique

The fiscal year ended with ARNG
strength at 351,829, 100.4 percent of

our end strength objective. Total

cent non-prior and 46.6 pere p
service enlistments. The overill A,,,
National

capabilities of all components,

strength included 36,579 officers and

end of F01 wa 19 percent

the allotment of 83 units, consisting of
8,492 force structure spaces.
A relatively new concept in force man-

agement is that of multi-component
units. The objective of the multi-cornponent initiative is to resource units

Guard loss rat thog•h
m.e

315,250 enlisted personnel. Minority
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The ARNG continues to focus on incentives and educational

College..

programs to improve quality. High school diploma graduates
were 86.9 percent, only 3.1 percent below the Department of

,,t
Assistanc and Service Members Opporf"
These incentives contributed significantipo s'
th e'd
y i ,,
strength maintenance efforts dur

the Army goal of 90 percent. The percentage of high school

.

M(i

graduates is actually 100 percent when alternate high school
certificate holders are included. The ARNG CAT I-M11A

The FY 01 Selected Reserve rieti~tve,
f
-

accessions 60.1 percent; the CAT IV mark was 1 percent.

following:

The breakout of non prior service accession quality for FY 01
is as follows:

, i
.
S
* $8,000 Enlistment Bonus-for Na
enlistees in high priority uits (C.rpJa)M0

Non-Prior Service Accession Quality
GOAL
90%

HSDG

-.

".

Ii
.

04I

oni
ior
Enl i$5h000
.. (
,
GOL ACTUAL
CTALenlistees in low priority units
(CAT, I4II13,
MO&,.ir6afe
86.9%

C.
-$
tit, "
enlisting in a high priority i'
qi~ Ski&-raam

*$5,00 nC

Acqu

-

Test Category

i

7enlisting in a..
<2%

IV

Enlisted Personnel Status
GOAL

ACTUAL

60,252

61e,956

exceed 72 months or $3,600.
•Up to $10,000 Studnt Loan Repa

mfo CAT4

Non Prior

30,129

33,91

en_ iprio
non-prior service ew
or non-high priority u)i OrmofM ,'r for'

Prior Service

30,123
Losses
63,209

28,865

members who have

Accessions

52,351<

m *

,.'

o

for

.. .

e6tnd,209ib
minimumofs!YM

Exteniions1miiu
Ter)1178

Careerist

1frsix

E $5,000 Prior
Service Enlistment Bonusiy i
ofsxyrs
years who have completed-the* Mtary
....
...

40,2

quaifed i

Incentive Programs

fora
e

The ARNG employed a wide variety of incentive programs
in FY 01. These included the Selected Reserve Incentive
Program (SRIP), Health Professional Incentives (HPI) and
education assistance benefits such as the Student Loan
Repayment Program (SLRP), Army National Guard
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r

years re-enistor xtei;

Losses

First Term
FirstAr

J

Bonus for pzior ser
... .
Service Ob..i.....

per month,
based.o. their

1%

r

........-

the Militycepn
CCUl4MS~
i

$5,000 Re-e

m ' ntB

'

whoare qualified in the MOS_ for whihthey
yearsand
fourteen unit
ighpriority
SI than

high pror

ul-

are re-enlisting or extending, or $2,500 for three years with an
option for a second, consecutive, three year extension of:_,
$2,000, in any unit

.::.

'A

1.4

.Up to $50,000 for Healthcare

through its partnership colleges.

Profssional Loan Repayment (HPLR)
fir critical wartime shortages for loans

Montgomery GI Bill

Distance Learning programs allowed
soldiers to pursue vocational, baccalau-

Another primary ARNG education

existing when the officer signs the

reate, graduate, and doctoral studies

contract.

without entering a traditional classroom.

*$1,020, per month, Specialist Training

soldiers who sign a six-year contract,

Assistance Program for critical

wartime shortages.
*$$10,000, per year, Health Professional
Recruiting/Retention Bonus for
approved critical wartime shortages
for a one to three year contract.

program is the Montgomery GI BillSelected Reserve (MGIB-SR). MGIB-SR

Information Management
and Reporting Center

(iMARC)

have a high school diploma, complete

Initial Entry Training and remain a
member in good standing during the
period, may be entitled to 36 months of
education benefits totaling $9,792. The

iMARC is a browser-based software

MGIB-SR may be used towards under-

system, which manages service member
benefit programs. This system contains

graduate, graduate, postgraduate,
vocational or flight training. As a drilling

integrated Total Army Personnel Data
Base Guard (TAPDBG) personnel,

Guard member, soldiers have up to 10
years after gaining eligibility to use the

Defense Finance Accounting System
(DFAS) pay, recruiting and training

program. The ARNG also offers a
college fund financial incentive to

information designed to support administration of the Tuition Assistance,

individuals enlisting or re-enlisting into
selected units, at a rate of up to $200

Montgomery GI Bill SIDPERS/
Personnel query, and reporting features

per month for up to 36 months. As an
incentive to recruit junior officers, the

designed to administer the following
Educational Benefit Programs: tuition

ARNG offers a financial incentive of
$350 per month for eligible members

assistance program, Montgomery GI

entering or completing a commissioning
program.

education courses.

Bill (MGIB), Selected Reserve Incentive
Program (SRIP), Student Loan

Distance Learning and external degree

Repayment Program (SLRP), and Army
College Fund (MGIB-Kicker) programs.
The iMARC system tracks program

Officer Personnel

eligibility, payment schedules, program
obligations, flags files for follow-up

The total officer strength at the end of
FY 01 was 36,579. While officer acces-

increase as a result of the development

requirements, and maintains incentive
payment history. As an upgrade from the

and implementation of the ARNG
Institute (ARNqGI), which offers several

sions were at 107 percent of the established goal, officer end strength was 821

Benefits Administration Reporting and
Tracking system (BART), iMARC will

ditace learning degree programs

officers short of the programmed objec
tive. This shortfall was due to a higer"

be incrementally deployed during FY 02.

than expected loss rate among Army

The Guard has traditionally used
educational incentives as a recruiting
and retention tool. Educational benefit
programs are good for the Army National
Guard as well as the individual soldiers.
Tuition Assistance was provided to over
30,000 M-Day (Mobilization Day)
traditional, part-time soldiers in FY01.
Soldiers were offered 75 percent tuition
assistance up to $187.50 per credit
hour, not to exceed $3,500 per soldier,
during the fiscal year for post-secondary

tuition assistance are also available for
soldiers and ARNG federal civilian
employees. Enrollment in Distance
Learning programs continued to

57

National Guard officers. The Army National Guard is

personnel under present polices. In an attempt to addrs the

working vigorously to identify the reasons for these higher-

dedining strength within the technical specialty MOi5s the
ARNG is following alternatives to mitigate the hortfl in ur

than-projected losses.

In FY 01, the ARNG established the Officer Strength
Maintenance Branch to formulate policies, develop programs,
and validate attrition trends. As of the end of the fiscal year,
28 AGR officer strength managers in the states were dedicated
to the accession and retention of company grade officers.

warrant officer strength. Current warrant office strength is 79
percent of authorized posit ons, of which aviation ist 92A
percent fill and technical service warrants are at 70 percent fill.
The critical shortage of technical service warrant officers raises
concerns over the long-term impact on operational readinessI
.

The ARNG has continued its NGB accelerated Officer
Candidate School program, which graduated 268 second
lieutenants in FY 01. Cadet Command authorized 800
Guaranteed Reserve Forces Duty contracts for the Army

Enlisted Personnel

Reserve Components in FY 01, and the ARNG received
553 new accessions from this source.

State Command Sergeants Major Consequeny, many program
and issues have been resolved in improving enlisted soldiers'

i
Enlisted personnel aent
through both the Military Personne

a
tO

s

professional development and opportunities within the Guard.
The shortage of company grade officers continues to be a
challenge across the entire Army. In an attempt to decrease
company grade officer losses, the ARNG has continued its
effort to introduce legislation that will offer a student loan
repayment program incentive for company grade officers. The
Guard is also exploring the feasibility of submitting legislation

to offer potential bonuses for company grade officers.
A large percentage of ARNG lieutenants are not selected
for promotion due to their failure to fulfill the four-year

college degree requirement. The ARNG is working towards
establishing on-line degree programs in order to address
this problem.

Warrant Officer Personnel

The ARNG enlisted promotion system has been revised and
the points system changed from a 250/750 to a 4001600 point
spread. This new point system places greater emphasis on the
soldiers performance and potential to serve at a higher level of
responsibility.
The ARNG has irimplemented the use of the new NonCommiioned Officer Evaluation Report (NCER t
l l
e t indude the Army values. T c
a
i
r
asses the NCO's prfessional and p

o

system long embraced by the ARNG.

The attacks on September 11, 2001 have challenged the
ARNG with new policy issues surrounding deployed soim

to include benefits, rights, medical, and depend.nt, i.
The Enlisted Policy section has been actively ilved in

The Army National Guard continues to work the challenges

all mobiliztion issues and has been successful

in warrant ofer professional management. Curret and

many oft

projected vacancies outpace our ability to assess qualified,

of their deployment.

o

soldiers a~th
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FULL-TIM E
SUPPORT

23,125 Active Guard Reserve (AGR)
and 25,125 Military Technician
personnel at a cost of approximately
$2.8 billion.

The u-time support (FTS) program
was established by passage of the
National Defense Act of 1916; the
original fill-time support personnel

the AGR program aimed at making

recommendations to strengthen and
optimize program effectiveness, provide
unbiased evaluation of the program,
and determine how effectively the
program support's the Reserve

Obtaining sufficient FTS manning
levels remained the Number One

Components of the Army. The study

ARNG priority for Fiscal Year 2001.
The Army, through a detailed analysis

was not completed by the close of the
fiscal year.

were "caretakers" for the federally-owned
horses and mules which the 1916 Act
mandated. With the program's evolution
over the course of the 20th century,
todays full-time support personnel are
major contributors across the full

level of FTS, below which readiness
in units cannot be maintained, is 71
percent of validated requirements.

spectrum of ARNG operations. They
are particularly critical in that portion

The Army plans to attain that level
by seeking increases in FTS levels,

of the work force that supports the
administrative, payroll, supply, training,
maintenance and recruiting efforts of

incrementally, from Congress in fiscal
years 02-12.

ARNG units. Their role becomes more
important as the Army continues to

The ARNG efforts in FY 01 were
focused on attaining requested FY 02

place greater reliance on Reserve
Component units to meet its

grades for three consecutive years but
wanted the Department of Defense

growth of 724 AGR and 487 Military
Technician authorizations with accom-

commitments.

to determine a better system. Congress
would authorize controlled grades for

AGRs and Technicians

panying appropriations. In addition
efforts were taken to inform Congress
of the value of supporting the Army's
program of growth through FY 12.

the reserve component of each service.
From that authorization, the Army
would distribute controlled grades to

The FY 01 National Defense
Authorization and Appropriations Acts

Manpower Studies

controlled grades to the authorizL

ARntreg

authorized end strengths of 22,974
Active Guard/Reserve (AGR) personnel

During this fiscal year the ARNG

AGR en
aoron.

and 24,728 Military Technicians. These
end strengths provided 57 percent of

participated in a year-long study
commissioned by the Office of the

metotin

Department of the Army validated FTS

Assistant Secretary of the Army for

method intheir versions ofthe

manpower requirements. In FY 01, the
ARG achieved end strengths of

of wartime deployment scenarios,
determined that the minimal essential

Manpower and Reserve Affairs. This

The ARNG also participated in a
Congressionally-directed study to
determine the best solution to the
process of annual authorizations for
AGR personnel in the grades of 0-6,
0-5, 0-4, E-9 and E-8 - known as
the controlled grades. At the request
of the reserve components, Congress
authorized increases in controlled

the ARNG and Army Reserve. The
study produced a system indexing
t whe achoreserv
gth where eaeserv
oth theHts on

authorization. Bot
th disind
e
their

bution
02

study was a comprehensive review of
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In 200 1, the Army National, Guard Surgeons Offc continued

91Wt91W Y291W

to work on its vision of promoting the medical readiness of
the Army National Guard. Efforts were focused on the

percet ofthe toa Am 9!1Winetr.Ts qsm
unique and mouetlcalnet the traini&

Medical Advisory Committee, or MedAC, teas created in
1999 between Titde 10 AGR personnel and the fiftyf-four

and resoarcing, comnte toudra6ti-uiqcWm
n
During FY 01 the ARG. esalse two,91Witr to

State Surgeons. The MedAC realized advances as a result of
their 2000 campaign plan and produced a 200:1 campag
plan with focus areas covering health services policy, health
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services operations, medical force
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Medical Protection System (MEDPRO
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The implementation of the Medical Protection System, al
ithindc idus aeiwereanuness, was one of
trackinem

tate
witi the
Are
washmnt
ty and
peioiD

the mssinficant objectives achlieved in FY 0 1. Individua

at the moiizto stations
shwigup
of units
werearedyritingio
State
Surgeon

medical readiness is a critical part of soler readiness and a
force multiplier that must be monitored continuously and
MEDPROS allows leaders at all leves the ablntymo oa n

in theptcommand.
was established as the Department of theec#

objetives teowrdof medical

While

iaDPROS

Army medical tracing system, the ARNG was the first of the

three Army components toM

mpediat it. The success of
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were also vlidated. In January, the
a
vaidatio for the personnel

ments. The entire amount funded for
FY01 was expended attempting to meet

treport to Congress was accomplisleat-,the Defense~ Manpower Data
Center. Increased emphasis has been

another backlog developed). FY 00
basic training data demonstrated that

these requirements. Through our POM
efforts the projected FY02 distribution
to the States will be increased by 50

given to educating the states to correct
SIDPERS medical personnel data so

the USAR and AC medical discharge
rate was 21-25 percent while the
ARNG's was 5-7 percent. These data

percent over FY 01. This section
developed a comprehensive budget

that personnel officers will be able to
accurately determine the status of their

supports the premise'that the ARNG
process is correctly determining which

estimating process for the States to use
so as to more accurately calculate the

medical professionals for mobilizations,
To this end, training was provided at
the Military Personnel Officers

individuals should be granted a waiver
and which should not.

requirements for Medical Readiness
when submiting a budget request to
NGB. This process was used during FY

Conference and at the Staff Support
Conference. For the first time in ten

Response to 9/11

01 for the FY 02 budget. We unsuccessfully continued our effort to transfer the

years an All States Letter was completed
that gave guidance to the states on the

medical care portion of our program to
the Defense Health Program (DHP).

execution of the Continuing Medical

This program is dramatically underf"nd-

Ed-ication (CME) Program. CME is a

gic direction to the ARNG Media
community, the terrorist acts of

ed and results in large bills that require

benefit to health care providers and the
lack of standardization in the programs
applicaion had been hurting retention

September 11,.2001 and te ubse-

us to take money from other ARNG
programs to meet these expenses. In
the interim, we have identified costs

of these critical personnel. We also continuedin refining Incentive Policy for
the recruiting and retention of our

quent acrtiation of -Guard
assets validated objectivs, TbD eputy
State Surgeon
edh

that have been previously attributed
to the ARNG that should be properly

ability of the NJew YkARNG to
accomplish its mission in such a splen-

attributed to the Army MEDCOM.
Current savings are at $150K per

did manner, and as soldiers perfomed
unexpected missions (such as handling
human remains) they required immu-

medical personnel, with an increase of
eligible specialties in FY01

annum, with projected savings of an
additional $5-lOM per annum. The

If there were any doubts that the campaign plan provided the correct strate-

nizations that would have been much

Medical Waivers Section processed over
5000 medical actions ranging from
waivers for physical exams to lines of

While ARNG medical readiness has
historically been underfunded, this

easier to accomplish had MEDPRcS
been more lly implemented. The
Office of the ARNG Surgeon sent liai-

du:ty To help alleviate the backlog,
NGB-ARS hired a contract physician

office continued its trend of defending
POM requirements. Medical readiness

son officers to assist the NY ARNG
negotiate the complicated process of

who came on board in June. By early
September the backlog was down to a

requirements have dramatically
increased in prior yer and the ARNG

identifying and requesting military
support for civilian authoriie The

matter of days (unfortunately,
September 1I th, the divisionr saposta

NY ARNGna
need fo~r a capability tht had not been

has been unable to meet these require-

tremendous increase in actions and

Medical Readiness

'"ormallyi
f:

': :/;:

"

identified for the Nationa

"

Guard-that of Critical Incident Stress Management teams.
The Army and Air Surgeons and Chaplains at NGB worked

there are 9 Chaplains and 10 Chaplain
support of these operations.

together identifying existing resources for the NY ARNG so
they could request them as needed. As a result of the experience gained by the NY ARNG, psychiatric assets were added
to the proposed STARC TDA being developed in FY 01 for
all the States. Finally, the mobilization of ARNG personnel

LOGISTICS

subsequent to the September 11 th attacks clearly revealed the
disparity of benefits between different categories of mobilizcd soldiers, particularly the differences in medical benefits

Throughout Fiscal Year 2001, the Logistics Division ha
continued several ongoing programs and initiated severl new

between those on state active duty versus those on federal

efforts designed to increase logistics efficiencis, save money

active duty. It became very apparent that the differences in
medical benefits between these categories were not clearly

and provide parts and equipment to our units.

understood at all organizational levels.

Velocity Management

-CH
IEF O F CHAPLAI S

Velocity Management (VM) is an Army process designd to
improve logistics responsiveness both in garrison and when
deployed. The program objective is to decrease relianceon

The Army National Guard Chaplaincy struggled in 2002

stockpiled commodities and rely on automation, speed, and
transportation to move logistics support into the hands of
soldiers as rapidly as commercial activities. implementation of

with recruiting. While 809 positions are authorized through-

VM has assured effective supply performance by fiding and

out the Army Guard, only 557 are assigned. The critical faith

eliminating sources of delay and unreliability in The Armys

shortage remains with Roman Catholic Priests at less than 9

logistics processed. States Site Improvement Teams are using

percent filled. An all-out effort will be mounted to address

the VM principles of Define, Measure, and Improve'efficiencY-

these shortfalls.

Requisition Wait Time has been reduced from a propm ,

The September 11 th attack on the Pentagon brought on 30
unit ministry teams (UMTs) to the area, mainly to augment the.
active component and to facilitate operations at the NGB

Chaplains office. This deployment lasted 30 days. As a follow
on to the September 11 call up, an additional 15 UMTs de-

initiation high of 98 days to 25 days with at l iC-7 st-s
posting 24 days or less every month.

Single StockFund (5SF) Initiative

ployed to assist units conducting force protection early in FY 02.

Army National Guard is participating in the Sile o
The
Fund

The ARNG Chaplaincy also supported the peacekeeping

p

missions in Bosnia, Kosovo, and the Sinai. At the present time

(SSF) initiative, a Department
of the Arrty bwi"ne..

desned to imove and
the Armays lodgis and!finncalpro..e.....lsss
ech

iline

The implementation of SSF has progressed through three of four phases or

is planned to begin in June 2002, and
for the ARNG, the 2nd quarter of

milestones which began in January 1998.
Completion is scheduled for June 2003.

gram. However, in FY 01 the ArmY
National Guard Centers of Exlercle

FY03. At that point, each United States
Property and Fiscal Officer (USPFO)

(COE), along with the rest of the Army
Installation GOEs, migrate te

Although the Army's Theater and
Corps/Installation Authorized Stockage

will begin operating an AWCF SARSS-1
and the ARNG will be fully integrated
into the SSF To implement SSE the

Lists (ASL) assets, and Operations and
Maintenance (O&M) stocks, above the

ARNG will experience cultural, procedural
and systemic changes. Some of the

Division ASL, were incorporated
(capitalized) under Army Materiel
Command's (AMC) management in

National Maintenance Mana
(NMM) program. NMM is more than
a new acronym for an old program; it
is a whole new way of doing business.
The NMM, following Single Stock

ARNG processes are currently under
revision to accomplish SSF transition
including fielding a software program

FY 01, the ARNG assets were not. The
Army's new Credit Policy also went
into effect in FY 01, and 18 ARNG
Integrated Sustainment Maintenance

Fund (SSF) tenants, returns repaired
items to the Army's wholesale supply
system, known as the Armys Working

which will allow positive control of
direct funding at unit level, aggressive
credit management assistance resulting
in increased unit buying power, Corps/

Capital Fund-Supply Management
Army (AWCF-SMA), for sale to unit

(ISM) Centers of Excellence (COEs)
became part of the AMC's National

Theater ADP Service Center (CTASC)
consolidation which will reduce operating

Maintenance Management (NMM)
program. The COE's became known as
Sources of Repair (SOR) under NMM,
and their work expanded beyond repairing, to include stocking and shipping
repaired Army Working Capital Fund

costs and duplication of effort and
automation assets, and planning for

reducing stockage requirements. In
this program, AC Installation General
Support (GS) Maintenance Activitiesnamed Centers of Excellence (COE's)

AWCF-SMA ASL ownership which will
greatly reduce the amount of capital

of FORSCOM, TRADOC, USAR,
and ARNG Combined Support

invested. The ARNG directorate staff
continues to work closely with DA, AMC,

Maintenance Shops (CSMS) and
Maneuver Area Training Equipment

other MACOMs and the states to
facilitate a smooth transition to SSE

Sites (MATES), compete for compo-

assets to worldwide Army customers,
A Verification of Initial Operating
Capability (VIOC) is planned for
FY02, in preparation for the third
milestone, when the Tactical Army's
assets will be capitalized into the Army
Working Capital Fund-Supply

National Maintenance
Management (NMM) in the
ARNG

Management Army (AWCF-SMA)
revolving fund account. The Texas

Fiscal Year 2001 was a year of transition
in the area of component repairs. In prior

ARNG will be the Guard's VIOC
participant. The schedule for SSF
implementation for the active Army

years, the Integrated Sustainment
Maintenance Program (ISM) functioned
as a repair and return to owner" pro-

customers. This allows Army-widvisibility of repaired assets, thereby

nent repair work.
At maturity, all NMM relairs will
be completed against a National
Maintenance Repair Standard, which
is basically an overhaul standard. T he
establishment of a Quality Conrol
Office at Rock Island AzeaA
n )i5,
along wit te requiren t tatr1in:iS,
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maintenance activities, repairing for the AWCF, be ISO 9000

.. rea "
ARNG equipment, Which is necssr to meet delyal

complint prior to participating in the program will enhance

ness goals, is not replaced in the unit until the deo rear the

product quality. Most of the ARNG SORs are currently

item, and thus readiness ratings are lowered during th tmeth

compliant, and the remainder will be in 2002. In FY 01, 18

equipment is away.

ARNG maintenance activities were NMM SORs for 72 different items. Theses 18 SO~s expended 14,779 man-hours to
repair 3,225 repairable parts. The Army National Guard con-

Requirements (items sent to be repairedl) in FY 01 for the
overall depot maintenance program increased by I I ecet

tinues to work closely with DA, Army Materiel Command

This requirement increase was attributable prm

and other Major Army Commands (MACOM) to make this
transition successfu,

increase inARNG aviation modernization programs and
increases for rebuilding of the ARNG'sagdtci40 le; _

yto an

vehicle fleet. Funding for the ARG's depot maneac
requirement was at 77 percent in FY 0 1. DptMitrat

Depot Maintenance

programs for early deployers, including th eSos hav contin-,i
ued to be funded at 80 percent of reurmns Fudn

and return to user" premise. Unlike the active component, the

ARNG does not have a surplus quantity of selected items
aea

o

:,

Previous low levels of fidnreutdi a bado of unsemic

I
at

readiness goals, decreases the
eqipment
p

ARNG training
and impairs the ARNG's

a quality product. A by-product of these
programs demonstrated that they were

excellent recruiting and retention tools
for ARNG soldiers.

piiy to rapidly mobilize and
deploy high priority units. Maintenance

RSMS sites are located in Kansas,

of adequate resource levels on an annual
bsis is essential to overall ARNG readi-

Mississippi, Texas, Maine, and Oregon.
All five sites performed work for the

Ress. The ARNG depot maintenance
program has received significantly

ARNG before being selected as an RSMS.

increased funding in the last three

previous years ARNG acqisiiM &"
fessionals have had difficulty obtaining
priority Defense Acquisition University
courses for their certification rquirements. In order to remedy this issue
the ACMB conducted over 20 state

assistance visits and assisted and trained
over 600 customers on how to update
their acquisition records or obtain
a.cquisition training in a timely manner.
By interceding with RDAISA, we have

Program Objective Memorandum
(POM) cycles. These resources will
assist in ACIRC integration, compliment

Acquisition Career
Management

the readiness of units, and serve to

The ARNG Acquisition Career

decrease the ARNG backlog of unserviceable equipment. Depot level maintenance of aging ARNG equipment is

Management Branch (ACMB) was,
established in August 2000 to ensure
the ARNG has a trained and qualified

the key to obtaining the highest possible
level of ARNG equipment readiness.

During Phase II (FY02) ofthe program'
the ARNG ACMB will obtain and

workforce fully integrated into the
Army Acquisition Workforce and
Corps. The objective is to develop and

manage Title 10 authorizations for
ARNG c
positions. In fiscal
year 2001f

Five Readiness Sustainment

manage the ARNG acquisition work-

Maintenance Sites have been established

packets for Prduct Manager Positions

force so that it is capable of supporting

by the ARNG to repair trucks, trailers,
and electronic equipment. Four sites

(PM) and two were selected, one for PM

the ARNG and the active component
(AC) during peacetime, contingency

specialize in refurbishing HMMWVs,

operations and mobilizations. The goal

Smoke and one for PM Civil Support
).
ps
.::
u

to battalion-level"si

five-ton cargo trucks, tractors, wreckers,
HEMTTs, 10-ton tractors, trailers that
are pulled by a fifth wheel and bulldoz-

is to become a full and equal partner
with the Army Acquisition Workforce
and Corps no later than FY 04.

In Phase !1 (F
wi continue A

ers. The fifth site repairs night vision
devices and generators.

ensured that all personnel who have
applied and met the certification
re
m
requirements
now have
now
have their
thei officia
official
certification.

are

t,4
ir

growth and inutnn
Phase I of the partnership program
(FY 00 through FY 01) began with

the final i

o

thefialpiec of the Porm
ie

th

The decision to develop repair sites was
based on past experience, which showed

establishment of the ARNG Acquisition
Career Management Branch; the

formaliz and dc
processe these

the ARNG saved scarce funds by compltn te work in-house and produced

branch immediately initiated and
completed the baseline for the ARNG

totheACMBW
Gant

Acquisition Position List (APL). In

orkati4e

uia
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ARNG Central Issue Facility (CIF)
The Secretary of the Army memorandum dated 14 Aug 95
and Army Regulation 710-2, Inventory Management Supply
Policy Below the Wholesale Level, provides the basis for the
Army National Guard to establish Central Issue Facilities
(CIFs). Therefore, the ARNG is revising the current system
of managing Organizational Clothing and Equipment (OCIE)
to a CIF program. Each state and territory will establish the

and made available for redistribution within the Guard. Savings

as a result of this innovative program are estimated at a$1$20
million a year. The GMMC redistributes supplies on a
ISSUE" basis. Available assets are listed on the internet, and the
NGMMC has the capabiy to electronically accept any authorized user's Unfinanced Requirements Listing and match it
it NGMMC on hand assets.

revised OCIE management process under the CIF program
for a period of two years. Once the CIFs have been established and are operating in each state and territory, the ARNG

State Territory Asset Redistribution
System (STAR)

will tonsider options to regionalize the program. The revised
process will move the OCIE operations from a decentralized
to a centralized support system. All states operating a CIF
must use the single ARNG Central Issue Facility operating
process as specified in DA PAM 710-2-1 and the ARNG CIF
Implementation and Management Plan. Each state and territory will be required to use the Minnesota Army National

Developed in FY 00, The Army National Guard STAR program
automated the redistribution of RICC 2, Class II, IV, and Class
IX serviceable assets. The program was designed to accelerate the
movement of excess assets and to improve the readiness at an
overall cost savings to the ARNG while reducing excess. The
program processes nonfinded requirements at each state against
reported excess. STAR has redistributed 19,404 items to 28
states between 1January and 20 December, 2001 to 28 states
for a cost savings of over $10 milliQn. The program was taken

Guard (MNARNG) CIF software to establish the CIF system
for the distribution and accountability of OCIE. The
MNARNG CIF program and software has been in operation
over two years. The processes used in the MNARNG CIF
program have provided significant reduction in inventory and

off line in August during the Corps/ Theater Automated
Support Center conversions and is scheduled to start again in
January 2002.

operational cost with no adverse impact on soldier support.

National Guard Materiel Management
Center (NGMMC)

Automated Logistics Management
Systems
To ensure a fully successful Single Stock Fund, the
Army

.

distribution activity, which supports the entire Army National
Guard. The NGMMC focuses on high dollar, high demand

National Guard needed to provide new business rules to fnction within this new way of doing business. The Integrated
Materiel AutomationProgram (IMAP) was the chosen soludbn.
The SSF business rules require al requisitions to be fily funded

items turned in to the Defense Reutilization and Management
Offices (DRMOs). Beginning in FY 02, the NGMMC will
reduce its focus on supporting Class IX items and increase its

when submitted, but the ARNG finance system (SABERS) does
not
this capability.
program
sary have
interface;
if funds areThe
notIMAP
available,
IMA provides
illw
notthe necesaloa

Class ii operations. These items are recovered from DRMO's

requisition to be submitted. Instead the requisition will be

Located in Lexington, Kentucky, the NGMMC is a Surface
and Air Class IX (repair parts) and Class II (clothing)
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Placed to hold the file until adequate
funds are made available.

equipment (CTASC "K" series computers with "L" series) by September

The IMAP program went through
successful acceptance testing in Texas

30, 2001
°Replacing all K series computers was
not cost effective

The mission of the EEPO is to locate
and facilitate movement of serviceable

and Iowa in October, 2001. Plans for
fielding IMAP to the remainder of the

°DA approved purchase of only 11 "L"
series replacement systems for ARNG

States, Territories and the District of
Columbia will be developed in FY 02.

excess equipment from Europe to fill
shortages within the ARNG. The Army

Effective and efficient communication

National Guard continues to benefit
from its European Equipment Program

CTASC Consolidation

support became a prime consideration
for location of the consolidated sites,
Three sites were selected because of

Operation, which started in FY 93. A
team of two NGB Warrant Officers
work closely with item managers in

close proximity to major ARNG
communications hubs-Des Moines,

U.S. Army Europe to locate serviceable
and economically repairable equipment

operates automation to support supply
operations within the Supply Support

Iowa, Raleigh, North Carolina, and
Little Rock, Arkansas. Each site supports 15-18 States/Territories. The final

Activities (SSAs) operated in each of the

site in Honolulu, Hawaii was selected

54 States and Territories. TheARNG

and repair parts to fill ARNG MTCE
and TDA authorizations. The team
obtains excess materiel from USAREUR,
finds displaced equipment as the result

to operate in close association with the
Active Army CTASC site located in

Calendar year 2001 saw a major change
in the manner in which the ARNG

effected a consolidation of the
Corps/Theater Automated Support
Center (CTASC) computers from 54
locations to four sites. The ARNG uses

European Equipm nt
Program Operation (EEPO)

Hawaii which supports only Alaska,
Hawaii and Guam. Of the 11 "L" series
CTASC computers, three were installed

of New Equipment Fieldings as well as
locates stocks being released from
CEG-E and DRMO sites throughout
Europe. EEPO operates utilizing a
NGB negotiated Interservice Support

the CTASC computer to operate the
Standard Army Retail Supply System
corps level programs (SARSS-2AC) to
manage stocks in approximately 90

at each of the CONUS sites, one in
Hawaii, and one will be used at the

Agreement with Army Material
Command-Europe to subcontract

ARNG Professional Education Center
in North Little Rock, Arkansas to

minor repair, administration and support services for the project. The equip-

stock record accounts (SR) and
associated SARSS 1 level automated

support SARSS training. Contractor
personnel supports the technical

systems. Each United States Property &
Fiswa OfceS P o pated driven
ts
own CTASC. Consolidation was driven
by the following factors:

ment is then shipped to state USPFO
warehouses for distribution or to one of

operation of each site. Once data was
transferred from individual State/

the five Readiness Sustainment Repair
Sites for refurbishment. During FY o,

Territory CTASC to a consolidated
CTASC, USPFO personnel continued

62 opportune airlifts were utilized to
move over 200 trucks and another 200

functional management activities as
before. Under the consolidation effort,
USFscniu opoieefcie

trailers. In addition, 265 tons ofgeneral
cargo worth a total of $26,5 miwn_ eundt
OU.I
lteui

supply support to the ARNG.

lizationof Opportune Air has made

Projected
I
implementation of Single
Stock Fund (SSF)

•DA decision to replace Army
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possible for a savings of some $5.28 million this year alone,i

to ' aTO

date this project has gathered more than $350 million

ST
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of equipment for the ARNG at a cost of only $10 million in

lo tiurtii

these practices. Central

Tool Recovery and Warhousin (TRW)
Program
eut

....
Or nrtana a
o

save thdA!N

could po

administrative, maintenance and transpoftation dollars.

During FY 01, $1.8 million worth o.f t ois-wff
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ed to
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"sland.--Asenal.

Tank and Armament Command, Rock

Thae,,are more than 3,000 ARNG armories in some1
the
terrtories-and
the 50 states, three t.rritories
i, -nthe.50
adthe

,ate
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the Guard on a daily basis. Tools are not lamorous nor -
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States must be online with STAR to reap the benefits ofthe .
TRW Program. During FY 01, 36,800 unfinanced requiret . .

Fapi" l

level those tools to fill shortages in other tool kits. Remaining
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..TheLogistics
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$1.3 million annually and increasing readiness in the process.
ARNG units in possession of excess tools are required to crs

,

on suppo
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TRWwarehouse are free issue. The key to the pnAite
State and Territory Asset Redistribution (STAR) progam,..

ments (UFRs) were generated for tools. Of those UFRs, the
TRW Program filled 11,368, saving the Guard an estimated

The s

Ri

Program with the Montana Army National Guar& The
TRW Program provides commanders an avenue t0 requIo
non-aviation hand tools through normal supply channels ,bu-t
without being charged for the tool. All tools in stock

s

tion of facilitie

r
,i

they always on the commanders must-fund list, but without,
the prqper tools to keep vehicles and equipment maintained,
commanders can not meet readiness expectations, or achieve
mission success.
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land, obtained by license to the Louisiana
Army National Guard from the Army,
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infantry and engineer training.
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The Minnesota Army National Guard
has also received land from AMC.
-Using
the former Twin Cities Army

"

Ammunition Plant, Minnesota will
iii-';99-iT enhance its training area and reduce
...
f... .sin,
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i:
travel time to increase training quality.
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This 1,24 5-acre acquisition will be used
by mechanized infantry, signal and

A rmyNatio nalG uad' E vi on en a
Program emphasize responsible steward
ship of land and facilities to provide
environmentally compliant installations in
support of the training mission. To ensure
compliance with all environme.n laws
and regulations, the ARNG continues to

strive for early identification of problems
n.
and immedite corrective action.

military police units.
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Achievements in FY 01
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acquired from the Army Materiel

on four major ar. "
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pollution prevention, conservatoand
restoration.

of installation data that is now

for all users across the country.
This information is now used to validate requirements in the budget. The
substantial increases that are anticipated

Throughout FY01, dhe ARNG
.
Environmental Progran Diviin con-

for FY 02 and in subsequent years for

Compliance Assessme

sustainment, revitalization and modernization will be principally due to the
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Compliance Assessment Software System (WINCASS) has

Funding requirements associated with the Maachsets Military

been developed to provide an easy automated assessment tool
that can be utilized for both the external and internal compli-

Reservation (MMR) Impact Area Groundwater Study otinue
to pose significant challenges. Additional year of execution

ance assessments that are conducted. A Web-based system

requirements and prior year unfinanced requirements

(WEBCASS) has also been.developed that will enable pro-

a total FY 01 unflnanced requirement of $22.4 million As a

gram managers at the state and national level to evaluate all

result, other must-fimd environmental projects totaling $15.6

compliance findings through three phases (11 years) of ECAS.

million were not executed and had to be defeed to

suld in

Through a cooperative effort with the United States
Geologic Service (USGS), a very proactive approach has been
implemented to determine environmental risk to our training

Pollution Prevention

sites. The USGS is conducting a literature review of ARNG

The ARNG Environmental Programs Division has developeda

traiing sites on sole source aquifers. The literature search will

strategy to support the use of mobile refueling vehicles comnen-:

provide the ARNG with what relevant data we have versus

surate with all federal regulations. This strategy was jointly

what we need to determine if our range operations pose any
risk to human health or the environment,

the states and territories developing and implementing a Fuel

a

developed with the ARNG Logistics ivision andisetere on

Management Plan. The strategy supports the Army Division
The ARNG successfully met the Army's FY 01 goals for
new and open enforcement actions. The goals were achieved
through numerous proactive initiatives to include the development of a Notice of Violation (NOV) Alert. The Alert elec-

Redesign in which the ARNG is gaining more combat service
support refueling assets. It is anticipated that the strategy will
in
reduce our regulatory oversight and save up to $100
cost to construct permanent secoodary containment structures.

tronically transmits information to all states and territories

when a new NOV is received from a regulatory agency. The
goal of the NOV Alert is to quickly notify other states and

Conservation

territories of regulatory enforcement actions that may be

The ARNG has been challengedwithc

appliable to their facilities. The states and territories can then

Integrated Natural Resource Management Plans (INRMP) not

investigate their facilities and take corrective action if

later than 17 November 2001. The ARNG is rerp

to avoid a similar NOV. This initiative has great potential to

completing 90 of the 184 Department of the Army required

reduce the number of NOVs that the ARNG receives.

plans. Despite a lack of formal guidance early resourng an

lfor,
...

regulmry support, the ARNG will achieve this goal by the
The Assistant Secretary of the Army for Installations and

deadline. Additionally the ARNG is attempting to complet 50

Environment recently revised the goal and reporting pr

statewide Integrated Cultural Resource Management Plans

dures for new and open enforcement actions (ENFs). The
Army goal is now zero new and open ENFs. Additionally,

(ICRMP). Formal consultation with over 200 federally recognized Native American tribes has slowed this process.
Significant challenges in implementation of both these plans

are to be reported within 24 hours. The new goal and
ENFs
reporting

procedures will prove to be a significant challengearanipteintermo
for
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Restoration

Environmental Quality. Funding for

completed and $28 million forwork

The ongoing data collection for the
Closed, Transferred, Transferring Range

remaining actions has not been established. Lack of funding and progress
could result in the issuance of a

that is still required. The $40 illionwould be returned to the Army
Installation Restoration Program.

Inventory continues. To gather the necessary information, 11 states were visited in
FY 1. An interactive web page has been
established to allow states to review and
update existing range information and to
be able to add new ranges and range
data to the inventory. A range closure
plan is being completed and contains
information on range requirements, range
funding, and other needed environmental
information.

Compliance Order.
Investigation work is ongoing at
Camp Crowder, Missouri to complete
an engineering evaluation/cost analysis
with the intent of establishing remediation alternatives for the engine test area
site. The engine test area is part of the
Pools Prairie national priorities list, a
Superfund clean-up site. The remaining
Pools Prairie sites are under the Corps

.
At the Los Alamitosjoint Forces
Training Base, Californai, work
continues to investigate and rerediate,
contaminated sites. One remedial
action has been completed and it is
anticipated that the jet fuel remediation
will be completed later this year.
Remedial actions are planned for two
more Los Alamitos sites, with investigation work completed and work plans

of Engineers Formerly Used Defense
Site program.

submitted. NGB developed a plan to
deal with the power outages
programmed for Southern California

Revisions to the Memorandum of
Agreement covering the responsibilities

this past summer; the anticipated
power problems could have disrupted

for the Installation Restoration Program

Camp Navajo, Arizona. The Army Base
ealignment and Closure (BRAC)

the ongoing remedial actions.

at the Massachusetts Military
Reservation (MMR) were completed.

program, Army Environmental Center
(AEC) and Army Material Command

The ARNG continues to be concerned

The Memorandum of Agreement spells
out the responsibilities of both NGB
and the Air Force in executing the

the threat of a Compliance
Order from the Arizona Attorney
Generals Office, the ARNG has taken
the lead to remediate and lose the
Open Burn/Open Detonation site at

(AMC) will support ARNG efforts.
Then A irbseoureGo ic hsurvy
funded an Airborne Geophysical survey
of the site to determine the extent of

program. The Air Force continues to be
the lead federal agency for completing
the Installation Restoration Program.

contamination. The Base
Closure
Officeo fun
has
a Nauralfederally
aso ageed
soagreed uto nd a Natural
The Department of Justice has issued a
rces Survey as part of the ongoing
complaint against Support Terminal
requirementsr
ofmia
th nertd
aua
Requirements of the Integrated Natural
Services in an attempt to recover the
Resources Management Plan for the
costs of the investigation and remediation. A p4an idening future

actions required for site closure has been

tion at MMR's fuel spill 12 site. The

funds to be recovered could be as much

about funding for investigation and
remediation at state-owned losed and
transferred ranges. It appears that funding will come from the Environmental
Restoration, Army accou" whi
precludes the use f
h i
fedelly owed

te Tis onondfclties
hs ol

result in a significant impact to d*
RG

Oeaions and Mineane

funding. ARNG is wo rking with the
AEC and the Assistant ChiefofSf

Installatinn

issue.....
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AN D SAFETY

The ARNG exprienced 156 Class

inFY
ground accidents

01, sixteen of which resulted in military fatalities. The comparble figures for FY 00 were 161 Class A-C ground accidents,
resulting in eighteen fatalities. Privately-owned vehicles contin-

The Aviation and Safety Division manages the allocation and
distribution of resources to the ARNG aviation community,
for the accomplishment of State and Federal missions. The
division uses four distinct branches to accomplish resourcing
goals. The Operations and Training Branch, the Aviation

ued to claim soldiers as twelve more Guardsmen lost their lives
while operating POVs. Technician employees submitted 649
lost-time claims during FY 01, down almost 7 percent from the
previous year while maintaining a lower rate than the five-year
average. Also this year, the Army National Guard Director and

Systenis and Logistics Branch, the Safety and Occupational
Health Branch and the Aviation Programs Integration Branch

Command Sergeant Major facilitated the annual SafGuard
Campaign to highlight the major causes of accidents, accident

all work to maximize unit readiness by providing regulatory
interpretation, programs funding, individual training seats,

trends and disseminate countermeasures. Featuring videos,
posters, and calendar cards, the SafeGuard Program, "Make the

logistics oversight, and safety and occupational health programs.

Journey," was distributed to the field in FY 01. Finally, in May,
2001 the ARNG established its Explosive Safety Council to
monitor and validate the performance of the overall ARNG

Safety, Occupational Health and
Industrial Hygiene

Explosive Safety Program, review explosive accidents and evalu-

Safety programs support the ARNG by ensuring mission preparedness through unit readiness and force protection. The
ground safety, aviation safety, occupational health and industrial hygiene programs focus on ensuring combat readiness by

This fiscal year the ARNG experienced twelve Aviation Ca AC flight accidents, down from twenty in the previous year. This
resulted in a Class A-C accident rate of 5.08 accidents per
100,000 hours, compared to 8.53 for FY 00. More importantly,

reducing the amount of money and man-hours lost due to

only one of these twelve was a Class A accident. Unfortunately,

accidents and injuries. With an operating budget of $7 million, ffie Safety and Occupational Health Branch earmarked

this statement belies the fact that in this one accident, eighteen
ANG and three ARNG service members were killed and one C-

funds for programs to reduce accidents and occupational ill-

23 Sherpa airplane destroyed. Despite this considerabl4oss of

nesses through safety awareness training, accident/illness prevention programs, risk management integration, range certifications, medical surveillance, and industrial hygiene surveys,

life, with a Clas A accident rate down from 0.8g iiY0to
0.42 this year, the ARNG was just one mistake away from
another aviation-fatality-free year A corresponding reduction in

Commanders, NCOs and civilian supervisors reaped the
benefits of safety courses which trained approximately 1500
M-day soldiers, 325-unit level Safety Officers, 200 full-time
supervisors and 50 State Safety Managers. Only a broad

aircraft damage costs from $24M last year to $11 M in FY01
was another product of this year's exceptionally low aviation,
accident rate.

based approach at all levels of the National Guard can
ensure maximum effectiveness of the safety program and

The Occupational Health Program contributed greatlyto the
overall ARNG readiness with its preventive an orciv evc

keep safety awareness at the forefront of all operations.,

es for both miltary and civiia pesnnel Te ARG
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ate their impact on ARNG activities.
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Radiation Safety Program (RSP),
administered by the State ARNG
Occupational Health Nurses, had a 90
percent compliance (i.e., no deficiencies)

Aviation Systems and
Logistics

ARNG Aviation support fr SFOR! w
performedbythe1022ndAir
(AA) Medical Company, Wyoing

rat for the FY 01 RSP evaluations by

Under the current plan, the ARNG will
divest legacy aircraft completely (AH-1,

the U.S. Army Communications and
Electronics Command (CECOM)

ARNG (4 UH-60s), followed y the 2d
battalion, 224th Aviation, Virginia

UH-1, and OH-58A/C) in MTOE
units by FY 04. The remaining fleet of

ARNG (15 UH-60s).

Radiation Control Officer for the
ARNG. All deficiencies were either

ARNG aircraft (UH-60A/L, AH64A/D, CH-47D/F and OH-58D) will

Overseas training missions supported by
the ARNG in FY 01 induded "New

be assigned to deployable, warfightmissioned units. The ARNG Aviation

health monitoring, wellness education
and medical surveillance activities - over

Horizons" exercises in Central and
South America. The 1/207th CSAB,

community will be smaller, but it will
be modernized. The Army is still taking

18,000 activities this past year - were key

Alaska ARNG deployed to Honduras
UH-60) and to Guatemala (2 UH-i0s).

some near term risk by not fully equip-

A detachment of Company ,E 106th

corrected on the spot or within 10 days
of the end of the RSP evaluation. The

to maintaining a healthy workforce.

ping ARNG MEDEVAC units with
UH-60s and ARNG divisional Cavalry

Heavy Lift Battalion, Iowa ARN, (2
CH-47s) preformed vial
'

In 2001, Industrial Hygiene profession-

units with AH-64s; however, aviation

als certified over 150 audio-metric
booths belonging to DoD Military

Paraguay. Operation Northeri Viking

resources in ARNG divisions are scheduled to be modernized to levels not seen

Entry Processing Stations. Special s
urveys conducted on wheeled vehide

deployed on a training opportunity to
Iceland with elements and attachments

mechanics resulted in them being

since the Viemam War. While repair
parts and aircraft readiness will remain
top challenges, ARNG Aviation is well

of the 1-106th Assault Battalion from
the Illino
N (6 UHI60s and 4
CH7s). The Army Nationd
G

removed from the asbestos and respira-

postured for the 2 1st Century.

assisd nueArous activeonalpGue

tory protection surveillance programs,
thus saving the ARNG significant

deployments by augmenting them' wth
suppor from
G Air Ai

amounts of safety and occupational

Aviation Operations

health money.

During Y 01, A
Durng Y 0,

rmy National Guard

After the attacks on 11 September, IH
personnel responded immediately,
rovingperson l
oe
pres ieme
nt
p dngOverseas

Aviation units and aircrew members
supported numerous Presidential
Reserve Call-up (PRC) missions,

and guidance to ARN G rescue and
security personnel. They conducted

vital surveys of operational areas ensuring

O verseas Dattalints forTrainingion
(ODT), Combat Training Centers
(CTC), Domestic Support Missions

no personnel were over-exposed to
potentiay hmfl contaminants,

a
included tabilzation Forces (SFOR) inB

Deployments for Training-

CONUS Exercises. Deployments

Bosnia and Operation Desert Spring
(ODS) in Kuwait.

Companies. Additionally, the ARNO
supported Operation Bright Star with
three U-60,.
Support to Operation Desert Spring
(ODS), Kuwait, began during FYe b
the 1st
ai 18h
(CSAB), MontanaAR

(t:

60s). They were relieved on-
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(CSAB), from Wisconsin (three UH-60s) and Indiana (1hyin

wrmasaeulofP

a

' ,7

w-;D

'4.'

nf

UH-60) deployed to Kuwait during August 2001.
Combat Training Center rotations required aviation task
forces from several States. National Training Center rotations
were supported by the 256th Enhanced Separate Brigade
(eSB), from Louisiana, which was comprised of unitsfrom
Louisiana, New Mexico, Texas, Washington, Wisconsin, and
Mississippi. A Joint Readiness Training Center rotation fca-

Majo t
Ntional

ad forc

A

ture&the 27th eSB Avn TF frmnew
York. Aviation Task
Force Liberty" was comprised of units from New York,

The Avt
and Saky
hosting directing and ri
Tranformaon Task
Transformat
over

Connecticut, South Dakota, Texas, Alabama, New Jersey,

major it

M~ssachusetcs, New Hampshire, Nebraska and active component units from the 10th Mountain (Light) Infantry Division.
ARNG aviation units also supported the Combat Maneuver

involving Headquartco
Commands. The high o in n
courses of action ftom he tskf
reductions in the size and

Training Center (CMTC) in Hohenfels, Germany, where the

Army National Guard provides UH-1 crews and maintenance
personnel to assist maneuver training for visiting units. Units
from California, Arkansas, Delaware, and North Dakota also
provided support.

&1

cedursbfrcomtigfukwifuAMW
were
to
mm

i

'

of an A1

IXilim
L

Armfy a

Many c
in ARNG aio
-oc s
t
from these reductions. And d .. d
s
units, personnel and airaf v

State. Exstn redistribuio pln eem
Domestic support missions in FY 01 focused primarily on
support to wildfires and floods. Montana, Oregon,
Washington, Idaho, California, Texas, West Virginia and
Florida suffered wildfires and floods, throughout their States

to aeHQDA
Army C
o a
lt,-Y:))is p
Structure (including Av
second quarter ofF02.

and across State boundaries.
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Aviation Programs integration Activities

6

r
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ies,

AAS

A

Fiscal Year 2001 activities included POM and budget action
for over $350 million in the areas of flying hour prgrmam
depot maintenance, maintenance contracts, additional flight
training, aviation spca training, air traffic control, arid safety
and occupational health and industrial hygiene. Significant..
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both the EAATS ad

_Additionaly,

tion sites, and provided more ta
18,000 hours of simulation

r

to

the Total Army in UH-IH, UH 60,
CH-47D and Aheliotes

INFORMATION

MIANAGEMENT

4Army

Information accessibility is a cia
objective for the ARNG in th
e *yfirst century-a key tomeeting ny
and DoD reform initiatives to
reduce operational costs and make
better use of scarce resources. Highspeed
information
access supports
initiativs
such as distanCeearning,

The Western ARNG Aviation Training
Site (WAATS) is located at Silver Bell
Army Heliport, Marana, Arizona, and
conducts aircraft qualification training,
enlisted Aviation MOS training,
NCOES and FMS training for OH-58
helicopters and Counter Drug RAID aircraft. With the retirement of the AH-1

ducts high-altitude power management

video teleconferencing, l

courses in Utility, Cargo and Observation

publications and forms, eectroni

aircraft for Active and Reserve
Component and Foreign Military Sales
activities. The Army National Guard,

c
Womrl

through OSAA, operates the FixedWing ARNG Aviation Training Site
(FWATS) in Clarksburg, West Virginia.

Cobra and modernization of the Army
National Guard, initiatives and planning
call for the WAATS to train all Army
components in the AH-64A helicopter

The FWAATS conducts pilot qualification training in C-12, C-26 and C-23
fixed wing aircraft for the Total Army

within the next two years.

In all, the Army National Guard

Thne Hig Altitde TraiingSite (HATS)

is located in Gypsum, Clrd, and con-

W idW

capa ion

st

for over 1,000 National Guard officers

and enlisted Aviation personnel.

ons and
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modification to the design has enabled many states to inte-

ment

grate voice traffic into their networks, significantly reducing
their long distance telephone costs. When fully operational,

commuy Numerous oiher applicationsbhve been succem&W4
develpd in thi mo4**,.Whi has led to %h bs aplicai

the system will provide more efficient, effective, and economical high-speed information access throughout the fifty-four

development for f t wvtions.:
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states and territories.
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The expansion and improvement of GUARDNET XXI continues as electronic classrooms are fielded to the states. The
adoption and implementation of the ATM Forum standards

,

,(

continues to resolve the quality service issues on the network.
44,-ication
d
,..,- of vid"

These standards have improved video quality on the network
and irovided automatic allocation of bandwidth based off

di"s Iona
pmn

,....
Al X

established quality of service rules. The ARNG continued to
expand the usage and improve the quality of its private web-

st,,aing, and drug.1*n4a
t
w oanizations*"wdf

site, "Guardnet." During FY 01 this web-site has been the

-a

focus of improving information flow within the:ARNG

-

-

ouncce-n

as,
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Head-quarters. Divisions within the ARNG Readiness

2

Center, plus numerous contractors, conduct dablyhusiness
via GuardNet. Development of web based applications h.s
caused a re-focus of this web site to expand interactivity iS

_
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include high-level database exchange, report forums, and
bulletin board services ...
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The ARNG continued to expand its use of structured engineering methodology during FY01. The expansion of the tool
set provides the capability to develop reusable components.
enforces the use of business rules and data integrity, and is

The

platform and database independent.
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The process of integrating the efforts of both functional users,_
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and information
.improve
through management
the Technical professionals
Review Boarcontinuedj,
the Infornation Management Advisory Council. Thi p<"
wsimplemented to estalish._
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vulnerabilities in turn are exploited by
threats that exist from a variety of new
and different sources, and incidents
occur on a continuing basis, even in
peacetime.
Based on the need to protect our information infrastructure and a request
from the Land Information Warfare
Activity (LIWA) to provide them with
information operations assistance an
Information Operations program was
developed for 54 states. The system
encompasses Computer Emergency

CO M PTROLLER

for their Federal missions. Congress
provided an additional $34.9 million
and another $148 million for counter-

The FY 01 President's Budget was
developed to support a military end-

drug activities.

strength of 350,000 soldiers, which
included an Active Guard Reserve

Funds allocated in FY 01 were utilized
to reimburse CONUS operations costs,

(AGR) end-strength of 22,974. The
civilian end-strength was budgeted for
25,240 employees consisting of
24,728 Military Technicians and 512

sustain soldier qualifications in officer
and non-commissioned officer educa-

Department of the Army Civilians.

fields to enhance the professionalism
and competitiveness of ARNG soldiers

Operations and
Maintenance

tion, and training in soldier Military
Occupational Specialty (MOS) career

and their leaders. In addition to funding military education requirements'

Response Teams (CERT), Vulnerability
Assessment Teams (VAT), tactical
sections, and Field Support Teams
(FST) providing a round-the-clock
operations response capability to

The request for Operations and
Maintenance, Army National Guard

ARNG elements CONUS wide.
ARNG Vulnerability Analysis support

(METL) training. The States,
Territories, and District of Columbia

(OMNG) budget was $3.182 billion
to support operational, logistical and

to the existing NGB CERT is providing
protection to the GUARDNET XXI

administrative support for the Army
National Guard. Congress provided an

information environment through
screening, analysis and response to
penetration attempts. The Texas VAT

additional $152 million; the FY 0 1/02
Supplemental provided approximately
$43 million to cover base operations

used Annual Training finds to support
collective unit/battery and battalion
training. Funding to promote
active/reserve component integration as
part of our national military strategy was

team performed an additional
Vulnerability Assessment of the ARNG

and real property maintenance bills;
and $24 million was supplied for

network system following the events of

counterdrug activities. After other

September 11. State level CERT teams

minor adjustments, the final total

have assisted many states in the securing
of their systems during this fiscal year.

was $3.398 billion.

funds were also expended to support
battle-focused, mission-essential task list

inadequate to fully support CINC inrtegration plans for FY01, and will present
funding challenges again in FY 02.

Accounting

The FY 01 NGPA President's Budget

The Accounting Branch established a
Configuration Control Board for
SABERS, the primary ARNG financial
system, to proactively addre
and programming issue, asnwi

requested $3.748 billion to tramn,
educate, and prepare ARNG soldiers
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System and Eect= programs, training approximately 60

accountants in the use of each system. Branch personnel also
*

managed the redesign of the account structure in one of the
ARNG appropriations. As a result of the terrorist attacks on

te

'

September 11, 2001, the Accounting Branch provided timely

46

accounting guidance to the states and established new

web-site postings,

accounts and duty codes to facilitate the accounting process.

Newsletter, the ARNQ......

Simultaneously, the Branch provided guidance and asitne
to the states to successfully close the fiscal year.
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During FY 01, the ARNG reduced the net values in all
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categories of the DA goals, which reflects tremendous coordination efforts among the Comptroller Division, DFAS, and

i eksses. and doe

the states and territories. Unmatched disbursements (UMDs)

tion and fifteen ARNG leveli

were reduced from $0.6M to $0.2M, a decrease for the third
consecutive year. Negative unliquidated obligations (NULOs)
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over 180 days and over 360 days were reduced to zero,
surpassing DA goals. Canceling account unliquidated
obligations were reduced from $36.2M to $7.1 M, a reduction
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ofover 80 percent. Delinquent travel advances were reduced
by over 85 percent this fiscal yea

The Financial Services Center continues toPr
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Over 1,000 users of the Automated
Fund Control Order System (AFCOS)

Travel and Vendor Pay

and designed to foster an environm.ent
of awareness in reducing risks and

were trained in FY 01, making this a
record training year. Most of the

The FSC continues to provide the most
current policy, procedural and systems

safeguarding assets against fraud, wste
and mismanagement. ORP visits were

training was centrally executed at the

guidance to the field. The staff also

conducted in twenty-one states during.

National Guard Professional Education
Center in Arkansas. Several classes were
given twice during FY 01 because of
high demand. Special emphasis was
given to courses with high budget
impact.
The FSC staff added many enhancements to AFCOS and the Joint
Uniform Military Pay System (JUMPS)
Standard Terminal Input System
(JUSTIS), the ARNG military pay
input system. Enhancements include
the prevention of an order or payment
of soldiers beyond their Expiration
Term of Service (ETS); processing new
entitlements such as PERSTEMPO,
pay for military funeral honor details,
and family Servicemember's Group Life
Insurance (SGLI); and a new AFCOS

assisted with the implementation of all
scheduled standard systems upgrades.
The FSC continues to actively
participate in the testing of Defense
Travel System (DTS), a Department of
Defense computerized travel management system designed to reduce costs,
support mission requirements and
provide superior customer service. In
November 2000, the Army tested its
primary accounting and disbursing
systems with DTS. At the Armys
request, a member of the FSC
functioned as the Test Director at Fort
Huachuca, Arizona. The test was moderately successful, although problems
were identified. Once the problems are
corrected, the systems will be re-tested
prior to any widespread deployment.

module that will allow the USPFO

Budget Officer to monitor obligation
plans and electronically submit budget
"

FY01, with reports of conditions and
recommendations for improvements
submitted to the respective Adjutants
General and USPFOs.

Financial Management
Training
In March 2001, the FSC and the
National Guard Chapter of the
American Society of Military
Comptrollers once again conducted
their annual Financial Management
Training and Professional Development
Institute. As in years past, over 200
members of the ARNG's financial
management community &rm all 54
States, Territories and the District of
Columbia participated in the five-day
training event. Topics included the

Operational Review Team

ARNG's current financial status, fiscal
law, current financial management

The Operational Review Team
coninus
efots iso vlidte ndfuture

policies and procedures, current aid

Timeliness of military pay transactions
was developed and incorporated into

continues its efforts to validate and
monitor management controls through

personal improvement and career
enhancement.

the State Performance Indicators
Report (SPIRS). The goal is to increase

Property and Fiscal Offices. As required

timeliness 5 percent by June 2002.

by regulation, the team visits each

systems, ftueniaivs
future iniatvs

Individual Travel Card

State
and Territory on a biannual rotational
basis. The Operational Review

The travel card contm~rmd

Program (ORP) is prevention oriented
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to correctly assign cardholders to the proper hierarchy.

Planners also developed, sta

cor, presnted

Travel card delinquency remains the major concern. The

that further ARNG interests and i

ARNG made dramatic progress in reducing its delinquency

wored closely with ARNG leadership at

during the first seven months of the fiscal year. However,

to examine policies presenting cultural or

during the last five months of the year, the delinquency rate

active and reserve component int

rose back to the same level as at the beginning of the year.

Input from several staff

s
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andpil.d
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provide recommendations to ANjq
Reserve Component Coordination C
Reserve Forces Policy Committee,
,

PROiGRAMS, ANALYSIS

Policy Board (RFPB).

AND EVALUATION

While working with the RFPB,

to

"

edrhpfuh

-

also reviewed and consolidated directo
provided electronically to OSD for
During Fiscal Year 2001, the Programs, Analysis and
Evaluation Division participated in integrating defense

President and the Congress.

4

N

strategy, programs, and budget into one comprehensive plan.
Within the Department of Defense budgets flow from

Programs

programs, programs from requirements, requirements from
missions, and missions from national security objectives.

PlnsDue

The division also assisted th A
significant progress in t4,FY
foundation, for success
V='o

to the division's

aff in

ft
4y th

additional $7,3 biion -tie
The FY 2003-2007 Defense Planning Guidance (DPG),

HQDA staff. M e Onotiy,

2001 eQuadrennial Review (QDR) and FY 2000 Joint
Strategy Review (JSR) highlight the work of this division in

additional $73

the planning arena. In support of these missions, personnel
frequently interfaced during FYO1 with Joint, Army and

the
and an

ni lio.a

over the POM year in fnn.

language from other services andor components and

In the Program Execution Gr. up (PEG) for
i
time support ramp is funded i FY45-07; howe.e
h Tain:n PEG,
unfunded for FY 03 and 04..

determined potential impacts on ARNG operations, programs
and priorities. Personnel also participated in wgames,

emphasis in the school progr t is
percent Duty Military

exercises, and planning conferences as time and funding

(DMOS)

m hep defd ARNG force structure and resources
in support
of theenOffie of the Secretary
QDR
del
fod e tof Deenes 2001
80n..

funding for school seats an

ARNG directorate planners to analyze new or proposed

to be achie

ensrn tht We hav th
seats
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u
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In the Installation PEG, increased
ments for real property
m tenance, base communications,
rnviromental, and family programs
wre recognized. Funding increased for

one of these programs, as

pared to the 02-07 POM.
ionmental "must fund" projects as
as other class 1 and 2 projects were

Gaisiwe also made in
rryion funding although
9the~

gcr

the PO
The Sustain P

4
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and other ADRS tails were also funded
for phases I and II. As part of its
aviation modernization plan, the Army
has agreed to buy 10 new UIH-60's per
year for the ARNG.

....

ca

funding

maintenan and lgistics
aion Depot maintenance for

early deployters (Farce Package 1,1ii
s) is funded t:a[ minimum
of 80
l •:"

divisions; operational coC .
unit
readiness in support 4
4RNC

integrated readin

New Equipment/Displaced Equipment
Training (NET/DET) funding
increased. However, it is still well short

published a

of the requirement (average of 32

attrition a

percent across the POM).

required amount, the
over $700 million

cyce.

Throughout the year, the
iii
support
i
ARNG ledr wi
analysis of missioning of ARNO

Analysis
Over the past year, the division wasS
heavily involved in the Quadrennial
Defense Review (QDR) process

Guard

stategy and Total

Xta
W.

Military

a

Operations

Society (MORS)
branch paper on

oyig

d

G

unit in t c S tember edition of

Phalanx, its quarterly bulletin, which
was also selected for presentation at te
annual Army Operations Research
pi

(

)

The tragic events of I ISptme
forced

analysts winte

Analysts worked in conjunction with
the HQDA staff to ensure
,...provided
that ARNG

issues

were

accurately represented.,...

tmy
po rinenyos

iingency cs
"

late deployes apefiinded to 100 percent

Additionally, our analysts played an

F07. The PEG also recognized
bcticalwheeled *hicle rebound
program and funded it at an average

itgaroenthexcinof
OSD seminar wargames that fueled the
QDR process-Dynamic Commitment
and Positive Match.

untate
means ofhseecdngunttob
mobilized and trackingdpomns
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SOPS and present analysis in
.f.p.ratio.
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Our analysts continued to support the

and Enduring Freedom.

80 percent

the POM years. Second

ii Transportation (SDT)
irmet
were reoi
o the
h
trswere
rcgized fbr
me but were 'fu nded at only 26

t in FY 031, dropping to 7 percent
FY07 (aeof

15 percent across

tePMyas.increase

n disti ution for dhe
divisio, redesign study (&DRS)
fi y fndd for phases l and Ii. The
miiayconstruCtion, environmental,

•

requirements development process. As a
case in point, analysis of the military
technician program contributed to an
of over $220 million across

POM 03-07. Our analysts provided
similar relevant analysis in the
OPTEMPO, logistics, and
installations arenas.
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ANG OPERATION S
Fiscal Year (FY) 2001 was a busy and successful one for the

and execution of Joint Patriot 2001 (JP2001). The more

Operations Directorate. The fiscal year was capped by the
events of 9/11, and in its aftermath Directorate personnel

inclusive JP2001 brought together 2,388 Army and Air
National Guard personnel along with 1,672 Active Duty

and ANG units in the field responded successfully to
unprecedented requirements for defending the United States

personnel from the Air Force, Army and Navy. Sixty-one
personnel from the Royal Air Force also participated in JP2001

within her own borders.

gaining critical experience in combined operations. JP2001
fulfilled the training needs of unit commanders, meeting
identified requirements of CINCs during wartime. At seven

Deployments

locations, unit commanders were allowed to achieve training
requirements and be assessed by Operational Readiness

In FY 01, the Deployments Branch instituted a crossfunctional centralized management team, designed to

Inspection teams from many Major Commands as they
performed specialties in a realistic environment. Through the

facilitate Expeditionary Aerospace Force (EAF) operations
within the ANG. During AEF Cycle One, the team prepared

JP2001 exercise, units completed five required Operational

force packages for contingency steady-state rotations, and
integrated trained aerospace forces to meet the theater
Commander in Chiefs' (CINC) requirements across the full
spectrum of AFSQ specialties. ANG/DO ensured the
deployment of 24,184 Air Guard members to 39 countries
around the world, a 98.7 percent fill rate of the Air Guard's
support commitment to AEF Expeditionary Combat Support
during this period. For the FY 01 portion of Cycle Two, the
fill Tate was 99.6 percent.
Early in FY 01, as the Directorate was completing the
processing and deployment of AEF Cycle One, the Exercises
and Joint Operations Team, DOXJ, began compiling lessons
learned from the highly successful Joint Patriot 2000, from
early October 2000. As the National Guard was being called
upon in larger numbers, for longer periods, to support US
military requirements and obligations, a need existed for
stable, dependable and realistic training. Joint Patriot,
coordinated through an 18 member team of dedicated fulltime and part-time professionals, provided a joint/combined
training scenario at strategic training locations throughout the

"UnitedStates. Along with the ANG HQ team, 46 personnel
from field units across the country assisted in the planning

84
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Guard Bureau's main headquarters in Crystal City, Virginia,
near the Pentagon. The Pentagon attack and those on the
World Trade Center put an indefinite end to those plans.

the replacement of the Directorat's old ad cua
scheduling system with a Wi
w
reactive, integrated dataas system. Ths

e

ANG fighters from the 113th FW, DC ANG, and the 102d
FW from Massachusetts were among the first to reach the
stricken cities of New York and Washington, and ANG/DO

miw
fi
processing, tracking and payment fort
i thipwi
thousand Air Guard Supo
providing greater interaction with the H Joint J

immediately activated a twenty-four hour, seven day a week,

Systems used worldwide by all branches of the iiary

c
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25-member Crisis Action Team (CAT).
The ANG fighter response to the events of World Trade

Scurit Forces

Center and Pentagon attacks, which became known as
Operation Noble Eagle, was beyond anything in plans at
the time. In the first 24 hours of air defense operations, ANG
fighters had flown 77 sorties for 351 hours in support of

The September 11th attacks gave'Security Forceaeo Fits
most challenging but ultimately succssUl years. Withiujwms,
ANG security forces were providing protection to ANG Bses

Combat Air Patrols (CAP) over the United States. Within
the remaining weeks of September, DOX coordination had
helped activate approximately 2,500 troops and 90 fighter
aircraft to support 3,311 hours of CAP and Alert launches flown almost exclusively by the ANG.
The Deployments Branch Aerial Refueling section manages
an aging fleet of 222 KC- 135 aircraft, totaling more than
47.percent of the nation's air refueling capability, and is
organized into 22 squadrons under 19 wings. In initial
response to Operation Noble Eagle, the ANG responded
with 97 aircraft from 17 units. In the remaining days of
September, ANG tankers flew 500 hours and 120 sorties

...

63
oft
resources and personnel. By the end of SeptembeL
Security Forces personnel available, all but 16 were 4 e
or State active duty, status.
t
The overall strength in the career field i's
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The Technological Support team provides electronic
interaction within the Deployments Branch, working within
the technology community and the military networks. Major
challengesmet and exceede by the technologic s
r

-

branch indude the activation and implementaton? of therpe
and improved Defense Messaging System (DMS). FY 01 saw
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The ANG has significantly expanded the combat capabilities
on the F-16 Block 25/30/32 aircraft by purchasing Precision

delivering a increased cpaility o AN3

Attack Targeting Pods (PATS - Litening II) and modernizing
the avionics systems on the Block 25/30/32 fleet of F-16C/D

In FY 01, NGB/LG developed ad
LReadiness Center (LR

aircraft. This fiscal year, the Air Force awarded the contract
for an even more sophisticated targeting pod system, the
Advanced Targeting Pod. This pod features both "laser spot"
tracking and the ability to generate the coordinates of ground

integrates all ANG lI
gency operations. This saX
duplicate taskings.

targets and feed them directly into "smart" munitions guided
by the-Global Positioning System. Fielding of this pod is

This fiscal year the A_
storage capabilit* in

scheduled to begin in August 2003.

goals of this initiativ
they required, com

The'ANG is pursuing modification of the F-16 Block 42
fleet to the F 100-PW-229 engine. This engine will provide
20-30 percent improved thrust as well as improved reliability

capability, including nee
storage plans.

and significantly enhanced combat capability of these high

Logistics Division personnel we

demand all-weather precision targeting-equipped assets.

basis, by the Air Staff to serve as

During FY01, the ANG purchased 8 of these engines and
associated support equipment. Re-engining these aircraft will
require 63 new production engines.

Munitions Accountable Supply
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Air Force. In addition, as
Force-wide deficiency in M
a special MASO training w.
and responsibilities.
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Munitions
With the events of September 11th the Air National Guard's

Vehicle

muniions mission changed to support changing times. The
ability to get the right munitions to the right place to support
specific missions clearly demonstrated the ANG's importance
during a national emergency. Munitions were built, delivered,

The ANG has the single largest
CONUS/OCONUS Air Force
vehicles. InTY.F,
the ANG UI

and loaded. Multiple munitions shipments of small arms were
made in support of deploying security forces, combat communications, and civil engineering operations. Likewise,
timely response to Air Staff re-distribution orders ensumred
requirements for Joint Direct Attack Munitions JDAM)
were in-places and on time, to support theater commanders.
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Participation

During FY 01, the Logistics Plans

Resource Section encountered a myriad
S
Division continues to
of funding problems caused by price
id exellent support toAEEincreases of 30 percent or more beyond
1 eaeaesupply provides 41-43
funded levels for aircraft parts. The
individuals per bucket with a fill rate
resulting $100 million shortfall severely
of 99.5 percent. Individuals continue
jeopardized the ANG's ability to execute
to volunteer for duty in austere locaits flying program. Through careful
issu performing fuels, storage and
reprogramming of logistics resources,
isue functions.
successful pursuit of Congressional
P

supplemental funding, and innovative

rans,iortization of aircraft maintenance

and Manpower
nIgration andable
As ANG worldwide deployments
reach an unprecedented number, the
Logistics Plans and Programs Section
provides deployment-planning guidanc ,tefor over 200 Air National Guard
uiFJnits. Plans and Integration is providunis
Plan anding
ati
on ish prov

greatly improved communicadons- and
coordination of programming and
execution activities, allowing the Air
Directorate to follow a more coherent
plan to support our federal, state, and,
community missiorts.
As part of the division restructure, a corporate process was established at the
ANG staff and field levels. The "ANG
Group" was created to present corporate
recommendations to senior leadership

requirements, the Resource Section was
to ensure nearly 100 percent fly
program executions with minor long-

that are comprehensive, balanced, and
fuly coordinated. The Group incorporates guidance and direction obtained in

term negative impact. Additionally,
through the Air Force cost analysis

the ANG Integrated Planning Process
into the Air Force planning, program-

improvement group funding process,
Logistics Resources prepared funding
justifications resulting in an increase to
the fly program budget of over $300

ming and budgeting processes. The
Group serves as the link between ANG
programming and execution, recoimending program adjustments when

Sing guiding policy along with the

million for the following fiscal year.
automated information systemsreuedMmbshpite
support used to maintain global asset
visibility and personnel information.

required. Membrship in the AG
N
Group,which isdivided into four
mission areas, ischaired by th Pn

miso

ra,

chiey

te Plans,

FY 01 saw the Guard's AEF concept

Programs, and Manpower Directorate,

continue to develop the flow of ANG
assets into Cycle Two rotations.

and includes representation from all
directorates. During late FY 2001, the

Approximaty ones

of t

National Guard's aircraft require depot
overhaul each year. In addition, most
aircraft engines and major items of

PLAN S,

PROGRAM S, AND
M\4ANPOW ER

ANG Board and Councifwere devel

During FY 2001, the Air National

Board consists of office chiefs or their
designated representatives. The ANG

oe.The membership of the ANG

communications equipment require
Guard Plans, Programs, and Manpower
i!divsio
fotdpt-poed
improv onene
depot level
maintenance at some
point,
division contnue
continued toe
to improve
on the

Council consists of the NOB etl
ont ofnctai
e
funckions
provd Boththe e stheof
A o

In FY 0 1 the total expended for depot-

and the i Natio

rcaequipment

maintenance

(DPEM) exeeded $490 million.

restructure of several years ago, bringing
the office into alignment with its Air

Staff counterparts. This restructure has
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Plans

Division

Teaming with the ANG. field ur.its m

pseonAirNaial
a
During FY 01, the Plans Division saw further changes innitsStc Planmp
result was the deelpment fthei
di
organizational structure, with the conceptual development of
nig-and
the Future Planning Branch, which will focus on future
to b
community prorie, a is..
missions, while the Strategic and Deliberate Planningan
HCdqUmrXr, United States ir Foi.
Branches continue to focus on federal and state missions.
This realignment of the ANG Future Missions office from

,

this fiscal year, t

the Director's office (NGB/CFM) to the ANG Plans,

Du

Programs, and Manpower office will in the upcoming year
enh nce the relationship between federal planning documents

the
JointStaff and the Air Forc to r
to teT Ai1F
Componnt's co on
participated in three interrelated studies that e

and future state missions.

c

i ..

ed the Reserve Coponents into amoerpnwad

INTEGRATED PLANNING. The Strategic Planning Branch
marked FY 01 as a year of progress with both planning
products and processes. The Director of Air National Guard
formulated the Air National Guard's Integrated Planning
Process (IPP) to tie critical elements of planning and

tive fighting team. Planning Pernel were
helping the Air Force ascertain correctANG employmet roem
for FY 01, and assisted in redefining theAir Expedi ioma
Force (AEF) concept.

execution into a coherent process. The IPP aligns key

DEUBERATE PLNN1NG. Di

planning, programming, and feedback processes of federal and
state organizations and units to ensure that programming and
execution activities follow a coherent plan.

ued t df
Planning Brch c
participation in two areas of interest which Wtimately dominax*
ed this year's planning arena: Weapons of Mass Destruction

The Strategic Plans Branch developed a Long Range Plan
Annex, which includes key concepts in Air Force plans. The
document will be the launching point for the next Long

(WMD) and the Expeditionary Air Force (EAF). TtendoM
energy was expene on these two are as the branch outinued
new ways to rapidly respond to new missions and threm such
as the attacks upon the Pntagon and the
dTrad

Range Plan due next year summarizing the Air National
Guard core competencies as vetted through the IPP.

Icreas interaction with the offc of the Aso
Defense for Reserc Afrs h prdce nhdvb

Branch members were active participants in the Air National
Guard Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) process. The
branch chief was a member of the strategy committee and

of a more relevant mobilization guthorityfo
cwisWp
se. The Ofi e of the
homelandd
of heofD
wong through the De
i
i
Support--,
oMil
Dit

participated in the Air Force strategy meetings, which
provided -vital ANG input it this Process. Thp
To help thiss
prvddvtlAGiptinto

solidified the ANG's homeland securiy ,role.

FY01. teD
e

br

key player in responding to homueland4
evnsa a result~ofiIA etme
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Uperxion Plnfr the Air National

PAA leads, 6 PAA follow, and 3 PAA

and mobility forces, be don unit

! ;

-'tad(OPAG), whc nhne
"
c
th oiyadproceduresfrelcto

follow. By FY 03, all these new U

convesion an , bases
-

.....

should be built and aliged to support

orgnie into Powr Projection and.

4A Gsenir staffand plnners in

the AEF.Other aviation UTCs (airlifi

Mobility Forces Branches.

of the Air Force COOP Plan.
This plan ensures that critical functions
not be interrupted in the event a
[WMD or other cataclysmic event

and tanker) as well as headquarters and
support unit UTCs will continue to be
updated to meet additional AEF
requirements.

di-iio,

;

Manpower and
Organization Division

ocurs in the nation's capital.
Significant to war-planning operations
this year was the effort to fully source the
AEs in the combat and combat support
areas. These expeditionary combat
support forces would deploy for 15-day
rotations within the 90-day vulnerability
window. The individuals would not,
according to the plan, be sourced again
as participants for 30 months.

Notable following the attacks of 9/11
was the increased participation of the

The Manpower and Organization
Division manages all matters pertaining

ANG Plans staff in supporting
Operations Noble Eagle and Enduring

to manpower, organization, and
management engineering. The

Freedom through the Air Force Crisis
Action Team (AF/CAT). ANG partici-

customers for its services and products
include a broad range of organizations,

pation on the AF/CAT has significantly
increased mobilization, demobilization,
strength accountability, and current

including field units, functions
managers within the ANG, the Air

The immediate impact on deliberate
planning has resulted in the need to

operations information flow between
the Air National Guard and the Air
Force. Additionally, support of the ANG
senior leadership in the AF/CAT and

review and restructure current Unit
Type Codes (UTCs) which will better

ANG/CAT has enhanced the federal,
state, and community relations,

fit into an AEE For the combat and
combat support areas, approximately
300 new UTCs have been developed

Staff, and DoD. The division has been
actively implementing new unit
manpower requirements validated in
the total Re-Engineering of the ANG
force structure. This Re-Engineering
effort reflected the changes in federal
planning documents ranging from the
Nati6nal Military Strategy, Defense

Programs Division

Planning Guidance, and Air Force
Planning and Programming Guidance.

The Programs Division is responsible
for developing, integrating, and imple-

MILITARY REQUIREMENTS.

menting operations policy and programs
for Air National Guard (ANG) combat

Military Requirements Branch is
responsible for managing all iir

and mobility forces. The division develops and coordinates wartime forces for

(mobility) manpower for the M G,
and with providing senior leader with

isthe. Fgter Avain .UTCs, from 15

the ANG and prepares and justifies the
ANG program. It is accountable for the

Prmr

accurate and current inF.ri ti
..
_o
ensure that ANG prga deii

combat readiness of all ANG combat

refec effective, effient and :

this year to support AE This resizing
and reshaping of UTCs will continue to
impact A future missions and tasking.
This year, work has been done to
regroup current UTCs into groups
known as force modules, which are
the building blocks of an AEE One
dramatic example of this restructuring

uhrzdArcraf (PAA)to 6

The

il

economical management of military manpower resources.

MANAGEMENT ENGINEERNG. Thei

Validating and streamlining processes that lead to accurate

Engineering Branch administers tk Air "

statements of manpower requirements, and maintenance of

Management Engineering Program (MEP), Th

the command Unit Manpower Document (UMD), are

encompasses developing and moitoring

primary responsibilities of this branch. In FY 00 and FY 01,

managing the Air Force and Air Nationl GuarS

changes resulting from an increase emphasis on the Total
Force concept, and the Air Staff's elimination of Manpower

Programs, and managing other produtrty

Type (MNT) codes Air Force wide, generated the

During 2001, standards were completed for Conti

requirement for the Military Requirements Branch to initiate

and Programs, Transportation, TMO, F16 eo

development of MANFOR manpower determinants for

204th Security Squadron, C-130 Aircraft Maintenance, com-

smaller, scaleable Unit Type Codes (UTCs) throughout all

munications flights, and special studies for the CRTCs, Host-

ANG functional areas. In addition, new Air Force Space

Tenant Agreements, Standard Allowed Indirect Work, and

Cdmmand missions, and support requirements generated by

Military Personnel Flights.

W

the National Science Agency (NSA) and the National Science

Foundation (NSF) catapulted the Military Requirements
Branch into managing military manpower resources in the
joint Space & Intel arena, as well as agencies outside the DoD.

The Suggestion Program saved over six millimn dolla in this
calendar year.Also, the Management Engineermig Branch iealiedi
a return on investment of engineering activities of $12.35 per
dollar expended for the yeai which includes all employee saries
and Temporary Duty (TDY) moniesexpeaded.

FULL-TIME REQUIREMENTS. The Full-Time
Requirements Branch provides support to ANG senior

MANPOWER RESOURCES. The Manpower Resources

leadership with regard to the peacetime mission. Validation of

Branch is responsible for managing all active Air National

manpower requirements (Air Technician, Tide 5, and Active

Guard manpower resources to include Active Guard Reserve

Guard Reserve) is maintained by manpower standards

(officer and enlisted), air technicians, federal civilials (Tite V),

applications, developing standards and guides, and by

and Air Force active duty (officer and enlisted). Branch

continuous review of the active Full-time Manpower
Document for 88 Flying Wings and other associated units

personnel analyze ANG programs to maintain consistency
between prgrams, allocation and execution. The w dey

through use of the Manpower Data System (MDS). The

with programmers inANG Programs I

Full-time Requirements Branch encompasses all aircraft
maintenance and operational flying/training squadrons, plus
air control squadrons, ranges, base and combat

Mx
(NGB-XPPI) to ensure that Program Objective Mci u
(POM), Budget Estimate Submission (BES) and Presidcnts
Budget (PB) changes are implemented to ensure Unit

communications, weather, and other operation units, along
with all rated authorizations,

Authorization File (UAF) adjustmIts ac m a
the manpower approving authority for 'active prjects created

'

6

in the Manpower Data System. The branch allOatts air te...'

the transfer of space
year were
this fiscal
activities
Significant
missions from
the Active
Air Fore
to the ANG. We
developed planning documents for varous aircraft

conversions to include C-17, JSTARS, 0-130, and KC-135.

cian work years and temporary positions toANG
and State Heand
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immediate dividends. Addtinaly

FY01 was the firt U1 year the Air
National G

d utiid paid

campaigns for television and radoi
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targeted market areas. Our media

!-

campaign had a marked effect in public
alcaions of the Air National Guard 02

about the Guard by over 300 pecet

Reenieeig document, an effort to
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Recruiting and Retention

In addition to an excepinlrcutn
an
finiwsthe fisalyear ha
0.
yateArNtoa

pr:oesses.

At the beginning of the fiscal year, the

best retention rat in over 10 yeas

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

strength of 108,022 seemed formidable,
requiring as itdid the lping of 1,344

task of achieving a programmed end

91.3 percent - the hihs raeaong

more closely ln the ANG program,

buge and allocation (execution)

BRANCH.The Program Development
ranch develops and maintains the
prcse and procedures used to

plement ANG manpower policiesRaele ni fneer
i doc nt a Tn effuort torto
and responsibilities.
Itis

responsible for

ordinating cross branch activities and

providing aunified division

rprnse The Branch isalso responsible

PRGA
EEOPETsrnt

fo::r
runing the-ANG
BRANH.
Manpower
h Pogram
evepent

Working
Group (MWG),b
which conBrnhdvlpyndmitistenw-oiin
scts
of a representative
of eachdtosffcivent
mission
pr oee
and p
trcure

of

ctonlara
Te upoe
cgrupe is
to resolve manpower

sufficient number of individuals to

replace the Guard's historical losses of

h

rac

sas

esosbe

theii!
Calndar Yea 2001 the ANG

numerous

ti

Guard,
while
thethsame
time
reuinsit
d at id
fung
ofretaining
1,344
record numbersnadtinteriig
of current members.
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ofeANindvid
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Goals
were set and
five Recruiting
and challenge,
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regionalat
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dits programm
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endtn
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percent assigned strength.

motivated over
11,000
qualified
At the
beginningawar
yatebsrtntio
of the fisca

individuals to join the Air National
of 10,2 semdoomdal,

a

more

last year, the Air Guar wa easily able

about 11.5 percent. However,inFYn
the Recruiting and Retention Team

Sted another

way,by retaining over 1,9r

new positions inaddition to recruiting ath
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law recently, as DoD strives to maintain its mebrhpin
the face of the increasing deployments.

Inoaiepronel maaenmparsfr
me an women were

Each of these new programs maker,ANG membeshp more

Chie Matr egenad62 tote:oe fSi

attractive. First is the recent. increase in the maximum

Segen thrug th

coverage under the Servicemen's Group Life Insurace (SGLI)

Exetoa Perormnc Prmto

program to $250,000. On the heels of that improvement,

adiin over ,00 wavr

SGLI was expanded to include families. The SGLI and Fail

coern suhara as enlisten, oegaeecs"e

SGLI programs provide our members with a sinl
comprehensive source of affordable life insurance.

and miltay clsiicto acton. Th
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surably i"the ANG meigisedsiiit..0

for FY01.
The recent creation of the Uniformed Services Thrift Savings.:
Plan (UNISERV TSP) is another exarnple of a far-reaching

The Enlisted Grades Prgram was another sucs fo VY0 L

QoL initiative. Under this program, already available to the
Uniformed
Services,
to include
Reservists,
are now of
eligible
U.S. government's
civilian
workforce,
all members
the to

This program has added an additional 88 Seir MatrSeg
provided
enlisted
career
progression
withiFlihts,
the p whcn hasc
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The Career Status BonuAwas also implemented,allowing
those entering the service after 31 Jul '86, who are eligible for

Rated Managemo

the least generous military retirement,to convert their
retirement (Active Se
roirements
terve
only) to the

C
xepia
aae
irmeal4
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enhancement that encourages our members to serve to
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- r traditional guardsman. All of
programs are designed to increase
wrnion rates significantly.

revolutionary mix of volunteers and
mobilized members necessary to meet

personnel functionality simultaneosi
vice developing all pay first and then

Operation NOBLE EAGLE

personnel. The PeopleSoft Commercial

requirements.

Off-The-Shelf (COTS) human

Ri

S

resources package was selected on March

iness

Pirto
ber I Ith, ANG
pesnnel readiness continued to be a

20, 2001 to be the basis of the system.

Personnel Systems and
Analysis

The Air National Guard continues to be
an active participant in the concept and,
development of this system.

iul player in the deployment process

After six years in development, the

or Aerospace Expeditionary Force
o perations, deploying ANG members

modernized Personnel Data System
finally deployed at 22:28 hours on 5

The Personnel Aalysis Section
built from the ground up to m

worldwide. In addition, the ANG

June 2001. While the system initially

need for accurate and timely

participated in the ongoing Air Force

had some major defects in the accession

analysis across a broad range of sut

wide Personnel Readiness Re-

area, which affected new hire and

This year, five members of thesbach

engineering process, working to make

component-transferring members' pay,

of tdy
completed a yearlong prvgem

the transition from a requirements

for the most part the legacy system

at the U.S. Department of

based Air Force to the capabilities based

worked well. By the end of the fiscal

Graduate Schoo, vaty mperovng the

Air Force of the future. Fortunately,
these efforts prepared us to swing into

year, most of the accession issues were
fixed, and efforts refocused on the

ANG Directorate of Personnel's

action when the balloon went up.

mobilization system processes to ensure
the system was ready to support the

Even though it only occurred in the last
month of the last quarter of FY01, the

A
off the
the-Analysis
section also completed
training in SAS, a statistical analysis and

impending partial mobilization being
invoked due to September 11th terrorist

programming language.

September 11th tragedy and the

attacks.

subsequent Presidential Partial

.

tthe
ta

uture

analysis capabilities Members

Personnel Resources

Mobilization order on September 14th
were by far the most significant events

The Defense Integrated Military
Human Resources System (DIMHRS)

in Personnel Readiness. The Personnel

Meeting our mission of eqnitably

program, a DoD-wide initiative to

distributing resources in these Fiscally

Readiness branch stood up 24 hour
operations on the 11 th, providing fill-

develop a human resources and pay
system to support all military services

time support to the field and to the Air
National Guard Crisis Action Team. In

constrained times became a much
bigger ch
during FY1 I

and components, made defining
progress this fiscal year. The migration

the early days of Operation NOBLE

continue to be as challenging in the
out-years. The Resources Management

strategy changed, which shortened the
timeline and set first deployment to the

Branch serves as the Air Nationa,
Guard's key representative regarding

Army. The development strategy
changed to developing pay and

l categories of train
personnel end strnh prgrm an

EAGLE, Personnel Readiness provided
the personnel guidnce needed to
ipe
ntthe Air National Guards

l

issues. The branch is also responsible for the budget formula-

picture of PME participation in, FY 02 is somewhat unclear due

tion, justification and execution of over 108,000 military

to the high level of ANG participation in current c.tingencis.

members and over 1 million training workdays at an annual
cost of over $2 billion. The full time controlled grade manager

During FY01, the Education Branch also managed atendance

was integrated into this branch. That position tracks all

at the ANG Academy of Military Science (AMS), which serves

actions to ensure neither AGR end-strength nor controlled

as the pre-commissioning program for ANG officer

grades were over-executed for FYOI. The end strength man-

and Skills Enhancement Training (SET) cowl

agement function focuses on monitoring and assessing the

commissioned 305 ANG second Ii

impact of proposed or pending OSD policy and

designed to provide students.

Cpngressional legislation on ANG personnel. It ensures that

their career fields. Sub..............

all personnel end (and average) strength targets are adhered to

civil engineeing, personnel 6 m

and executed in concert with the Future Years Defense Plan

ty, recruiting enhancement a *aertish multiiredia, and

ana the President's Budget to the highest degree possible.

computer training. Combined, SET courses produced over 800

"

# 4

.

...

a

enu

graduates.

Education

Two additional programs managed by the Education Branch are
the Reserve Component National Security Course (RCNSC

In FY 01, the Education Branch continued to provide

and the Post-Graduate Int

opportunities for Air National Guard officers and enlisted

RCNSC is the only two-week Phase II Joint PME expos

members to benefit from resident Professional Military

available to senior Reserve Component officers, and 21V

Education (PME). In the enlisted PME arena, a record 419

officers attended in FY01. The

personnel graduated from Airman Leadership School (ALS),
the first of three levels of enlisted PME. Our Air Force

officers and enlisted members in the intelligence career field to

certified in-resident Non-commissioned Officer Academy

.

nce Program

,o

y

the op

earn a Master of Science in Strategic Intelligence from the Joint
Military Intelligence College. Five ANG officers participated in

(NCOA), the second level of enlisted PME, produced 496
ANG graduates. Additionally, 102 ANG members graduated

the PGIP in FY01.

from other Air Force Major Command (MAJCOM) NCOAs,

In the voluntary civilian education area, the Educatiqn)Bran4
provided information that will help ANG merdb attain their

and our Air Force certified Satellite NCOA graduated 251

ANG members. In sum, 849 ANG enlisted personnel
graduated from NCOAs. Finally, 124 ANG personnel
completed the USAF Senior NCO Academy, the highest
level of enlisted PME.
ANG officers also benefited from resident PME in FY 01,
with 20 graduating from Senior Service Schools (SSS), 19
graduating from Intermediate Service Schools (ISS), and 88
completing Squadron Officer School (SOS). The overall

education goals. The*Tuition Assistance Program for Distance
Learning courses continued as programmed from FY00, its
inaugural year of"funding. This program is opened toraditional
guard members and provides another means of financing civiliaA
educational goals. The Air National Guard also funded the
Spouse and Civilian Employee Testing Program which allows
civilian spouses of ANG members and federal c
to
Collge 1eV Eamination Program (CLE

DANTES Subject StnadzdTest (DSs fre of che
savingsof $42 per test.

96

mr211d
i

n FY95, under the auspices of the
DoD Reserve Component Education
da Pilot Testing Program

.The program has provided
portnnity for Reserve Component

embers to take CLEP exams and
TNatinaTe Ce
(local
olJe% and universities), thus avoiding

identifying key elements of command
responsibility and exploring decisionmaking alternatives using a case study

The Training and Education
Management System (TEAMS) is an
automated, on-line technical training

format. Like the SLS, the ILS is

school reservation management system

presented by senior field commanders

which uses a web-based data base

and functional experts.

transaction system similar to other ecommerce sites of today. Its most
powerful feature will be its ability to

j

4,

es-Iengy commute to a

Formal Schools

test,
, site. In FY98, the program

bring "real-time" training resource data

to the desktops of training managers,

wiasexpanded to seven additional states
sas, Iowa, Massachusetts,

During FY 01, the ANG has continued
to utilize the program identified as

N4 14-ntna, Oregon, West riinia, and
Wyoming).T he prgram will continue
throueh FY 02 and provide the
ity for more ANG members to
4 1geF credit through testing at a

commanders, and recruiters throughout
the Air National Guard. Projected

Critical Mission (CRIMSON) Training

program implementation to the field is
February 2002.

nd place convenient for them.

Request Program. This program allows
us to acquire additional technical
training opportunities in career fields
critical to the ANG mission. It also
documents feedback from the field to

aid in identifying current training
area

leadership development,

the Education Branch provided
Op
nities for new commanders
wit the Senior Leader Seminar (SLS)
and the Intermediate Leader Seminar
(ILS). The SLS is a 10-day course
focused on unique challenges of
command and leadership at higher
I
within the Air NatiolGuard. It
is presented three times per year with a
Stoal of 96 participants, Experienced

shortages and future training
requirements. This program was
successful in gaining 1,503 additional
technical training opportunities in

F I N AN C IAL
M AN AG EM EN T

critical skills during FY 01. The ANG
utilization rate increased 24.7 percent

The Financial Management Directorate
is responsible for the direction, control,
analysis, execution, and stewardship of

through strong quota management. The
ANG was extremely successful during

the Air National Guard's financial
resources. The organization oversees

the November 2001 Trained Personnel
Requirements (TPR) conference in
obtaining an increase of 23 percent of

financial services for over 108,000
personnel located at 175 locations
worldwide. The directorate interfaces

Air Force Specialty Code (AFSC)
awarding technical training school
courses over current FY 02 allocations,

frequently with Air Force, Department
of Defense, and congressional staffs

field commanders and functional
ex*perts facilitate the seminar, focusin
on improve-ment of the effectiveness of
potential, new, or currently serving
wing commanders and senior state staff.

an increase of 1,956 allocations,
Additionally, Basic Military Training

The ILS is a 4-day course offered five
ties per year to a total of 120

(BMT) accession rates during FY 01
climbed to 4,881, an increase of 1,042"

atedes This course if focused on

allocations from FY 00.

regarding fiscal matters and financial
service issues. The directorate consists
of two divisions - financial analysis and
financial services.
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Financial Analysis

The Military Personnel ppropriationfund the p

The FY01 President's Budget was the responsibility of the

for all military duty performed by ANG members. In additin,
travel subsistence, clothing, bonus programs, and

Budget Formulation Branch and reflected appropriation

benefits are paid out of this appropriation. Cioaaction

requests of $3.4 billion for ANG Operation and

a

Maintenance, $1.6 billion'for ANG Military Personnel, and

exceeding $16 billion for FY01. This appropriation fnded

$50.2 million for ANG Military Construction to support the

military end stren

missions and programs of the Air National Guard. In addi-

Guard/Reserve (AGR) personnel.

p

transfers reult

cts

in To

iy
i 117 A

of 108,022,

r

tion, the Defense Emergency Response Fund Appropriation
provided $21.8 million to the ANG to offset incremental

The Military Construction appropriation finances major ad

FY01 expenses for Operation Noble Eagle.

minor construction projects plus planning and design ffutu

The Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Appropriation

year construction requirements. For FY01, Co.
provided an additional $159.9 million for construction needs

finances the daily operation of ANG activities including

and Total Obligation Authority of $210.1 million.

civilian and technician payroll, flying hours, depot maintenance for ANG aircraft, travel, utilities, supplies, equipment,

During FY01 the Budget Execution Branch embarked onan

and miscellaneous service contracts. Congressional action,

initiative to transition management of the Military Prsonne

program transfers, supplemental appropriations, and repro-

Appropriation. This initiative, though still a work in pcess,

gramming actions resulted in a Total Obligation Authority of

now delivers timely and precise cost factors that accurately

$3.6 billion for FY01. The ANG experienced several funding

validate year to date consumption and confidently assess risk.

challenges during FY01 within the O&M Appropriation. The

On the O&M front aviation fafumds were succesfi..

flying hour program was under-funded in the President's

decentralized enabling extremely flexible and comprehensive

Budget by $93 million, primarily because of increased spares

flying hour management at wing level. Added flexibility was the

costs, unprogrammed time change technical order modifica-

watchword as another O&M initiative consolidated base:

tions across the fleet, and unscheduled F 15 and F 16 engine

operating costs (iravel, contract services, and supplies!

overhauls. Additionally, projected depot maintenance

equipment) to simplify finds distribution and maximize'

requirements exceeded available funding by $25.1 million
causing the deferral of valid aircraft/ engine repair. The O&M
appropriation was further challenged by a $16 million utilities

wing commander resource options.

requirement brought on by harsh winter weather and
escalation natural gas prices. Congress provided $125.7
million through supplemental funding and reprogramming

Financial Serices

actions to improve the executability of the budget. Real
property maintenance funding remained at minimum levels

The Financial Services Division establishes policy, implements
systems, creates accounting processes, directs payment
procedures, oversees pay operations, and deploys fores in ore
d ab

r

of n

s

to pez wu4

causing continued growth in the backlog of maintenance

to p

and repair.
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of Air National
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Financial Management members in
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and $117.5 million corrected current mission facility
deficiencies.
The ANG continues to maintain a high project execution
rate. By the close of FY 2001, 79 percent of projects in the
FY 2001 program for construction was awarded. Delays as
a result in funds released due to the B-1 decision, slow
execution, and delays caused the awarding of 6 projects to
slip beyond the end of the fiscal year.
Maintenance and repair work, as well as minor construction
projects costing up to $500,000, are accomplished under the
sustainment restoration and modernization (SRM) program.
Constrained SRM funding in FY 2001 prevented the ANG
from funding major repair requirements, particularly pavement repairs. The focus for coming years in this area will be
airfield pavements, which are reaching the end of their useful
life and will require a significant capital investment to upgrade

deployments with Canada, United Kingdom, and Norwy,

and repair. Additionally, funds will be required to support

Exercise Related Construction in Israel, and the United States

NOBLE EAGLE air defense and antiterrorism/force pro-

Coast Guard. Each deployment consisted of approximately 40

tection requirements in response to the events of 11 Sep 2001.

personnel deploying for two weeks of annual training to

In FY 2001, the ANG obligated $119.3 million for

complete construction and renovation projects. As required
deployments involve Prime BEEF personnel, fire fighters, and

sustainment restoration and moderization (SRM). Of this
total, $4.9 million supported mission conversions, while

readiness and services personnel.

$4.f million funded energy, seismic, master plan, and

The 157h CES, NH ANG, and the 176h CES, AK ANG,

demolition require-ments. The remaining $110.3 million

deployed to Pacoche en Medio in the coastal lowlan

funded projects which maintained and repaired facilities,
utility systems, and pavements,

Ecuador for two two-week rotations to construct a hool The
deployment consisted of 41 members from the 176th and 35

/f

members from the 156th deploying over the four week period,
expending over 1000 annual training days. They constructed a

Deployments for Training

conc

block school

55corete

and installing more than 2,100 square feet of metal roofing.

Air National Guard Civil Engineering Squadrons (CES) and
RED HORSE Squadrons conducted 90 deployments during
FY 01 supporting United States Air Force Major Commands,
Air and Army National Guard Locations, exchange

100

The 203d RED HORSE Flight, VA ANG, is constructing a
memorial to commemorate the 18 RD HORS E membes anA
:"

Operation NO L
EAGLE/ENDURIN

[

[

FREEDOM
Civil Engineer (CE) requiemt have

steadily increased since I1I Septme
2001, resulting in apprxmtl 1,500

~civil

CE personnel tasked at the end of
Calendar Year '01. Air National Guar
engineers have supported Operation

~both

Noble Eage and Operation Enduring
Freedom by contributing support for
CONUS and OCONUS require-

~ments.

Finally CE units from the New
York Air National Guard wer major
tinsGous
contributors to3 the oma
massive cla-pand
b

202

•

xctinfr8CmbtCmX.

;:
44444

S3 Florida Army National Guard
members that were killed en route back

401

Aerospace Expeditionary
Forces

to Virgini B~eacha, VA after a training

recovery operations at the World Trade
Center.

COMMA D
CONTR L,

&

mission at Hurlbet Field, FL. The US
Air Force Civil Engineers provided the
ANG with $135,000 to build the

Air National Guard civil engineers
deployed every two-weeks in support of
83 steady-state AEF positions in FY01I,

memorial; other funds were raised

utilizing approximately 2200 mandays.

through donations and memorabilia

Locations Supported were Moron Air

saes. The memorial will involve a 200 x

Base, Spain; Incirlik Air Base, Turkey;-,

300 ft excavated/graded area with an
architectural design memorial of

Curacao, Dutch Antilles; Coronet Oak,
Puerto Rico; AliA1 Salem, Kuwait; Al

concrete and masonry units built by
RED HORSE personnel. Each Air

jaber, Kuwait; Al Dhaffa, United Arab

In November 1999, the Ai National
Guard Command & Controm
m-

Emirates-, Prince Sultan Air Base, Saudi
Arabia. The ANG Civil Engineers

unications and Computers Dietre
was formed, assimilatingalfucin

deployed in direct Support of active duty

formerly performed by other eleent

require-ments contributing to a

within the Air Staff Tedrcoaei

significant reduction in the active duty

responsible for functionalmage

Operations tempo.

budgeting, planning, proramig and

Nainal Guard RED HORSE unit will
be delydfor two weeks to assist with
teconstruction of the memorial. The
Smemorial will be dedicated on the one
yerannivrsary of the fatal crash, 3
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Communications Squadrons, 89 Base Communiations

personel The Air Fore also approved Speal Duignu t

Flights, 10 Air Control Squadrons, 16 Air Traffic Control

Pay

ATCWath

Squadrons, 4 Combat Readiness Training Centers, 2 Air
Support Operations Groups, 8 Air Support Operations
Squadrons, 19 Engineering Installation Squadrons, and one

,

the 235t Air

Fn

Special Tactics Squadron. In addition, the directorate is respon-

Sm$
ni

sible for 4 Air Operations Groups, ANG battle management,
and ANG-managed airspace.

Cuounty Aiport in New
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Air Traffic Systems Division

\

,
4i

FY2001 was a banner year for the Air National Guard Arr

Arspap

Traffic Systems community. The ANG's ten AirTraffic
Control (ATC) squadrons make up 62.5 percent of the Air
Force's air traffic control wartime mission, and our 16 loca

a:R

k

t6

i

tions across the nation controlled over 900,000 aircraft operations at home stations. Meanwhile, we demonstrated our tac-

to

tical capabilities by deploying to support operations around:
the globe, and after 9/11, to various locations in support of

ou4d
giterests.1
-..
Thr(4R D i;on irepnible..for
bombing rangr four Combat Readiness Training Centers

fo

rompd

training in trc

Mareverig
(CRTC fmbat
:+
.+
(ACW), and one Range Control Squadron (operating
FihSystems
threat emitters) as well as the ANG-Special Use Airspace

Operations NOBLE EAGLE and ENDURING
FREEDOM. Two units underwent their first ever

Operational Readiness Inspections,

infra-structure. This year, ANGIC4R maintained training
.on Ranges and 780
sorties ANG
s 9,00
f

suppor for over

The air traffic systems community continues to face

depl..ments at the CRT s .

challenges in equipment supportability and full-time staffing.
Air Traffic Control and Landing Systems (ATCALS)

pvThei
ve
"iues
fo....t.
hLn

rietackson1-

maintainers worked their magic again this year tokp the
aging M PN-14K Mobile Radar System on the air in spite of

..

the lack of available parts. Additionally, our community is
dealing with losses of full-time personnel across the board to
higher-paying positions with the Federal Aviation

. jrgewcy

,

deb i
E..,,.
,C t
h
+,, .ISM
isaee
Federal Aato Authorityr's .(A),,Nxtknal
The
,-.L

4

s

0*1W1ie5

Administration. To combat these losses, the AirTraffic Systems
Division pushed through three critical initiatives: a fu.-tme

+

Chief Master Sergeant position for ATCALS maintenance, 5
cotolr, and an equitable reiemn plan for our Td+:
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tfiertdart-rund training by

Summit, and also chaired a panel at the

aingtra simulators. The "rangeless"

in every tye of unit throughout-th

Regional Operations and Security

ANG. The C4 Directorate. hosted an

,,-M

Center's sixth annual conference. The

ANG IM Conenc inReoNvaa

ledthe way in a revolution in aircrew

branch actively assists the USAF and

in December 2000. Traning was

triig. The "rageess" system does not
rqre the ground towers or infrastruc-

DoD in the development of information
and assured use of wireless systems. In

provided on a wide variety of sbet,,
from electronic publiing to Interne

taenecssry for traditional ACMI
sytm, allowing Alpena to deploy the

response to 9i/11, the IA staff is now
actively involved in an FBI/Department

and Email use. WVeb Tcnlg
a
covered web site security web design,

sseanwere when not required at
Apn. More initiatives to acquire

of Commerce initiative for state infra-

andother web-related issues. This was

structure protection efforts and homeland

t(rageess" systems to be hosted at the

the first ANG conference to which

defense.

information managers througoutth

sse

at the Alpena CRTC has

4444e

CR,

are being pursued through the

:

ANG were invited

P4RC re-configuration program. Another
•major leap in this traning revolution was

The office is working to Oan additional
resources to enhance 1A training. They are

The ANG has postal wartimerqie

made with the deployment of the SCU-4
upgad to the F- 16 Data Transfer

actively involved in the Air Force chaired
IA Architecture Sub-Council in develop-

Cartridge (DTC), which uses the C4R
dvlped Personal Computer Debrief

ing and securing an Air Force intranet
along with the other Air Force Major

support Air Force units. Th

ACMI dbrief capability (called Mega-

Syte (PCDS) to provide an on-board

Commands. The IAoffice is co-chair of
the NGB

military postal aciite located in
Europe

DT =Debrief). This upgrade began to be
fielded in September 2001 and within

(IPT), and works on issues to share information and expertise between the Air and

provides volunteers for 30-day training,
year-round, in a higly-successfti train-

two years wil provide an on-board

Army National Guard, as well as other
tasks as assigned by the NGB Chief

ing program-

Information

Communications Car er

IA Integrated Process Team

ACMI capability for 77 percent of the
ANG F- 16 fleet. Initiatives are underway

to provide this samecapabi

to other

block F-t6s, as well as F-5s and A-1s.
C

Ifra

Reserve Command to produce articles

debrie
I
cpbltio (caledoMgatheBin
eooy

.t

and Operations IPT.
They workedOfficer
in partnership
with the AF

Assurance

Awareness Campaign.
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training has intensified by requiring operators to become

employees of the Guar Burahaebe

network professionals, while increasing the amount of

users of th

ora. Five hunre additonal

systems for maintenance personnel to suti. In order to keep
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up with technology, training time has significantly increase&.:,
The events of I1I Sep '0 1 sign
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an
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Under the C4 Directorate's reorganization in February 2001,

icesd

spectrum management and Air Force specialty code functional
ncrea .for
management were realigned under the Global Communi-

aaytmd um
d~~t ote::'4
answered field questions on orders

h nertd

:
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cations Division. The web technology applications andM

deIopment section merged with the software developmentsoe-kpptrcwno"
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branch and became C4SA,Applications Development
Branch. Among many accomplishments of this branch was

icr

Thntgae

uome

the conversion of the ANG-wide unit and personnel directory

D

to be accessible for change and update by the field, resulting

D i-

in more timely and efficient unit and state information
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available on line at all times.
u

As part of an Air Force initiative for a top down information

The Directorate of Acquisition isponuible for the

technology revolution and per direction from the Air Force

and modification of fighter, reconi

( hief of Staff, Secretary of the Air Force, and Air Force

r the
s
special mission, airlift aircraft, and training
test and evaluation of those systems to ensure tGe A$G is

Deputy Chief of Staff for Communications and Information,
ANG/C4S implemented the use of the USAF portal in the

c brec

equitably equipled and modernized to be

M

ly

ANC HQ and field. In an Air Force memorandum, the
USAF portal was directed to be the single interface to all

meeting its Total Force tasking. ANG/AQ is muctur
organized into divisions to reflect the main

USAF unclassified combat/mission support and service
applications. ANG/C4S was designated as ANG portal

mobility,power projection and program in

content manager and subsequently established a portal
content management board at HQ level to facilitate input Of
ANG systems to the portal registry Thirty two ANG unique
systems were registered in the Portal registry; 13 systems have
been portalized and the balance are being staffed for migration

Air National Guard participation in the
has dramatically
m
erability r
rdqtewdt a baku r fo atv dt
is on Combat:
f ocus

or possible waiver. Close to 10,000 ANG unit personn were
registered by the Communications Flight Cnmmander of the

-w to
sppor ith ri
dominance and battle

107th Air Refuelfing Wing in New York
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Mobility Division is engaged in a
variety of programs, from new air-

part of the operational support aircraft
program. The C-40B will be delivered
in August 2003 and will be operated
and supported under a unique arrange-

Sacquisition to modification and
modernization of existing systems. The

ment with the 89th AW at Andrews
AFB; Boeing, and Delta Airlines for

2 Dec '01 rollout of the C-130J-30 at
Qionset Air National Guard Base,

parts; and United Airlines for flight
dispatching. Three more C-4OBs are

Rhode Island, marked the first delivery
to the Air Force of this "stretched"

required to complete the transition of
the 201st from the retiring C-22s.

version of the C-130J. The new airlifter
is the latest in the 45 year production
cycle of the workhorse C-130, and
marks a dramatic improvement in
capability with a 30 percent increase in

Airborne firefighting is a vital mission
of the Air National Guard. C-130s will
fnow have a new system to greatly
enhance their capability and flexibility
in protecting life and property. Small
scale prototype testing has been

warfare. HC-130 rescue aircrft am.
receiving new radars, forward loo i
infra red (FLIR), night vsion li
and satellite communications
HH-60 rescue helicopters just
completed a major reengining effort to
enable them to carry the greater weight
associated with rescue mission
equipment. In addition, the Air
National Guard now has AEF-capable
aircraft with self protection systems,
satellite communications, armor, and
both the improved GAU-2 and M-240
machine guns. Airlift C-i 30s will
benefit from ANG purchases of armor

cargo and troop/paratroop capacity a
20 percent increase in range, and a 15
percent increase in speed. The delivery
is the culmination of three years of
work to acquire, test, and beddown
this revolutionary aircraft.

completed, and a radical new design
will ensure more accurate coverage and
33 percent more volume of retardant,

to protect aircrews and vital aircraft
components. Also, night vision goggles
are being incorporated into all C-130
operations as the need to execute
missions in all conditions has changed

The first flil scale protytype will begin

our operating environment.

The first EC-130J is nearing
tion. This heavily modified

testing in the second quarter of FY 02,
with production units scheduled for
fourth-quarter delivery, in time to

C-130J is used in the Psychological
Operations mission. The first EC- 130J

The LC-130 polar airlift program got a
boost from delivery of its first Navy

prepare for the summer 2003 fire
season.

is in the "Senior Hunter" configuration,
and will be used for testing and design.
ahd ill
be
reti
as
Tefit EC- 1o3de to beretiredcwa
Miss in orer tou itslSpecia

LC-130R that was converted to the
LC-130H2 configuration. The LC-

The C-130 avionics modernization
program contract was awarded to

130H2 is more capable andsupral
than its Navy predcessor and should
enable the National Science Fowtdation

Boeing. All types of C-130E/H aircraft

to pursue its aggressive buildup of the

Misson Equipment for installon
onthe new "Commndo Solo."

will receive a common, modern cockpit
that will ensure interoperability,

South Pole Station and remote sites. for
purely scientific purposes.

The replacement of the ANG C-22

capability, and reliability for the next
40 years.

fleet is now a reality, with the contract
award for the frst C-40B fr thExisting
Ailf qarn, DC ANG. The, air-

systems are being modified to
meet the challenges of 2 1st century

Modernization of the anker fleet
ianon
enmh wih t
de sigft
oet
u
commercial Boeng 767 tanked

craftwl serve in a variety of missions as

;
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transport aircraft. The Reserve Components contain the lions

aircrft capabPt The Falcon S

share of the Air Force's taker fleet, and the 767 program was
aided by the Air Guard's "KC-X" Mission Need Statement.

modfiatons wil brig the pr-lc 40 F-1ls to th
generation powr projetion sytmhpf4
teJitS4-

ANG units will benefit from the 767 effort by recei

Fighter USF).

KC-
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135R aircraft currently in Rcglr Air Force units that will be
converting to 767s. A limited number of 767s will probably

ANG F-15 A/Bs shouldered th air sueiriymsioWx

come to the ANG, but no units have been specified.

#9 in Southwest Asia, as OeainNoble Ege nresdA

,...

i

F-15s commitment to a 24-hour, 7 ay perwekcob

The Power Projection Division, in concert with the AF

patrol. The bolt-on launcher (BOL) mnfra-red (IR) .- : ..
countermeasur syte and the rmultfciona iomtia
distribution system (MIDS) fighterdt in
L are td'.
cretpogassyic
te:

Reserve Command, Air Combat Command, and the Air Staff,

of the F-1I5s. Long-term plans call for relaig heAB

Power Projection Division

is proactively pushing the ANG aircraft modernization

od'

4

with C/D models and then replacing the F-15 C/DswihtO

programs for every major weapons system. The events of 9/11T

F-22. As the air sovereignty and homean defense msin'i

have added particular urgency across all of the programs.

priority, the ANG expects the current timng of these
modernization efforts to accelerate.

.. >
% !: !

ANG/AQP uses the year 2010 as the focal point for the

The ANG A-10s have a short-term modernizaion progra 114" ;
medium-term timeline, focusing particularly on structural
integrity and engines. The long-term focal point is the year
three parts. The precision engagement' (PE) phase com
ines"
2015 and includes
several
programs
mrnzerveatin
the A-1i0
cockpi
NoeA
Etol alow ddh.
estosia as
Sertr
nSuh
to thDNebtnfnishv
~~
~ such
~ as future
enseife.#
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~ issues
comemore
~~
~ fundamental
missions and their impact on an evolving change in force

of precison munitions. Th

structure. The UNG wants the F-16 community to be armed

Materiel Command initiative to replace the A-l10wing spissytm(My)fihesattikemL aet5
distributionio

with a full precision strike capability by 2006. Current events
demonstrate daily the need for robust visual identification
evenbts of911.
erymao epomntem heng
pTr
oms
capab~lity,
paticuar
haveadde
ugeny acossall

f th prgram.

When the September 11 th attacks triggered Operation Noble

Eagle to bolster homeland defete, the superior capability of

The third p=r of the modernization program is the-d"i ne'

replacement program. Upon completion ofa
- engine
mission
n home..n " "ense
F
-22.As'the.air
soeegtdouet(ORD),
operational
requirements
the AFwll0er'
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the situational awareness data
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(NVIS), and a global positioning
Rsren oPm
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the Block 25/30/32 F-16s made them a clear choice to
provide air defense across the country. The Block 25/30/32
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now precision-guided munitdnnuberafle6an wilqprbal
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submission to the Congress. The
NORER contains the "big picture"

equivalency; and will also incorporate
health promotion efforts.

view of the Air Guard's current and
future equipment requirements in
concert with the other reserve

The terrorist attacks of 9/11 also
highlighted another of the directorate's

components. AQX also prepares
the ANG Unfunded Modernization

main responsibilties, homeland security,
September 1i th intensified work on a

Priority Book, which lists all of the
modernization and acquisition priorities,

mission which was already evolving
within the ANG medical community.

provides background data on each and
establishes a proposed funding time
line. AQX also manages the execution
of the National Guard and Reserve
Equipment Account (NGREA) for the
ANG. NGREA is a discretionary
acquisition fund provided by Congress
that allows the Air Guard to leverage relatively small sums into expanded
combat capability. In FY01, the ANG
received $30 million in NGREA funds.

MEDICAL

New Technology
The new web-based Self Inspection
Database has provided ANG medical
units with a measure of quality control
for their many programs. The

ANG, performed over 14,000 medical
screenings in seven Indiana counties
and in the U.S. Virgin Islands. Patients
were given 1200 referrals for follow-up
care for potentially life-threatening

In the OCONUS arena, ANG/SG
added an active duty physician (an AF
Medical Operations Agency asset) to

Aeromedical Information Management
Waiver Tracking System (AIMWTS),

work with International Health
Specialist issues. This officer will help
coordinate resources for units involved
in international medical contingencies
and humanitarian assistance programs.

another web-based program, enables
physicians to submit flying or special
medical waivers more quickly. The
Preventive Health Assessment

The ANG Medical Readiness Training
Site (MRTS) at Alpena, Michigan,
continues to be the primary field

Individual Medical Readiness (PIMR)
database provides up-to-date medical
readinessservice.

scheduled for installation at all ANG
units by the end of FY 02.

focus for 2001 was to provide a fl-MRTS's
spectrum" fit force. Perhaps most
Training

important for the 100,000-plus

training venue for the ANG medical
I
Personnel attending this site
receive top-notch training in a realistic
environment. Also, unique cold-weather
survival training is provided during the
M
"Cool School" program.
The Top Knife program is now fully

operational at Klamath Falls AFB,

members of the Air Guard, was the
new ANG Fitness Testing Program that
was tested this fiscal year, and will be

The Innovative Readiness Training
program is a form of humanitarian and
civic assistance in which ANG medical

fielded in 2002. The program uses the
step-test and Fitness Age computer

to U.S. counties and tetoesi
units gount
"
to provide health care to underserved

database to measure fitness and age

this fiscal year, units from the 122nd
and 181st Medical Squadrons, Indiana

conditions.

personnel. AIMWTS and PIMR are

The Directorate of Medical Services

by the Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense for Reserve Affairs. During

Oregon and Kelly AFB, Texas. This
program trains or refreshes flight
surgeons on the high-G fighter aircraft
enronent fotrng improvement in

safety programs, human factor analysis
populations. This program is overseenanrpotwihhevao.
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ICE 3 -Antarctica
Nine flight surgeons were selected by a special selection board
to participate/ support the United States Antarctica program
in CY 2002. Flight Surgeons who volunteer for the tour
spend two to four weeks "on the ice" at McMurdo Station,
Antarctica, supporting a 24 hour/7 days/week, 3200 flying
hours/ month operation to supply food, fuel, supplies, and
manpower to the continent. A physician continuing
education program, named Isolated Continent Experience,
In Cold Environment, Interactive Clinical Education (ICE3)
is a self-paced course that is completed during the tour. ICE3
provides advanced training in cold weather operations,
high-altitude operations, remote based operations, air
evacuation, isolation psychology, circadian rhythm
disturbances, and other topics to the flight surgeons.

Medical Readiness for Homeland
Security
The focus on homeland security started even before the
events of 11 September 2001. FY 01 saw the ANG in the

Unit capabli

process of transitioning its Medical Service into a major

Medical Suport (EMEDS) rapid response

an
aysen

player with the Active and Reserve components' medical
conmmunities, and with Aerospace Expeditionary Forces

prCnniing for EMEDS eqtpmentao*

as

(AEF), while simultaneously planning for and providing

CP-EMEDS personnel and equi

viable and needed medical services to our local communities,
states, and Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)

10 FEMA regions. These Ms
rapid medical response capabi

regions. Joint cooperation between the ANG, ARNG, and
FEMA promoted increased medical responsibilities within

m
n la Th
able to the critical gap b
and the arrival of Federalized resources#

PEMAprom
ncrased
ted medial rsposibiitie wi hinwill
the Air National Guard. During the period March 2000 to
September 2001, the ANG Medical Service developed a draft

Homeland Security Concept of Operations (CONOPS) to
help establish its roles and capabilities in support of
homeland defense. The events of September 1 th sped
up this process immeasurably.
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establishing organizational structures,

more than 260 chaplains and 250

education and training, and establishing

chaplain assistants who serve the men

measures of success. Leadership's
continuous emphasis on EO and

and women of the Air National Guard
through a ministry that is unique,

diversity ideals and issues is necessary

challenging and extremely rewarding.

e
eof Human Resource
"Eancement has made notable

to maintain momentum and ensure
training and program implementation.

ANG chaplains meet the diverse

deavors in supporting the Human
Quality Board t assist in fully

In addition, declines in prior service
accessions require increased emphasis

community serving our nation and
states. Among ANG chaplains' many

plementing the Air National Guard's

on training and mentoring programs.

and diverse duties are full-time

naional diversity strategy. The mission
of the Diversity Office is to increase

The Defense Advisory Committee on
Women in the Services (DACOWITS)

participation in contingency operations
and the Aerospace Expeditionary Force

mission
o readiess
ai ns in the Air National

recommended the ANG Diversity
Initiative as the "benchmark for all the
Services and Reserve Components."

(AEF) program, partnership with the
National Science Foundation in

O

IA

R
CE EN

T

Guard by focusing on workforce
diversity and assuring fair and equitable
participation for all. The goal is to
crit, retain and promote men and
women from every heritage, racial, and
ethnic group. In view of demographics
changes in our heterogeneous society, it
is imperative that diversity be embraced
as a mission-readiness, bottom-line
business issue. Traditional sources for
recruitment will not satisfy the need for
ensuring a balanced workforce.

At the 2001 Senior Leadership
Conference, the Chief of the National
Guard Bureau designated the year
2002 as the "Year of Diversity" for
both the Army and the Air National
Guard. At the end of FY 01, planning
efforts were underway to make 2002 a
year of celebration, as well as a focus
on the future,

Despite a 7.8 percent reduction in
manpower between 1989 and 2001,
the ANG has continued to become
more diverse. During those years, there
has been a consistent growth in the
recruitment and retention of women.
The ANG diversity strategy is built on
a foundation of leadership commitment
to create an environment that fosters

diversity. The focus of planning is on

SERICE

SERVICE

The mission of the Air National Guard
Chaplain Service includes the accession,
training, mentoring and deployment of

pastoral needs of a multi-cultural

providing chaplain services to the U.S.
Antarctic Program (USAP), and
providing ANG personnel with stress
management and suicide intervention
training.
During FY01, the Air National Guard
Chaplain Service continued its trend of
growth and diversification. The office
achieved unprecedented success in the
accession of under-represented groups
of minorities, women, and Catholic
priests. Cultural, ethnic, and religious
diversity is now a way of life for ANG
chaplains.
Also during this fiscal year, ANG/HC
obtained approval for a state-of-the-art
Academy for Innovative Ministry (AIM)
at the ANG Training and Education
Center, McGhee Tyson ANGB, TN.

The academy, due to open in the Spring"

vital~J~~I

AN

-p"ii

aes

of 2002, will provide critical chaplain training instrewsmanagement, homeland security issues, suicide prevention and other

.

In March 2001, the Air National Guard suffered the worsew
peacetime disaster in its history, the crash of a C-23 Sherpa
aircraft which resulted in the death of 21 Air and Army

iii

Guard personnel, 18 of them from the 203rd Red Horse

:':

Flight, Virginia Air National Guard. Within hours of the

!i

.. .
.

~*
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disaster, over 25 ANG Chaplain Service personnel rapidly
converged on the 203rd unit at Virginia Beach and, in the
course of the days that followed, rovided vital and individus-tesm
a
alitm
crisis intervention and pastoral care to the bereaved
families of the victims of tie crash. Given the te of this
crisis a high level of coordination took place between the
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chaplains and mortuary affairs, family liaison
2034d"RedqHorse
officers, the
victims' employers, community agencies such as the

the

American Red Cross and Tragedy Assistance Program for
Survivors (TAPS), funeral directors, and houses of worship

-

resulting in the successful accomplishment of our commitment to ministry through presence, care and hope.
Near the close ofFY 01 on 11 September 2001, the Air
National Guard Chaplain Service encountered perhaps its
most challenging moment. Dozens of ANG Chaplain Service

"

A

persZnnel volunteered for duty within hours of the terrorist
attacks on New York and Washington. In the days and weeks
which followed, over 40 ANG chaplains and chaplain assistants were deployed to provide superb ministry at the
Pentagon disaster sight, as well as at the Family Assistance
Center at the Sheraton Hotel, the National Guard Bureau in

.

Crystal City, Virginia, the Crisis Action Team (CAT),
Andrews AFB, and at other governmental agencies. Dozens
more Chaplain Service personnel were mobilized at their
home stations.
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APPENDIX A. CHIEFS OF THE NATIONAL.
GUARD BUREAU
Colonel Erasmus M. Weaver

1908-1911

Brigadier General Robert K. Evans

1911-1912

Major General Albert L. Mills

1912-1916

Major General Wiliam A. Mannn

1916-1917

Major General Jessie McI. Carter

1917-1918

Brigadier General John W. Heavey (acting)

1918-1919

Mijor General George C. Rickards

1921-1925

Major General Creed C, Hammond

1925-1929

Colonel Ernest R. Redmond (acting)

1929-1929

Major General William G. Everson

1929-1931

Major General George E. Leach

1931-1935

Colonel Harold J. Weiler (acting)

1935-1936

Colonel John F. Williams (acting)

1936-1936

Major General Albert H. Blanding

1936-1940

Major General John E Williams

1940- 1946

Major General Butler B. Miltonberger

1946-1947

Major General Kenneth F. Cramer

1947-1950

Major General Raymond H. Fleming (acting)

1950-1951

Major General Raymond H. Fleming

1951-1953

Major General Earl T. Ricks (acting)

1953-1953

Major General Edgar C. Erickson

1953-1959

Major General Winston R Wilson (acting)

1959-1959
1959-1963

Major General Donald W. McGowan
Major General Winston P.Wilson
Major General Francis S. Greenlief
Lieutenant General La Vern E. Weber
Lieutenant General Emmett H. Walker, Jr.

1971-1974
1974-1982

Lieutenant General Herbert R. Temple, Jr.
Lieutenant General John B. Conway

1986-1990'

Major General Philip G. Killey (acting)
Major General Raymond E Rees (acting)

Decme 1993-Jary 1994
199-July 1994
Janu

Lieutenant General Edward I Bacar.

October1994-Juy 1998

Lieutenant General Russell C. Davis

August 1998-

Major General John R. D'Araujo, Jr. (acting)

114

1963-1971
.

1982-1986
1990-December 1993

" i

July 1994-Sepember 1994

"" ...

VCECHIEFS
Major General John B. Conaway

1989-1990

Major General William A. Navas, Jr.

1990-1992

Major General Raymond E Rees
Major General Russell C. Davis

1992-1994
1995-1998

Major General Raymond E Rees

1999-
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APPENDIX B. STATE ADJUTANTS GENERAL
AL

BG (AL) Michael H. Sumrall

MT

MG John E. Prendergast

AK

MG (AK) Phillip E. Oates

NE

Maj Gen (NE) Roger P. Lempke

AZ

MG David P. Rataczak

NV

Maj Gen Giles E. Vanderhoof

AR

MG Don C. Morrow

NH

MG John E. Blair

CA

MG (CA) Paul D. Monroe Jr.

NJ

MG Paul J. Glazar

CO

Maj Gen Mason C. Whitney

NM

Maj Gen (NM) Randall E. Horn

CT

MG William A. Cugno

NY

Ma i Gen Thomas P. Maguire Jr.

DE

MG Francis D. Vavala

NC

MG (NC) WlUiam E. Ingram Jr.

DC

MG Warren L. Freeman

ND

Maj Gen Michael J. Haugen

FL

Maj Gen (FL) Douglas Burnett

OH

Maj Gen John H. Smith

CiA

Maj Gen David B. Poythress

OK

Maj Gen Stephen P Cortright

GU

MG Benny M. Paulino

OR

MG Alexander H. Burgin

HI

MG Edward L. Correa Jr.

PA

Maj Gen William B. Lynch

ID

MG John E Kane

PR

BG (PR) Francisco A. Marquez

IL

MG (IL) David C. Harris

RI

MG Reginald A. Centracchio

IN

MG (IN) George A. Buskirk Jr.
Maj Gen Gilbert R. Dardis

SC
SD

MG (SC) Stanhope Spars
Maj Gen Philip G. Killey

KS

Mai Gen Gregory B. Gardner

TN

MG Jackie D. Wood

KY

BG Dean A. Youngman

TX

LA

MG Bennett C. Landreneau

UT

MG (UT) Brian L. Tarbet

ME

BG (ME) Joseph E. Tinkham II

VT

Maj Gen Martha T. Rainville

MD

MG (MD) James E Fretterd

VA

MG (VA) Claude A. Williams

MA
M'

Brig Gen George W Keefe
Maj Gen E. Gordon Stump

VI
WA

BG (VI) Cleave A.,'McBean
Maj Gen Timothy J. Lowenberg

MN
MS

Maj Gen Eugene R. Andreotti
MG James H. Lipscomb III

WV
WI

MG Allen E.Tackett
MG James G. Blaney

MO

BG (MO) George D. Shull

WY

Maj Gen Edmond W. Boenisch Jr.

IA

.

Maj Gen Daniel James III

,i-
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APPENDIX C. UNITED STATES PROPERTY
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AND FISCAL OFFICERS
AK
AL
AR
AZ
CA
CO
CT
DC
DE
FL
GA
GU
HI

.

Col Charles W. Warren (ANG)
COL Wayne A. Pratt (ARNG) (Acting)

MT

COL Charles E. Henry (ARNG)
COL Richard M. DeVille (ARNG)

ND

NC
NE

COL John R. Alexander (ARNG)
Col James Hagenson (ANG)
COL Thomas P Thomas (ARNG)

NH

LTC Evelyn M. Wilson (ARNG)
Col Hugh T. Broomall (ANG)

NV

Col Jesse D. Kinghorn Jr. (ANG)
Col William H. Cleland (ANG)
COL Raimond L. G. Taimanglo (ARNG)

OH

NJ
NM
NY
OK
OR

Col George E. Donnelly (ANG)
COL William J. Dowling (ARNG)
Col Jerald L. Engelman (ANG)
COL Stephen R. Robinson (ARNG)
COL Teddy W. Kehr (ARNG)
COL James W. Lovas (ARNG)
COL James R. Morgan (ARNG)
COL Louis A. Cabrera (ARNG)
COL James E. Lamback (ARNG)
COL William L. Zieber (ARNG)
COL Charles J. Frazier (ARNG)
COL Robert H. Rhen (ARNG)
COL Daniel E Carroll (ARNG)

IL

COL Michael E. Rawlins (ARNG)
COL Bernard P Kozosky (ARNG)
Col Mark S. Funaiole (ANG)
Col John W. Newman (ANG)

SC

COL Wilfredo Martinez (ARNG)
Col James J DAgostino (ANG)
COL Rodney D. McKitrick (ARNG)

IN
KS

COL Michael A. James (ARNG)
COL Dennis L. Elliott (ARNG)

SD
TN

COL Jerry E Hoenke (ARNG)
COL Donald H. Glover (ARNG)

KY

COL Michael A. Jones (ARNG)
COL John E Pugh (ARNG)

TX

COL Pat W Simpson (ARNG)
COL Joe R. Behunin (ARNG)

COL Frank P. Baran (ARNG)
Col Carl Nagel III (ANG)

VA
VI

Col Jeffrey R. Allen (ANG)
COL Marion Y. Petersen (ANG)

COL James R. Tinkham (ARNG)
COL James V. Bedard (ARNG)
Col Verne P Burque (ANG)

VT
WA

COL Thomas J. Shailor (ARNG)
COL Oscar B. Hilman (ARNG)

WI

COL Calvin P. Broughton
COL Michael D. Gilpin (ARNG)

WV

COL Robert G. Treland (ARNG)
COL Richard L. Dillon (ARNG)

WY

COL Francis M. Henrich (ARNG)

JA
ID

LA
MA
MD
ME
MI
MN
MO
MS

PA
PR
RI

UT

iS
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APPENDIX D. NATIONAL GUARD BUREAU ST. F
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF
Davis, Russell C., Lieutenant General, USAF, Chief, National Guard Bureau
Rees, Raymond F, Major General, ARNGUS, Vice Chief, National Guard Bureau
Johnson, Warren, Colonel, ARNGUS, Executive to Chief
Harris, Willie, C61onel, ANGUS, Executive to Vice Chief
Gardner, Christopher D., Director, Joint Staff
McIntosh, Ann, Deputy Director, Joint Staff
Anderson, Richard F., Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief, Youth Programs
Byrd, H. Cronin, The Inspector General
Davenport, Willie D., Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief, Sports Management

Davis, Jack, Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief, National Missile Defense
Donohue, Daniel, Chief, Public Affairs and Community Support
Gilmore, Deborah, Chief, Support Services
Higginson, George E., Assistant for Property and Fiscal Affairs
7

Hise, James C., Chief Counsel
Kalber, Mark, Colonel, ANGUS, Chief, International Affairs
Kennedy, Thomas H. Chief, Acquistion and Principal Assistant Responsible for Contracting
Kish, James, Lieutenant Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief, Civil Support (WMD)
Miller, Michael, Colonel, ANGUS, Chief, Office of Policy and Liaison
Morrison, Walter T., Chief, Internal Review Directorate
Mosbey, John C., Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief, Counterdrug Division

Perry, Kathleen T., Colonel, ANGUS, Chief, General Officer Management
Plott, Connie, Resource Manager
Stine, Stephen, Chief, Human Resources

ARMY NATIONAL GUARD DIRECTORATE
Schultz, Roger C., Lieutenant General, USA, Director, Army National Guard
Squier, Michael J., Brigadier General, ARNGUS, Deputy Director
Dittig, Sandi, Lieutenant Colonel, ARNGUS, Executive Officer
Baldwin, Charles P., Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief of Staff
Bugge, Paul W, Lieutenant Colonel, ARNGUS, Secretary of the General Staff

"

Lever, Frank A., Command Sergeant Major, Enlisted Advisor
Barrineau, James A., Jr., Colonenl, ARNGUS, Chief, Force Management

Cleckley, Julia J., Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief Human; Resources Officer
Dean, Thomas D., Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief, Director's Staff Group

Findlay, Richard, Colonel, Chief Informition Officer

Ford, William M., Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief Resource Management Officer

Geary, Reginald B., Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief, Personne Divisin
Germain, David K., Colonel, ARG US, Chief, Training Division
Gluski, George J., Colonel, ARNGUS, Chie, Aviation and Safety

' ...
..

ko

Grass, Franlk J., Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief, Operations Division
Harvey, Kevin S., Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief, Readiness Division
Hill, Donald W, Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief of Chaplains
ladisernia, Philip J., Major, ARNGUS, Chief, Resource Management Office
Jones, Larry R., Colonel, ARNGUS, Comptroller
McCaffrey, Michael K., Colonel, USA, Chief Surgeon
Munoz-Atkinson, John B., Lieutenant Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief, ARNG Leader Development Center
Murphy, Richard 0., Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief, Environmental Programs
Norrell, Oliver L., Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief, ARNG Staff Management Office
Peinhardt, Kenneth K., Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief, Strength Maintenance Division
Reynolds, John F., Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief, ARNG Human Resources Policy and Programs
Rohde, Aleksandra M., Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief, Strategic Initiatives
Sarcione, Stephen M., Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief, Full-Time Support Division
Smith, David C., Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief, Installations Division
Sosa, Arthur J., Colonel, ARNGUS, Commander, Operational Support Airlift Command
Taylor, John D., Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief Operating Officer
Trexler, Michael, Facility Manager
Vermeer, Philip E., Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief, Information Systems
Walker, Layne J., Colonel, USA, Chief, Logistics Division
Walker, Glenn W, Colonel, ARNGUS, Chief Support Officer
Wylie, Maureen E., Chief, Program Analysis & Evaluation Division

.

AIR NATIONAL GUARD DIRECTORATE
Weaver, Paul A. Jr., Major General, ANGUS, Director, Air National Guard
Kimmel, Paul, Brigadier General, ANGUS, Chief Operating Officer
Dunbar, Don, Lieutenant Colonel, ANGUS, Executive
Larrabee, Debra, Colonel, ANGUS, Director, Support Group
Benton, Valerie, Chief Master Sergeant, Senior Enlisted Advisor
Manadier, Naomi, Commander, 2 01st Mission Support Squadron
Coin, Keith, Colonel, ANGUS, Director of Acquisition
Cannon, Larry, Colonel, ANGUS, Chief of Command, Control, Communications, Computers and Information
Carroll, Timothy, Colonel, USAF, Director of Logistics
Dougherty, Mark E., Colonel, ANGUS, Director of Operations
Ellington, John B., Jr., Chief of Chaplains
Falk, Randy, Colonel, USAF, The Air Surgeon
Gavares, Peter M., Colonel ANGUS, Director of Plans, Programs and Manpower
Hillestad, Michael, Colonel, ANGUS, Director of Organization Management
Hoffmaster, Jan C., Colonel, Director of Security Police

:• Martin, Jim, Colonel, ANGUS, Director of Personnel and Training

S Scobey, David, Colonel, ANGUS, Commander, Training and Education Center, McGhee-Tyson ANGB, TN
Stritzinger, Janice M., Colonel, USAF, The Civil Engineer
i Oberbillig, Ronald, Colonel, ANGUS, Chief Financial Officer
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TABLE 1.

F0

STATE

MGMA

OMNOffCN

AK

$11,617,300

$32,513,000

AL
AR
AZ
CA
C6
CT
DC
bE
FL

$76,186,000
$49,475,101
$26,842,656

$86,432,303
$66,706,400
$46,940,500

$0
$75,472
$0

$162,6100
$118,25..3,

$99,743,400
$19,269,600
$20,311,400
$9,579,000
$9,744,200
$57,453,498

$172,037,300
$27,038,900
$55,750,500
$15,193,500
$16,754,000
$70,956,800

$4,631,870
$14,072,172
$532,000
$0
$4,778,097
$1,519,139

$. 6A: 57
$60'm 2
'S7

GA

$50,433,500

$65,503,M00

$0

$1,3,0

GU
HI
IA
ID
IL
IN
KS,

$5,278,500
$18,211,499
$37,549,900
$19,456,500
$46,937,000
$57,303,098
$32,832,300

$3,282,100
$30,762,400
$57,306,200
$44,302,400
$54,617,900
$63,727,200
$64,340,301

$0
$048,973.....7..
$1,123,571

$...609M
$95,9771

$124,442
$2,846,59
$60,770
$631,598

$63,M342
$10:-0...
$121!091,M
$97, 8,199

KY

$36,854,499

$61,280,039

$268,573

$91,403,111

LA
MA
MD
ME
MI

$58,488,100
$38,417,800
$38,788,000
$14,119,101
$47,796,701

$77,08
$1,552,884
$0
$113,70041

$13,10,08
$120,183,'666
38 20
$52,042,401

$49,973,897
$44,642,499

$0
$1i,180 468
$4,203,572

$It1*

MN
MO
MS
MT
NC
ND

$77,540,900
$80,213,002
$35,103,200
$37,809,600
$63,221,900
$67,711,698
$85,079,302

$63,133,799
$16,378,700
$51,228,200
$21,842,200

$140,052,800
$37,106,000
$57,545,100
$26,069,500

$4,741,631
$15,131,851
,79,M p
$9,61,191

NE

$20,081,200

$28,290,001

NJ

NH$10,094,000
$34,707,400

$14,187,800
$4718,600

$429,007$
$0

NM

$20,150,199

$307,000

$1,421,400
ti

20,111,901

Nv~ s ,4 ,4oo

OH~

A
$48,0

$0
$0

$4j6
~

'

"

.....
.

$31,276,297,

I

$128,80;064"
$207,928,M,
$117,482,300
$57,57Z891

M 200

OR
=

$35,861,344

$51,313,298

$1,676,571

$88,851,2113

•PA
PR
SRI

$82,013,500
$49,587,700
$13,302,000

$96,647,600

$720,698

$179,381,798

$34,142,302$18,294,000

$
$0

$83,730,002
$31,596,000

,, SC
SID
I

$48,925,100
$20,908,500

$65,332,400
$26,287,401

$10,437,444
$6,524,803

$124,694,944
$53,720,704

$2,396,401

$79,542,499

$7,032,526

$148,971,426

TX
S" UT

$8,735,700
$40,051,001

$114,036,499
$42,80=5,901

$1,785,748
$1,000,000

$199,557,947
$8,856,902

VA

$45,014,500

$52,742,500

$799,937

$98,556,937

VI
S VT

$4,782,900
$18,760,200

$10,107,800
$23,969,'000

$
$4,032,192

$14,890,700
$46,761,392

i.,WA
; Wl

$33,445,802
$39,188,652

$52,168,301
$45,653,400

$6,073,549
$0

$91,687,652
$84,842,052

' W'V

$26,279,200

$28,507,000

$1,145,183

$55,931,383

WY

$11,123,700

$17,749,800

$13,000

$28,886,50

NG2

$,165,731

$478,664,159

$0

$486,829,890

NGB - OPEN ALLOT
OSA

$1,985,396,598
$0

$0

$

$1,85396,598

$64,989,000

$0

$64,989,000

MISC

$4,000

$25,530,893

$141,344,452

$166,919,345

TOTAL

$3,987,923,976

$3,398,531,000

$2,85,587,002

$7,672,041,978

TN

*MISC includes: RCAS; funding provided to other MACOMs; and funding that cannot be assigned to any state or activity due to
accounting errors.

,

TABLE Z ARNS UNITS MOBILIZED FOR ACTIVE DUTY, FY 01
DUTY TYPE.

MOD DATE

UNIT DESC

Operation Noble Eagle (ONE)/Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF)
Mobilization Augmentation DET 4
9/27/01
32 Army Air & Missile Def Cmd DET 2
9/28/01
72 Mil Police Co
9/30/01

OPERATION

it -

ENDURING FREEDOM
ENDURING FREEDOM
NOBLE EAGLE

WASHINGTON
ORLANDO
HENDERSON

T

S

DC
FL.
NV

25
29
10

Tt

I 17

SC
KY
TN
GA
GA
GA
GA

:'m

PRC BOSNIA
DET 2,HHC,1-118 Inf
223 Mil Police Co
DET Z 287 Mil Police Co
CoA,1-121 Inf
CoA,148 Combat Spt Bn
CoA,2-121 Inf
CoB,1-108 Armor
CoB,1-121 lnf
CoB,148 Combat Spt Bn
CoB,2-121 Inf
CoC,1-121 inf
CoC,148 Combat Spt Bn
CoC,2-121 Inf
CoC,648 Engineer Bn
CoD,1-153 Inf
CoD,3-153 Inf
HHC,48 Inf Brigade

JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT.FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE

MT PLEASANT
LOUISVILJE
LEBANON
LAWRENCEVILLE
DUBLIN
VALDOSTA
CANTON
THOMASTON
HINESVILLE
CORDELE
GAINESVILLE
MACON
AMERICUS
DOUGLAS
SHERIDAN
MAGNOLIA
MACON

GA
GA
GA
GA
GA,
GA
GA
AR
AR
GA

HHC,1-121 Inf

JOINT FORGE

WINDER

GA

HHC,148 Combat Spt Bn
HHC,2-121 Inf Bn
DET 1,141 Mil Intel Bn
DET 1,142 Mil Intel Bn
DET 1A/415 Mil Intel On
DET 1,HHSC/260 Mil Intel Bn
DET 2,142 Mil Intel Bn
1022 Med Co (Air Ambulance)
DET 1,141 Med Co (Air Ambulance)
DET 1,1022 Med Co (Air Ambulance)
126 Press Camp HQs
DET 1,126 Public Affair Det

JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE

FORSYTH
ALBANY
OREN
JORDAN
CARVILLE
MIAMI
JORDAN
CHEYENNE
NEW BRITIAN
AURORA
AUGUSTA
INDIANAPOLIS

GA
GA
UT
UT
LA
FL
UT
WY
CT
CO
MI
IN

JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE

INDIANAPOLIS

4/13/01

DET 6- STARC - Indiana
STARC - Maine

7/24/01
8/2/01
8/4/01

46 Mil Police Co
1-155 Inf
29 Mil Police Co

JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT F E

1/28/01
211/01
2/3/01

2/15/01

2/22/01

3/29/01

Det,STARC - Massachusetts

8/9/01

JOINT FORGE

8/13/01

105
173 Personnel
Personnel Svcs
Svcs Bn
Det

JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE

NASHVILLE
NAHL

8/14/01

HHC,29 Avn Bde

JOINTFORGE
JOINT Ff

SNDSTONE

8/15/01

8/16/01

122

1,198 Armor
2-198
Armor

BANGOR
LANSING
MCCOMS
TOWSON
SPRINGII
BOONEVILLE
OXFORD

2-224 Avn

COB22 Engr Bn
Am
1,-150M

JOINT W,!GE
JOINTORG

3-141 tnt

JONT

T

A

4
64
-5
S
74
75
70
210
4
4
4
5
4
36
IS
20
13
8,
-.

4

MI
MS
MD
M
MA
MS
MS
TN
.TN

-91

.: .

. -:'".. ::."" ::.-

. .

70
64
85
70

I

>w..! ": ltd

LA

15
'815
70
:.
67

ME

VA

.-,

uz;

4
2
5
4

4

8/17/01
8/18/01
8/19/01

8/20/01
8/21/01
8/22/01
8/23/01
8/26/01
8/29/01
8/30/01
9/4/01
9/6/01

PRC KOSOVO

11/24/00
1/18/01
2/21/01
3/1/01
6/1/01
6/21/01
9/4/01
9/28/01

TrpA,1-158 Cav
HHC,29 Inf Division
Det,STARC - Connecticut
50 Personnel Svcs Bn
211 Mil Police Bn (Det)

JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE

ANNAPOLIS
FT BELVOIR
HARTFORD
LAWRENCEVILLE

MD
VA
CT
NJ
MA

A4.
2
I
18

CoF224 Avn
STARC - Mississippi

JOINTFORGE
JOINT FORGE

ABERDEEN
JACKSON

MD
MS

54
11

Det,STARC - Tennessee
1-102 Inf
129 Signal Bn
1-104 Inf
223 Mil Intel Bn (Det)
1-181 Inf
29 Div Spt Cmd
143 Fwd Spt Bn
241 Mil Intel Co
1006 Eng Det
STARC - Iowa (Det)
2-114 Field Arty
341 Mil Intel Bn
382 Mobile Pub Affairs Det
106 Spt Bn

JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE
JOINT FORGE

NASHVILLE
MANCHESTER
BELAIR
WESTFIELD

TN
CT
MD
MA
CA
MA
MO
CT
OR
AL
IA
MS
WA
NC
MS

1
95
6
85
4
.85.
21
149
36
6

DET 1 F/144 Field Arty (Target Acq)
41 Spt CTR (Rear Area Ops)
142 Mil Intel Bn (Det)
Det 3, 2 Bn 19 Gp
155 Engr Co (Fwd)

JOINT GUARDIAN
JOINT GUARDIAN
JOINT GUARDIAN
JOINT GUARDIAN
JOINT GUARDIAN

LOS ANGELES
LINCOLN
WEST JORDAN
MIDDLETON
NASHVILLE

CA
NE
UT
RI
TN

45
38
4
10
37

DET 1,Avn Bde (Fwd)
130 Rear Area Ops Ctr
Op Det. A951, B/2-19 SFG
Op Det. A 966, C/2-19 SFG
DET 2,1-108 Inf

JOINT GUARDIAN
JOINT GUARDIAN
JOINT GUARDIAN
JOINT GUARDIAN
JOINT GUARDIAN

SHELBYVILLE
TULLAHOMA
COLUMBUS

IN
TN
OH
WV
NY

1
38
12
10
1
196

AL
MT
AZ
AZ
MT
MN
IA
MN
MN
NM
KS
NE
NE
UT
IN

74
1
13
3
7
102
122
24
19
41
6
80
80
120
11

WI

22

WORCESTERTOWSON
WATERBURY
DOTHAN
JOHNSTOWN
STARKVILLE
PORT ORCHARD
RALEIGH
TAYLORSVILLE
BOSNIA TOTAL

KOSOVO TOTAL
PRC SW ASIA

1/2/01
1/13/01

1/18/01
5/4/01
5/5/01
5/21/01

7/20/01
9/9/01,

DET 1 1/203 Air Def Arty
DET 2 A/1/189 AVN
DET 2 C/1/189 AVN
DET 2 E/1/189 AVN
DET 2 HHC 1/189 AVN
B/2/135 Inf
C/1/168 Inf
N2/200 Air Def Arty
HHB 2/200 Air Def Arty
2-200 Air Def Arty
A/2/137 Inf
B/1/167 Cavalry
C/1/167 Cavalry
1-211 AVN (ATK)
B/1-147 AVN

SOUTHERN WATCH
SOUTHERN WATCH
SOUTHERN WATCH
SOUTHERN WATCH
SOUTHERN WATCH
SOUTHERN WATCH
SOUTHERN WATCH
SOUTHERN WATCH
SOUTHERN WATCH
DESERT SPRING
DESERT SPRING
SOUTHERN WATCH
SOUTHERN WATCH
DESERT SPRING
DESERT SPRING

HHC/1-147 AVN (ASLT)
1-!84 Inf

DESERT SPRING
DESERT SPRINGCA10

HUNTSVILLE
HELENA
PHOENIX
PHOENIX
HELENA
ROCHESTER
COUNCIL BLUFF
RIO RANCHERO
RIO RANCHERO
KANSAS CITY
BEATRICE
FREMONT

SSOUTHWEST

ASIA TOTAL
Grand Total

1
3
4
20
50
3498

43
473
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ST

O&M

milcon

Mitm
rs

AK

$50,566r602-00

$12,376,712.00

$238002

AL
AR
AZ
CA
CO
CT

$50,445,101.51
$51,766,370.04
$142,407,561.87
$113,529,718.00
$44,281,960.47
$26,197,019.17

DC
DE

.

..

$5,788,093.59
$504,623-00

$2,374
5
$1,,2239 .
$1,67,443.27
$5,796,193.90
$1,599,968,192.06
$1,004,929.00

$36,019,800-00
$18,917,794.28

$5,054-00
$0.00

$1,355,000.00
$871,M.47

$7-W

FL
GA

$60,219,39762
$196,884,780.96

$96,922.00
$77,842.96

$1,984,368.85
$3,568,970.17

,68 BA
$031,594-09

GM

$677,300.00

HI
IA
ID
IL
IN
KS
KY
LA

$84,965,894.19
$69,547,192.57
$34,286,925.40
$72,595,073.17
$57,143,703.26
$85,600,344.72
$21,661,257.80
$54,693,500.00

$40,571.85
$42,959.91
$3,837,163.00
$2,287,809.27
$0.00

$1,868,937.91
$2,768,477.66
$1,034,662.45
$3,411,239.30
$1,927,966.18
$2,012,098.30
$1,567,097.30
$1,572,200.00

MA
MD
ME
MI
MN
MO
MS
MT
NC
ND
NE
NH
NJ
NM
NV
NY
OH
OK
OR
PA
PR
Ri
SC
SD

$86,911,431.14
$486,737,961.17
$29,477,187.57
$112,677,812.95
$58,596,252.58
$74,162,320.48
$58,561,999.68
$27,907,395.46
$23,652,337.61
$35,148,771.18
$22,988,246.32
$28,836,116.12
$61,173,214.33
$33,732,808.20
$20,685,218.23
$159,972,207.28
$160,379,227.24
$382,933,976.51
$107,410,754.31
$69,325,915.36
$25,299,968.10
$21,875,501.99
$39,659,873.09
$29,040,230.31

$5,901,160.24

$2,065,313.49
$1,855,496.52
$1,346,912.70
$3,328,440.25
$3,266,3833.78
$2,810,807.37
$2,911,925.99
$1,424,506.30
$1,661,911.55
$1,833,1959
$1,304,7.01.00
$1,034,7315.72
$1,766,735.65
$999,634.02
$987,853.70 ,
$7,587,142-27
$5,402,4883
$3,076,276.17
$2,370,500.00
$5,334,413.38
,
$991,574

TN

$78,154,054.97

TX
UT

$88,519,482.68
$92,888,972.03

VA
VTI"
WA

$29,394,610.12
$32,708,443.98

WY$24,884,870.00

$1,492,090.54
$17,904 00

$42,019.34

-:
- -64

.

..

$144,2Z909 .14
$11,567,931.2
$27,70,51.17
.$1.......

*.Z47

$574,300.00

$0.00
$21,385,889.53
$309,750.31
$406,968.00
$636,772.18
$1,030,355.90
$3,978,840.00
$919,727.70
$3,342,194.34
$0.00
$1,360,975.59
$6,363,308.78
$11,958,37034
$6,270,555.00
$70,112.00
$0.00
$381,9798
$1,471,406.37

$ 38
14
$
,75.85
$7842%,. 74
$59,071,669.44
$7,612,44-02
$23=
10
$5,25,0.00

'
..

$94
$488 , 69
$0
27
$137,392,142.73
17
6706
$77,3WAK.85
$62,110,6785
$ 3 5
$29,20,019.16
$370901,698.47
$33,326...
$3 ,94918

-

$36,093,417.81
71
$179,517,?
$12,5,20
$36 ,01022/ 8

.
-

Z1. :$24,338,W-10
$401 2

.

.2...
I

$18,23.77
$7,78,300.00-

$1t,529

.1

$851,OZ012

S4

2

t35,78,057.32
81.I

.

..

'IK479,877
SI|t

.17

*

-

.

.$1,4,OO00O0

*>.5.,

,4

"Y.

.-

TABLE 2.MAJOR EXERCISES & DEPLOYMENTS
START DATE

END DATE

UNIT

STATE # PERSONNEL # AIRCRAFT

LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
4

Air Defense Alert
1-Oct-00
1-Nov-00
1-Nov-00
1-Oct-00
1-Oct-00

31-Oct-00
30-Nov-00
30-Nov-00
31-Oct-00
18-Sep-01

1-Oct-00
1-Oct-00
1-Oct-00
1-Oct-00
1-Oct-00
1-Oct-00

18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01

125FW
102FW
154FW
159FW
102FW
147FW
142FW
125FW
119FW
148FW
144FW

FL
MA
HI
LA
MA
TX
OR
FL
ND
MN
CA

Total Air Defense Alert

80
80
80
80
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

600

29

Iceland
Iceland
Iceland
Iceland
Homestation
Homestation
Homestation
Homestead ARB, FL
Langley AFB, VA
Tyndall AFB, FL
March ARB, CA

Air Defense Alert
Air Defense Alert
Air Defense Alert
Air Defense Alert
Air Defense Alert
Air Defense Alert
Air Defense Alert
Air Defense Alert
Air Defense Alert
Air Defense Alert
Air Defense Alert

Coronet Oak
7-Oct-00
14-Oct-00
21-Oct-00
28-Oct-00
29-Oct-00
29-Oct-00
4-Nov-00
10-Nov-00
30-Dec-00
6-Jan-01
13-Jan-01
20-Jan-01
27-Jan-01
3-Feb-01
10-Feb-01
17-Feb-01
31-Mar-01
7-Apr-01
14-Apr-01
21-Apr-01
28-Apr-01
5-May-01
21-May-01
19-May-01
30-Jun-01
7-Jul-01
14-Jul-01
21-Jul-01

21-Oct-00
28-Oct-00
4-Nov-00
12-Nov-00
11-Nov-00
11-Nov-00
18-Nov-00
24-Nov-00
13-Jan-01
20-Jan-01
27-Jan-01
3-Feb-01
10-Feb-01
17-Feb-01
24-Feb-01
3-Mar-01
14-Apr-01
21-Apr-01
28-Apr-01
5-May-01
12-May-01
19-May-01
26-May-01
2-Jun-01
14-Jul-01
21-Jul-01
28-Jul-01
4-Aug-01

133AW
146AW
156AW
127WG
124WG
124WG
165AW
165AW
118AW
118AW
182AW
143AW
130AW
152AW
166AW
133AW
156AW
167AW
153AW
167AW
127WG
146AW
123AW
179AW
165AW
165AW
165AW
165AW

MN
CA
PR
MI
ID
ID
GA
GA
TN
TN
IL
RI
WV
NV
DE
MN
PR
WV
WY
WV
MI
CA
KY
OH
GA
GA
GA
GA

52
56
56
28
28
28
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56

2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico

Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak

28-Jui-01

11-Aug-01

165AW

GA

56

4-Aug-01
11-Aug-01
18-Aug-01

2

Puerto Rico

Coronet Oak

18-Aug-01
25-Aug-01
1-Sep-01

123AW
118BAW
145AW

KY
TN
NC

56
56
56

2
2
2

Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico

Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak
Coronet Oak

1704

61

Total Coronet Oak

125

START DATE

END DATE

UNIT

STATE #PERSONNEL #AIRCRAFT

O

DI

,

Iceland Defense Agreement
1-Oct-00
15-Oct-00
29-Oct-00
12-Nov-00
26-Nov-00
10-Dec-00
24-Dec-00
7-Jan-01
21-Jan-01
4-Feb-01
18-Feb-01
27-May-01
10-Jun-01

14-Oct-00
28-Oct-00
11-Nov-00
25-Nov-00
9-Dec-00
23-Dec-00
6-Jan-01
20-Jan-01
3-Feb-01
17-Feb-01
3-Mar-01
9-Jun-01
23-Jun-01

186ARW
155ARW
171ARW
107ARW
128ARW
117ARW
141ARW
134ARW
126ARW
190ARW
171ARW
121ARW
154WG

MS
NE
PA
NY
WI
AL
WA
TN
IL
KS
PA
OH
HI

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Iceland
Iceland
Iceland
Iceland
Iceland
Iceland
Iceland
Iceland
Iceland
Iceland
Iceland
Iceland
Iceland

Iceland Defese Ageeent
Iceland Defense Agreement
Iceland Defense Agreement
Iceland Defense Agreement
iceland Defense Agreement
Iceland Defense Agreement
Iceland Defense Agreement
Iceland Defense Agreement
Iceland Defense Agreement
Iceland Defense Agreement
Iceland Defense Agreement
Iceland Defense Agreement,
Iceland Defense Agreement

8-Jul-01
.22-Jul-01
5-Aug-01
19-Aug-01
2-Sep-01

21-Ju-01
4-Aug-01
18-Aug-01
1-Sep-01
15-Sep-01

157ARW
107ARW
168ARW
163ARW
121ARW

NH
NY
AK
CA
OH

10
10
10
10
10

1
1
1
1
1

Iceland
Iceland
Iceland
Iceland
Iceland

Iceland Defense Agreement
Iceland Defense Agreement
Iceland Defense Agreement
Iceland Defense Agreement
Iceland Defense Agreement

24-Jun-01

7-Jul-01

186ARW

2-e-11--1

MS

10

1

O01

Total Iceland Defense Agreement

Iceland

12AW Iceland

190

19

86
86
86
86
86
86
86

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

602

7

160
160
160
160
160

5
5
5
5
5

800

25

Classified
Classified
Classified

Iceland Defense Agree

Ice lanDefens

Ag [rement

Joint Forge
29-Oct-00
1-Dec-00
1-Dec-00
1-Mar-01
1-Mar-01
1-Jun-01
1-Jun-01

2-Dec-00
1-Mar-01
1-Mar-01
30-May-01
30-May-01
30-Aug-01
30-Aug-01

154AW
123AW
179AW
136AW
137AW
152AW
182AW

HI
KY
OH
TX
OK
NV
IL

Total Joint Forge

Ramstein
Ramstein
Ramstein
Ramstein
Ramstein
Ramstein
Ramstein

Joint Forge
Joint Forge
Joint Forge
Joint Forge
Joint Forge
bJoint Forge
Joint Forge

Curacao
Curacao
Curacao
Curacao
Curacao

Nighthawk
Nighthawk
Nighthawk
Nighthawk
Nighthawk

Classified
Classified
Classified

Classified
Classified
Classified

Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle

Classified

Classified

Noble Eagle
Noble Eal
Noble Eagle

Nighthawk
1-Sep-01
3-Mar-01
14-Jul-01
27-Jan-01
30-Dec-00

1 -Jul-01
26-Jan-01
1-Jun-01
29-Dec-00
1-Dec-01

119FW
115FW
148FW
183FW
192FW

ND
W
MN
IL
VA

Total Nighthawk

Noble Eagle
ME
NY
NJ

11-Sep-01
11-Sep-01
11-Sep-01
11-Sep-01

30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01

101ARW
107ARW
108ARW

11-Sep-01

30-Sep-01
11Sp-130Sp-1

121ARW
12AW

OH
IL

Classified
Classified

Classified
Classified

Classified
-Classified

30- Sep-01

128ARW

WI

Classified

Classified

Classiid

11.Sep-01

117ARW

AL

Classified

Noble

//--

,.

e.. .........

ST
PART DATE

END DATE

UNIT

30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01
30-Sep-01

134ARW

STATE # PERSONNEL # AIRCRAFT

LOCATION

DESCRIPTION

Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified

Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified

Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified
Classified

Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle
Noble Eagle

Classified

Classified

116
116
116
116
40
40
36
116
116
116
116
116
116

3
3
3
3
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
3

EUCOM
EUCOM
EUCOM
EUCOM
EUCOM
EUCOM
EUCOM
EUCOM
EUCOM
EUCOM
EUCOM
EUCOM
EUCOM

OJF
OJF
OJF
OJF
OJF
OJF
OJF
OJF
OJF
OJF
OJF
OJF
0JF

Air Defense
11-Sep-01
11-Sep-01
11-Sep-01
11-Sep-01
11-Sep-01
11-Sep-01
11-Sep-01
11-Sep-01
11-Sep-01
11-Sep-01
11-Sep-01
11-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
18-Sep-01
11-Sep-01

141ARW
151ARW
155ARW
157ARW
161ARW
163ARW
168ARW
171ARW
186ARW
190ARW
154WG
102FW
127WG
147FW
177FW
14WG
159FW
142FW
158FW
162FW
192FW
125FW
115FW
119FW
148FW
120FW
144FW
187FW
188FW
Multiple

TN
WA
UT
NE
NH
AZ
CA
AK
PA
MS
KS
HI
MA
Ml
TX
NJ
CO
LA
OR
VT
AZ
VA
FL
WL
ND
MN
MT
CA
AL
AR

Total Noble Eagle

Operation Joint Force (OJF)

S

I1-Nov-00
1-Dec-00
1-Jan-01
1-Feb-01
1-Mar-01
1-Mar,-01
1-Mar-01
1-Apr-01
1-May-01
1-Jun-01
1-Jul-01
1-Aug-01
1-Oct-00

1-Dec-00
1-Jan-01
1-Feb-01
1-Mar-01
1-Apr-01
1-Apr-01
1-Apr-01
1-May-01
1-Jun-01
1-Jul-01
1-Aug-01
1-Sep-01
1-Nov-00

Total Operation Joint Force

1

163ARW
171ARW
155ARW
161ARW
126ARW
134ARW
101ARW
117ARW
108ARW
128ARW
101ARW
186ARW
121ARW

CA
PA
NE
AZ
IL
TN
ME
AL
NJ
Wl
ME
MS
OH

1276

,127-

127

STAMT DATE

END DATE

UNT

STATE # ESONL# AICRAT

LOXATION

GW

Operation Northern Watch (ONW)

•

1-Nov-00
1-Dec-00
1-Jan-01

1-Dec-00
1-Jan-01
1-Feb-01

168ARW
107ARW
186ARW

AL
NY
MS

85
85
85

2
2
2

EUCOM
EUCOM
EUCOM

O.W
ONW
OMW

1-Jun-01
1-Jul-01
1-Aug-01
15-Jan-01
1-Jun-01
1-Oct-00

1-Jul-01
1-Aug-01
1-Sep-01
28-Feb-01
30-Sep-01
1-Nov-00

171ARW
190ARW
134ARW
150FW
129RQW
126ARW

PA
KS
TN
NM
CA
IL

85
85
85
280
250
85

2
2
2
10
5
2

EUCOM
EUCOM
EUCOM
Incirlik
EUCOM
EUCOM

O-W
ONW
OMW
OMW
ONW
ONW

1125

29

Total Operation Northern Watch

Operation Southern Watch (OSW)
1-Jun-01
1-Sep-01
1-Jun-00
1-Aug-01
1-Nov-00
1-Jul-01
1-Oct-00

30-Jun-01
30-Sep-01
30-Jun-01
31-Aug-01
30-Oct-00
31-Jul-01
31-Oct-00

122FW
127WG
132FW
138FW
140WG
144FW
147FW

IN
MI
IA
OK
CO
CA
TX

238
238
406
406
406
238
238

6
6
10
10
10
6
6

Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia

0SW
OSW
0SW
OSW
OSW
OSW
OSW

1-Apr-01

30-Apr-01

169FW

SC

238

8

Saudi Arabia

0SW

1-Aug-01
1-Nov-00
1-Jul-01
1-Sep-01

31-Aug-01
30-Nov-00
31-Jul-01
30-Sep-00

174FW
177FW
180FW
103FW

NY
NJ
OH
CT

238
238
406
417

6
6
10
12

Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia

OSW
OSW
OSW
OSW

3707

96

12

1

Hong Kong (exercise)

Sarex

12

1

30
30
30
30

1
1
1
1

South America
South America
South America
South America

Shula Pen
Shula Pen
Shula Pen
Shula Pen

120

4

37

4

Australia (exercise)

Tandem Thrust

37

4

Total Operation Southern Watch

Sarex
2-Dec-00

13-Dec-00

176WG

AK

Total Sarex

Shula Pen
10Mar-01
30-Oct-00
24-Apr-01
26-Jul-01

13-Apr-01
29-Nov-00
24-May-01
25-Aug-01

152AW
166AW
193SOW
165AW

NV
DE
PA
GA

Total Shula Pen

Tandem Thrust
8-May-01

28-May-01

145AW

Total Tandem Thrust

TOTAL Without Classified data

128

NC

10173

j

AK000

10/1/0

8/10/01

Federal/Sate/l ocal Agency Support

Other

A00

1211/00

12/1,/00

Federal/State/goal Agency Support

Search & Rescue

g/ocal Agency Support
Federal/Sa
FederaltStatetLocal Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Search & Rescue Support

1212600

122500
12/27/00

AK0312/2/0
: A

T

, ;

Suppo

it

3

Search & Rescue Su"pport
Aviation Suppor

AK061/24/01

1/12/01
1/24/01

1/24/01
1/29/0

1/24/01
1/30/01

Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

10/22/00

10/22/00

Federal/State/Locai Agency Support

Search &

- 10/29/00
11/t/00

10/29/00
11/1/00

Search & Rescue Support
Search & Rescue Suppo rt

3..:,
3

AK0012

11/14/00

11/14/00

Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Search & Rescue Support

2

AK0013

12/2/00

12/2/00

Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Search & Rescue Support

3,

AK001

11/2/00

3

12/29/00
12/29/00
1/2/00

Federal/State/Local Agency
Federal/State/Local Agency
Federa!/State/Local Agency
Federal/State/Local Agency

Support

AK0015
AK00176
AK0017

11/2/00
12/28/00
12/29/00
1/2/00

Support
Support
Support

6
3
6

,

AK0018
AK001

1,/2/0
12/22/00

1/2/0
12/22/00

Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Search & Rescue Support
Search & Rescue Support

03
0

....
~:i ii

112/00

Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Search & Rescue Support

3

2/4/01

Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Search & Rescue Support

20
, 3,
3.4

AK051/12/1
AK0007
AK00
.AK000
AK O,0
AK01 1

A02112/3/0

AK0023/0

44

:

Support
Support
Support
Support

r1 " 3

"...

- ::

3
Search & Rescue Support ..
Search & Rescue Suport':, 6
Re

s c u e

Search & Rescue
Search & Rescue
Search & Rescue
Search & Rescue

4

Supor

'

'
I

r

,,,,
. .....
;

i

, "I. r

"

2/7/01
2/1/01

Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Search & Rescue Support
Search & Rescue Supr

O
A AK0028

1/4/1
3/24/01

1/2/01
3/24/01

Agency Support
Federal/State/Local
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

AvainSprt3444.
euSuppo
Aviarcion

AK0029

2/26/01

2/26/01

Federa!/State/Local Agency Support

Aviation Supr

2ecS
1

AK06
AK003
AK0038

4/3/01
4/24/01
4/18/01

4/3/01
4/24/01
4/18/01

Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Search & Recu Supor
Search & ReceSupr
Search & Rescue Support

4
4
3

AK0039

5/14/01

5/14/01

Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Search & Rescue S upport

3

;

AK004

5/18/01

5/18/01

Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Search & Resc'ue Support

3

}r,

0041

5/31/01

6/15/01

Flood

Other

42

6/28101

7/5/01

Fire

Aviation Supor

120'

7/2/01

7/3/01

Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Search &-Rescue Suport
..

6

7/8/01
7/1/01

71/01
7/11/01

Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Aviation Support
,
Search & Rescue Support

6.3

7/19/01
7/25/01
7/25/0
7/27/01
8/1/01

7/19/01
7/25/01
7/25/01
7/27/01
1/1/01

Federal/State/Local
Federal/State/Local
Federal/State/Local
Federal/State/Local
Federal/State/Local

18/2/01
1/2/01
18/14/00

1/2/01
1/3/01
1/1/01
1201

Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/Ste/Local Agency Suppo

i AK0044
AK005
A6
7
AK0048

AK0049
AK050
AK005
AK02
AK0053
AK006
A/12/01

Agency Support
Agency Support
Agency Support
Agency Support
Agency Support

Search
Search
Search
.Search
Search

1:4

;

'

'

& Rescue Support
& Rescue Support
& Rescue Support
& RcSupport,
& Rescue Support

I"

3
3
9

2

r'1""" " F

s .L :q

.

I

"

;, :

"

7,

r

Search & Rescue Support
Search & Rescue Support,
Search & Rescue Support
Sr
& R u
pr

q"

.

, ,
...

2/1/01
2/1/01

A

"

i :i~i

AK0024
,AK0026

rt

i

.44

AK0062
AK0063
AK0064
AK00O8
AK0067
AK0068
AK0070
AK0071
AK0073
AK0074
AK0075
AK0076
AK0077

START

END

OPERATION

SURP

8/20/01
8/29/01
8/30/01

8/21/01
8129/01
8/30/01

9/4/01

9/4/01

9/4/01
8/19/01
9/8/01
9/11/01
9/11/01
8/12/01
9/14/01
9/20/01
9/21/01

9/4/01
8/28/01
9/8/01
9/11/01
9/11/00
8/12/01
9/14/01
9/20/01
9/21/01

Federa/State/Local Agency Support
Fedoral/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Fedora /State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Civil Disturbance
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Aviation Support,
Aviation Support
Aviation Support
Search & Rescue Support
Search & Rescue Support
Search & Rescue Support
Search & Rescue Support
Search & Rescue Support
Aviation Support
Aviation Support
Search & Rescue Support
Search & Rescue Support
Aviation Support

3 '
3
5
X5
12
3
5
3
3
7
5
13

Drought
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Fire
Tornado
Winter Storm
Tornado
Winter Storm
Fire
Fire
Flood

Transportation Support
Other
Engineer Support
Other
Shelter Support
Engineer Support
Transportation Support
Other
Aviation Support
Engineer Support

2
16
9
532
24
82
14
8
6
186

Winter Storm
Winter Storm
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Utility Support
Shelter Support
Search & Rescue-Support

1,548
6,191
118

2
618
I
18

A ION

MAM.

TOTAL: 61 TOTAL MANDAYS : 738
ALABAMA
10/1/00
11/30/00
10/1/00
12/16/00
12/20/00
12/27/00
1/1/01
3/3/01
5/16/01
8/5/01

AL0001
ALOO02
"AL0003
AL0004
AL0005
AL0006
AL0007
AL0008
AL0010
AL0011

10/1/00
12/1/00
10/1/00
12/21/00
12/21/00
1/9/01
1/2/01
3/18/01
5/17/01
8/7/01

TOTAL: 10 TOTAL MANDAYS : 879
ARKANSAS
12/13/00
12/25/00
4/30/01

AR01
AR0002
AR0003

TOTAL:

3

12/18/00
1/29/01
5/4/01

TOTAL MANDAYS : 7,857

ARIZONA
AZOO01
AZ0002
A02
AZ0003
AZOO03
AZ0004
AZOO04
AZOO05
AZOO06
AZ0007
AZO008
AZ0009

10/6/00
10/22/00
4/11/01
10/31/00
4/17/01
10/30/00
5/5/01
5/21/01
6/13/01
6/6/01
6/18/01
6/20/ 6/

10/7/00
11/9/00
4/11/01
11/1/00
4/20/01
11/20/00
5/6/01
6/4/01

Fire
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Fire
Hazardous Material Incident
Fire
Fire
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Shelter Support
'Search & Rescue Support
Shelter Support
Other
Shelter Support
Shelter Support
Shelter Support
Shelter Support

6/25/01
6/12/01
6/19/01
6/25/01

Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire

AZ0010

7/11/01

Natural Disaster Fire

Shelter Support
Shelter Support
Shelter Support
Shelter Support
Shelter Support

13,AL

TOTAL MANDAYS : 995

CALIFORNIA
CA0001
CA0002
CA0003
CA0004

10/1/00
12/14/00
12/29/00
1/3/01

10/1/00
12/15/00
12/900
1/3/01

Fedeoral/State/Local Agency Suppr
Federal/State/Locral Agency Su
,
Federa/Stt/
aLO
I Agency Suppor
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Other
Search & Bacue Support
Search &-fRsue Support!
Other

"22
4
45
39
21
2
12
.199

10
4
:

j

.i:?
1,.:i•
;. '

.,

A0005
CAO006
CA0007

CA0008
CA0O01
CA0011
CA0012
CA0013
CAO014
CA0015
CA0016
CA0017
CA0018
CA0019
CA0021
CA0022
CA0023
CA0025
CA0026
CA0027
CA0029

START

END

OPERATION

SUBOPERATIOM

MANDAY-

2/1/01
2/22/01
3/6/01
3/22/01
3/28/01
4/12/01
5/4/01
5/23/01
5/24/01
6/18/01
6/24/01
7/10/01
7/11/01
7/16/01
8/10/01
8/12/01
8/16/01
8/28/01
8/30/01
9/7/01
9/24/01

2/1/01
2/22/01
3/6/01
3/22/01
4/4/01
4/12/01
5/6/01
5/24/01
5/25/01
6/22/01
6/25/01
7/12/01
7/11/01
7/16/01
8/31/01
8/12/01
8/16/01
8/28/01
8/31/01
9/14/01
9/25/01

Assistance To Law Enforcement
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Flood
Presidential/ice Presidential Support
Assistance To Law Enforcement
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

2

Fire
Assistance To Law Enforcement
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Fire
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Fire
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Fire
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Fire
Fire
Fire

Other
Aviation Support
Transportation Support
Aviation Support
Other
Search & Rescue Support
Shelter Support
Search & Rescue Support
Aviation Support
Aviation Support
Search & Rescue Support
Shelter Support
Aviation Support
Aviation Support
Aviation Support
Search & Rescue Support
Aviation Support
Search & Rescue Support
Aviation Support
Aviation Support
Shelter Support

Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Other

12

4
3
21
21
4
12
8
8
79
8
12
4
4
1,421
4
4
2
12
300
8

TOTAL:25 TOTAL MANDAYS:1,991
COLORADO
C00002

9/29/01

TOTAL

1

TOTAL MANDAYS:

12

CONNECTICUT
2/6/01
3/6/01
3/25/01
4/10/01
5/25/01
5/15/01

CT0001
CT00O2
CT0003
CT0004
CT0005
CT0006

2/5/01
3/5/01
3/19/01
4/9/01
4/30/01
5/15/01

TOTAL:6

TOTAL MAN DAYS : 2,004

Winter Storm
Winter Storm
Civil Disturbance
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Fire

Other
Transportation Support
Other
Medical Support
Medical Support
Aviation Support

14
8
1,096
158
724
4

Presidential/Vice Presidential Support
Loss Of Public Utilities

Civil Support Team
Utility Support

1,007
9

Flood
Fire
Fire
Flood
Hurricane

Transportation Support
Aviation Support
Other
Other
Other

4,300
3,564
2,867
379
249

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
1/19/01
6/14/01

DC0001
DC0002

1/20/01
6/16/01

TOTAL : 2 TOTAL MANDAYS: 1,016

FLORIDA
FL0003
FLOO04
FLOO07
TOTAL

11/30/00
4/10/01
6/30/01
8/8/01
9/19/01

10/4/00
1/26/01
4/14/01
8/5/01
9/13/01

FLOO01
FLOO02

:5

TOTAL MANDAYS: 11,359

GEORGIA
GA001

5/19/01

5/30/01

Fire

Aviation Support

190

1410001

11/2/00

12/7/00

Flood

Other

84

4

131
.,

,

3

H10002
HIO02
H10004
HI0005

START

END

OPERATIONj

12/1/00
2/2/01
3/17/01
5/5/01

12/16/00
24/01
3/18/01
5/12/01

Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Fedral/State/Local Agency Support
Hazardous Material Incident
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

h
Aviation Sp
rTransportation Suppot

4
i

Winter Storm
Flood

Transportation Support
Other

25
3,516

Fire

Other

117

Flood
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Other
Other

2,125
14

Winter Storm
Winter Storm
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Transportation Support
Engineer Support
Other

14
24
752

Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Tornado

Other
Other

171
43'

Loss Of Public Utilities
Rood
Fire
Flood

Utility Support
Other
Aviation Support
Transportation Support

211
5
1,016
7

,er
10

TOTAL: 5 TOTAL MANDAYS: 1,510

IOWA
219/01
8/13/01

IA0001
IA0002

2/9/01
4/17/01

TOTAL:2

TOTAL MANDAYS :3,541

IDAHO
10/4/00

ID0001

10/1/00

TOTAL:1

TOTAL MANDAYS: 117

ILLINOIS
5/4/01
7/25/01

IL0001
IL0002

4/21/01
7/25/01

TOTAL:2
INDIANA

TOTAL MANDAYS :2,139

LNO001
IN0002
IN0003

12/12/100
12/21/00
6/9/01

TOTAL:3

TOTAL MANDAYS : 790

12/12/00
12/23/00
6/12/01

KANSAS
1/23/01
4/24/01

KS0001
KS0002

1/18/01
4/22/01

TOTAL: 2

TOTAL MANDAYS : 214

KENTUCKY
10/24/00
8/5/01
11/10/00
8/10/01

KY0001
KY0001
KY0002
KY0002

10/15/00
7/12/01
11/1/00
8/4/01

TOTAL:4

TOTAL MANDAYS:: 1,239

LOUISIANA

323
II 10 -

LAOO0
LA0002

10/11/00
10/1/00

3/8/01
10/1/00

Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Fire

Utility Support
Aviation Support

LA0003
LA0004
LA05
LA0006
LA0007
LAO08
LA0009

10/31/00
12113/00
12/28/00
31/01
4/6/01
4/20/01
8/6/01

11/3/00
1/2/01
12/29/00
3/20/01
8/7/01
4/22/01
7/7/01

Fire
Winter Storm
Winter Storm
Flood
Federal/State/Locl Agency Support
Assistance To Law Enforcement

Aviation Support
Utility Support
Utility Support
Transportation Support
Utility Support
Seach & Rescue Support-

91
149
68
210
0
36
a73,
R

9/8/01

Engineer Support
Other

LAGNlO

Hurricane
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

TOTAL:10-- TOTAL MANAYS: 1,915
MASSACHUSElTES
MA0001l
MA0002
MAOO

3/5/J01
3/22/01
3/3/0

31120
3j21
4/3/01

,
Winter Stm
. "Fed eralIStat/Lcal Agecy Support
Roo

f1'
T n or
-thr

Su;ppor,

.1-

-',

...

START

END

OPERATION

SUBOPERATION

MA004

4/16/01
5/3/01

4/16/01
5/3/01

Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Fire

Other
Aviation Support

327
8

TOTAL: 6

TOTAL MANDAYS: 1,561
Parade
Assistance To Law Enforcement

Transportation Support
Other

70
41

Fire
Flood
Fire
Tornado
High Winds/Hail
High Winds/Hail
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Aviation Support
Transportation Support
Aviation Support
Other
Other
Other
Other

75
4,177
30
156
137
193
3,603

Winter Storm

Engineer Support

75

MAO05

MARYLAND
1/30/01
5/19/01

MD0001
MD0002

1/30/01
5/19/01

TOTAL 2

TOTAL MANDAYS:111

MINNESOTA
10/23/00
5/4/01
4/30/01
5/4/01
6/13/01
6/16/01
9/16/01

MN0001
MN0001
MN0002
MN0003
MN0004
MN0005
MNO006

10/20/00
4/7/01
4/28/01
5/1/01
6/11/01
6/14/01
9/6/01

TOTAL:7

TOTAL MANDAYS : 8,371

MISSOURI
1/2/01

MO0001

12/27/00

TOTAL:1

TOTAL MANDAYS: 75

MISSISSIPPI
MS0001

2/16/01

2/18/01

Tornado

Other

16

MS0002

2/25/01

3/9/01

Tornado

Aviation Support

66

TOTAL: 2

TOTAL MAN DAYS : 82
Fire

Aviation Support

2,750

Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Fire
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Winter Storm
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Hurricane
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
CFederal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Search & Rescue Support
Search & Rescue Support
Aviation Support
Transportation Support
Search & Rescue Support
Transportation Support
Aviation Support
Search & Rescue Support
Aviation Support

6
4
3
355
6
434
6
4
2

Civil Support Team
Shelter Support
Aviation Support
Search & Rescue Support
Aviation Support

44
3
2
6
4

Other
Other

687
440

MONTANA
MT0001

8/17/01

9/16/01

TOTAL: 1 TOTAL MANDAYS: 2,750

NORTH CAROLINA
NCO001
NCO002
NCO003
NCO004
NC0005
NCO006
NCO007
NC0008
NCO009
NCO010
NC0011
NCO012
NCO013
NCO014

10/6/00
10/31/00
11/2/00
11/3/00
11/5/00
12/2/00
12/28/00
12/3/00
2/11/01
1/6/01
2/12/01
6/3/01
7/19/01
7/22/01

10/7/00
11/1/00
11/2/00
11/9/00
11/7/00
12/5/00
12/30/00
12/4/00
2/11/01
1/6/01
2/12/01
6/3/01
7/20/01
7/22/01

TOTAL:14 TOTAL MANDAYS: 879

NORTH DAKOTA
ND0001
ND0002

4/11/01
8/8/01

4/20/01
8/14/01

TOTAL: 2 TOTAL MANDAYS :1127

Flood
High Winds/Hail

..

..

. .

.

NEBRASKA
NE00Ol

2/27/0 1

2/27/0 1

Winter Storm

Aviation Support

3

133

START

END

OPERATION

NE0003

8117/01

8101

Tornado

Aviatien Suppo

TOTAL: 2

TOTAL MANDAYS: 84
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
PresidentialNice Presidential Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Search & Rescue Support
Aviation Support
Aviation Support
Search & Rescue Support
Oter
Aviation Support
Search & Rescue Support
Search & Rescue Support

4
93
4
12.
4
20
4

Winter Storm
Winter Storm
Winter Storm
Terrorist Activity

Transportation Support
Other
Transportation Support
Other

100
21
991
4,519

Drought
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Assistance To Law Enforcement
Fire
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Loss Of Public Utilities
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Loss Of Public Utilities
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Loss Of Public Utilities
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Other
Search & Rescue Support
Transportation Support
Search & Rescue Support
Other
Aviation Support
Search & Rescue Support
Other
Aviation Support
Other
Search & Rescue Support
Utility Support
Other
Utility Support
Search & Rescue Support

46
8
8
10
96
4
5
559
4
18,
4
15
74
122,
3

Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Fire
Federal/State/Locil Agency Support

Aviation Support
Aviation Support
Search & Rescue Support

360

Fire
Fire
FederalVState/Local Agency Support
Fire

Avtion Support
Aviation Support
Aviation Support
Other

11
29
4
635

Transportation
Support
Transportation Support

76'<,+
1ne

.1
,t.

.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
NH0001
NHOO02
NHOO03
NH0004
NH0005
NHO06
NHOO07
NHOO08

12/3/00
1/11/01
1/11/01
3/12/01
4/19/01
5/11/01
8/27/01
9/4/01

TOTAL: 8

TOTAL MANDAYS: 145

12/3/00
1/11/01
1/11/01
3/12/01
4/22/01
5/11/01
8/28/01
9/4/01

.

NEW JERSEY
NJ0001
NJ0003
NJO004
NJO005

12/30/00
2/5/01
3/3/01
9/11/01

12/31/00
2/5/01
3/6/01

TOTAL: 4 TOTAL MANDAYS : 5,612
NEW MEXICO
NMOO01
NMOO02
NMOO03
NMOO04
NM0005
NMOO06
NMOO08
NMOO09
NMOO10
NM001 1
NMOO12
NMOO13
NM0014
NM0015
NM0017

10/3/00
10/11/00
1/3/01
11/6/00
3/1/01
4/11/01
5/28/01
6/2/01
7/12/01
7/25/01
7/26/01
8/7/01
8/18/01
8/18/01
9/22/01

2/21/01
10/12/01
1/4/01
11/7/00
3/16/01
4/11/01
5/28/01
6/8/01
7/12/01
7/26/01
7/26/01
8/10/01

9/22/01

TOTAL :15 TOTAL MANDAYS: 976
NEVADA
NV0001
NV0002
NVO003
NVO004
NVO005
NVO006
NV0008

2/21/01
6/17/01
6/17/01
7/5/01
7/5/01
7/24/01
8/12/01

2/22/01
6/25/01
6/25/01
7/5/01
7/8/01
7/24/01
8/31/01

36

TOTAL :7 TOTAL MANDAYS:1 88
NY0001
NY0002

11/20/00
12/2900

12/6/00
12/3000

Winter Storm
Winter
Storm

Winter Storm
Feders VState/Local Agency Suppor

NY0003

2/2/01

2/6/01

NYOOO3

3/5/01
7/25101

3/7/01
7/25/01

NY0004

rthquake
Stor

O r

.Tr~nsportato

Support'+

Serch & R,,, Sup

,-p
:

,+,<.'

1:"

+:+rt
,

START
NY0005

END

9/11/01

OPERATION

SOERTO

Terrorist Activity

Other

TOTAL :6 TOTAL MAN'DAYS :67,409
OH0O0

11/16/00

11/20/00

Assistance To Law Enforcement

Civil Support Team

44

OHO001
OH0002
0H0003

3/27/01

3/31/01
8/3/01

Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Flood
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Aviation Support
Civil Support Team
Other

60
4
182

TOTAL: 4

TOTAL MANDAYS 290
Fire
Flood
Winter Storm
High Winds/Hail
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire

Aviation Support
Utility Support
Other
Utility Support
Aviation Support
Aviation Support
Aviation Support
Aviation Support

365
28
1,800
92
4
4
4
56

22
4,919

7/30/01
9/10/01

OKLAHOMA
OK0001
OK0002
OK0003
OK0004
OK0005
0K0006
OK0007
0K0008

10/1/00
10/24/00
12/26/00
5/28/01
7/18/01
7/22/01
8/9/01
8/21/01

10/22/00
11/13/00
2/23/01
6/2/01
7/18/01
7/22/01
8/9/01
8/27/01

TOTAL: 8 TOTAL MANDAYS: 2,353
OREGON
OR0001

10/1/00

10/23/00

Fire

OR0002

8/13/01

8/30/01

Fire

Aviation Support
Other

TOTAL: 2

TOTAL MANDAYS: 4,941
Loss Of Public Utilities
Loss Of Public Utilities
Winter Storm
Winter Storm
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Other
Engineer Support
Other
Other
Search & Rescue Support

26
12
8
116
16

Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Transportation Support
Transportation Support

196
29,706

Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Engineer Support

850

PENNSYLVANIA
PA0001
PA0002
PA0003
PA0004
PA0005

10/1/00
11/22/00
12/29/00
3/4/01
7/25/01

10/13/00
11/27/00
12/30/00
3/6/01
7/26/01

TOTAL: 5 TOTAL MANDAYS: 178
PUERTO RICO
PROO01
PROO02

2/6/01
7/2/01

3/2/01

TOTAL: 2 TOTAL MAN DAYS 29,902
RHODE ISLAND
4/20/01

R10002

10/1/00

TOTAL: 1

TOTAL MANDAYS : 850

SOUTH CAROLINA
SC0001

7/16/01

7/31/01

Flood

Other

832

SCO002

8/18/01

8/21/01

Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Other

60

TOTAL: 2 TOTAL MANDAYS : 892
SOUTH DAKOTA
SDO001
SD0002
S0003

11/20/00
12/7/00
1/30/01

11/22/00
12/8/00
2/5/01

Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Winter Storm

Transportation Support
Search & Rescue Support
Other

9
20
14

SDOO04
S00005
S50008
S00007

2/26/01
4/6/01
4/9/01
4/11/01

3/9/01
4/8/01
4/9/01
4/12/01

Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Flood
Flood
Flood

Search & Rescue su~pport
Engineer Support
Other
Transportation Support

i i-'
28
148 !i'iii
28
43' ; I! !;b

135

START

END

OPERATION

SUBOPERAION

SD0008

5/8/01

5/8/01

Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Transportation Support

4

SD0009

5/29/01

6/1/01

6/10/01
6/13/01

6/10/01
6/14/01

Transportation Support
Transportation Support
Aviation Support

4

SD0010
SDO011

Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Fire
Fire

SDO012
SDO013
SDO014
SDO015
SDO016
SDO019

7/4/01
7/5/01
7/31/01
8/12/01
9/1/01
9/26/01

7/4/01
7/5/01
8/8/01
8/27/01
9/4/01

Fire
Assistance To Law Enforcement
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire

Transportation Support
Transportation Support
Aviation Support
Aviation Support
Aviation Support
Other

A
3
311
185
106
180

Fire
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Assistance To Law Enforcement
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Flood
Flood
Flood

Aviation Support
Aviation Support

101
4

Search & Rescue Support
Search & Rescue Support
Engineer Support
Search & Rescue Support
Search & Rescue Support

4
3
308
17
3

4
4

TOTAL: 17 TOTAL MANDAYS: 1,192
TENNESSEE
TNO001
TNO002

11/1/00
12/20/00

11/9/00
12/20/00

TNO003
TNO004
TNO006
TNO007
TNO008

4/18/01
6/26/01
7/17/01
8/4/01
8/16/01

4/19/01
6/26/01
7/31/01
8/7/01
8/16/01

TOTAL: 7
TEXAS

TOTAL MANDAYS : 440

TXOOO1

10/1/00

10/13/00

Fire

Aviation Support

305

TX0002
TX0003
TX0004

10/1/00
11/3/00
12/12/00

10/1/00
11/7/00
12/13/00

Fire
Flood
Winter Storm

Aviation Support
Aviation Support
Shelter Support

8
340
301

TX0005
TX0006
TXOO7
TX0008
TX0009
TX0010
TX0011

12/26/00
1/8/01
1/16/01
3/6/01
6/9/01
7/18/01
8/30/01

1/9/01
2/3/01
1/17/01
3/9/01
7/3/01
7/20/01
9/1/01

Winter Storm
Federal/State/Local Agency Support
Winter Storm
Flood
Hurricane
Fire
Flood

Other
Other
Other
Aviation Support
Search & Rescue-Support
Aviation Support
Other

480
746
34
12
2,820
36
222

6/14/01
7/14/01

Fire
Fire

Shelter Support
Shelter Support

1
17

7/23/01
8/12/01

Fire
Fire

Other270,,'
Shelter Support

Flood
Flood
Flood

Other
Other
Engineer Support

824
12
265

Federal/State/Local Agency Support

Other

928

Earthquake

Other

102

TOTAL: 11 TOTAL MANDAYS :5,304
UTAH
UT001
UT0002
UT0003
UT0004

6/11/01
7/5/01
7/16/01
8/9/01

TOTAL: 4
VIRGINIA

TOTAL MANDAYS : 294

VA0001
VA0002
VA0003

7/9/01
7/9/01
7/29/01

7/27/01
7/12/01
8/1/01

TOTAL: 3 TOTAL MANDAYS: 1,101
VERMONT
VTO
N 4/18/01
4/22/01

itO~AL1

10MA))n

TOTA: 1TOTAL MANDAY : 928

WASHINGTON
WA0001

2/28/01

3/5/01

"

WA0002

START

END

OPERATION

SUBOPERATION

MA,

8/15/01

9/2/01

Fire

Other

7,803

TOTAL: 2 TOTAL MANDAYS: 7,905
WISCONSIN
4/16/01

Flood

Aviation Support

5

W0001

4/16/01

WI0002
W10003

4/19/01
6/15/01

4/21/01
6/17/01

Flood
High Winds/Hail

Transportation Support
Engineer Support

46
150

Flood
Flood

Other
Other

312
47,737

TOTAL:3 TOTAL MANDAYS 201
WEST VIRGINIA
WV0001
WV0002

5/21/01
7/8/01

6/7/01

TOTAL: 2 TOTAL MANDAYS : 48,049
WYOMING
WY0001

10/1/00

10/1/00

Fire

Transportation Support

0

WY0002
WY0003
WY0004

7/29/01
8/3/01
8/30/01

8/4/01
8/6/01
9/9/01

Fire
Fire
Fire

Other
Engineer Support
Other

28
8
231

,DAYS

TOTAL: 4 TOTAL Mandays: 267
TOTAL: 311 Grand TOTAL: 233,863

137
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